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SCIENTIFIC APpROACH.TO PROBIJM, 411viric

I. Observationfirst-hand experiences and observation.

2. Definition of PROBLEMask questions, choose one for
investigation.

3. Results of other investigators - -read about problem,
discuss it with Interested friends and resource
people, examine the written material.

Possible solutions--iist all possible guesses.

Choosing the best solution (HYMTHESIS)--pic4 the
"best guess".

Testing the hypothesis--planning and carrying out
EXPERIMENTS to determine its truth.

7. CONCLUSION of accepting or rejecting hypothesis--
draw conclusion from experiments to determine
acceptance or rejection of "best guess".

More extensive testing of hypothesisexperiment
further to determine if hypothesis always holds true.

9. Stating t! THEORY and publishing results--restate
the hypothesis in light of the above experimentation,
publish in professional journal.

10. Finding mathematical proofdo any measuring and
mathematical calculations to develop proof of theory.

11. Statement of LAW or PRINCIPLEif no one can find a
mistake in the mathematical proof or develop a
contrary proof, the theory becomes a law or principle.
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FOREWORD

Long before that famous October fourth, 1957, when Sputnik I

rocketed into orbit, the science teachers of the Minneapolis Public

Schools eagerly began work on the reorganization of the science cur-

riculum from kindergarten through grade twelve. This reorganized

science curriculum was requested by our instructional staff and de-

veloped by representative members of that staff.

The citizen of today must bs science literate in order to exer-

cise adequately his duties of citizenship. The contribution of the

scientist to our way of life is the methods which he uses to attack

a problem and seek its solution. These methods are unique, but more

important, they are very useful; they can be applied in the solution

of the everyday problem by knowledgeable children at all ages and

grade levels, and by adults in all walks of life. If these methods

of science are to be learned by the youth of Minneapolis, they must

be learned by attacking realistic problems inside and outside the

classroom. This practice in the solving of work-a-day problems trains

our young citizens to think for themselves in seeking new solutions

to age-old problems of our civilization.

In the Minneapolis Public Schools we recognize that science

is a very important part of the liberal arts general education which

should be studied by all students. We are aware of our responsi-

bility for instruction which must be well grounded in the fundamental

laws and principles in all the fields of the basic sciences and

therefore propose this reorganized curriculum for teaching the ever-

expanding knowledge of science.

This reorganized science curriculum does not teach itself.

It is a planned developmental approach in which the teacher is the

expeditor and not the limiter of learning. The curriculum has been

developed to aid the student in acquiring new breadths and new depths

of understanding of his environment; and with it a teacher who is

well trained in science may lead the student in an ever-expanding

investigation of his surroundings in this world and universe. If the

curriculum is used cooperatively by teacher and students, it is an

instrument which can mold a pupil of the Minneapolis Public Schools

into a science-literate citizen who, if he continues advanced science

training, may become a scientist of the future.
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INTRODUCTION

This Supplement has been prepared as a convenient reference tc assist
the eighth grade general science teacher to produce an effective
program of instruction with his pupils. General science teachers
suggested the content and assisted with the preparation of each section
of this Supplement. Those who helped prepare this material laid no
claim to its "perfection". However, its value to each and every
eighth grade science teacher can only be determined by its use and
subsequent constructive suggestions made for its improvement. All
Minneapolis Public Schools personnel are invited to cooperate in the
updating and improvement of this Supplement eL a usable academic tool
for the beginning and experienced classroom science teacher.

This Supplement is not complete at the present time. When additional
useful materials are developed, a copy will be furnished to you to
place in these loose-leaf binders. Your cooperation with us to keep
your Supplement up-to-date will be appreciated. When you leave our
Minneapolis Public Schools, please leave your Supplement In your room
for the next teacher's use.



MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS For discussion

Science Department purposes only

SUMMARY OF GRADE-CON23NT ASSIGNMENTS

..
Area and Major Topics

Introduction to Science (Gray)

.1.=117111.

Grace Level

*

11 12

A, Attitudes (Including
history).1111.1111ININ111.0

B. Tools

On OM. 70

I. The Earth (Red)

......M.Nmes,

A. History of the earth

B. Physical features

ONO el

C. Rocks and minerals

D. Soils

E. Water

F. Air

..011101.10

G. Weather and climate

111,

Key .to symbols * major emphasis
+ content to be taught
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Area and Major Topics Grade Level

K f. ION 3 L 5 C6 7

*

8 9 10

*

1

........

_____________.r...............1.

11. Living Things (Green)

..---,................................._........

A, Life and life proce,7ses
*

._.........._................earorwammoo,Nea......

1. :Life .n general *

2, Food taking
'or nutrition

3. Digestion

4. Absorption
+

5. Circulation

_

6. Respiration

____-
.

7 Assimilation

8. Oxidation

9. Excretion

10. Reproduction
and growth

* *

11. Responsiveness *

B. Classification * *

C. Ecology - * * *

D. Plant and animal
economics

-- *

-,c ;:

-------T--,-

*

-----

-

+

1111E. Human body

F. Aesthetic values *
............4....

.,.

......... .................1......... .................

(continued)
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Grade-content assignments (continued)

Grade Level .A
Area and h ajor To,Jics 5 6 17 ti 1 11 12

ISM
III. Energy (Yellow) all

+

*

4.
I

*

* +

.

A. Properties of matter
related to energy

. ........-.-........es...-........
B. Sources and conservatio

of energy
+ 4:. +

C. Mechanical energy and

. .

simple machines ''

it it

D. Gravitational energy + + * 4-

E. Magnetic energy * ± *
._ ....__ _

T. Sound * *

___
. * +

_....-

G. Electrical energy

_

* * * *
WM. =

1. Static
. .

0.010,..-1

2. Current * * *

...=.10.0.0

w.....W0140.0. ,..10.1=100...

H. Communication bands and
electronics

I. Heat and infrared
radiation 4;

,...........

4; -1; +
_.....

J. Light and ultraviolet
radiation

* * *

III

+

*

N. High energy waves

L. Chemical energy *

M. Atomic energy .
+ %;

.="--11.7171C10111111r
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A SWUM OF THE SUBJECT MATTER CO IS T

MADE EIGHT

IntrcdtuAion to sciencevocabulary, g7rbols and

mathemmtica used in science; systems of measure-

ment

Weather and climato.ueather fronts, winds and dow
points; interaction of earth and air

ooloy--trpos of rocks; indsntification of rooks

amd minerals; chemicals in soils

Astronow-.4inds and problIma of optical instrmzents;

thsories atmut origin of solar system; character-

istica of varth, moon and sum; units of time;

determination of latitude and lonrAtuds; nothods

of groupin:i: stars for st
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iiikomiesLcsymeisnyjahiLDZSLLR NITS

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Ma or To is Page Number, Color

Introduction to Science

Tools of science.. . .... ......... .......

1. The Earth

1 Gray

Weather and climate. . ...... 3 Red

Geology

A. Types of 4 Red

4 Red

5 Red

6
Red

Identification of rocks and 6

mineralS. 4t0***00004,060414101,i00.041411411 Red

B. Changes of the earth's surface.

C. Chemicals important in soils....

O. Economically valuable ores and
minerdiS.1,oiosa .... mottowsloopoloott

IV. The Universe

As

A. History of .... 0 Blue

B. Tools and laboratories used in
the study of the universes... 1 Blue

C. Our solar system

The nearest star, the sun........, 11 Blue

The earth as a planet...... 12 Blue

The earth's satellites.....,...... 13 Blue
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TABLE OF CONTENTS

Major Topic and/or Page Number Color

IV. The Universe (continued)

Astronomy

C. Our solar system

Movements of the planets,
meteors and comets 14 Blue

D. Measurement of time 15 Blue

E. Measurement of longitude and
latitude. .............. . 15 Blue

F. Beyond the solar system.. ... . . 16 Blue
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. purposes only

.Grade,,Eight

"ALLOCATION O CONCEPTS Br MAJOR TOPICS .AND /on uniis
_

Npte:
,

This report presents a list of unit titles or major topice

within which the Order Of*the-conCepte found in the Handbook

has been changed and grouped under subheadingi to priFide

a logical teaching approach.

Introduction to Science

Toole of science

1. Scientific knowledge may be expressed both qualitatively and

quantitatively.

2. Scientists use symbols in order to express ideas.

Systens or neaiurement are arbitr'ari.

ThOire are two donionly used systems of matheMatioal measurement,

the English and the metric systems.

A mitheMatical system Of measurement must be based on exact,

reproducible-standards.

Mathematical expressions are the most accurate way of stating

scientific ideas and relationships.

Mosi; physical measurements are` combinations of simple, dirett
measurements, and appropriate units may be derived for

ilonvenietee.

8. Measurements of length, mass and time make direct reference to
various adopted standards.

9e The unit for measuring time is the same in metric and English

systems.

.10; The metric system is based on multiples of 10, similar to our

monetary systems. *.

11. The syitem of equivalents in the metric system is easier to use

than'the 'English or apothecary system of pluivalents."

12. The old meter length was based on the diitanci trom the North Pole

to the equator, while the new meter length is defined in terns

of the wave length of a specific reprodu4ible light wave.

13. Quantities measured in units of a number system may be changed
to other units within the same number system.
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14. The conversion bettleen units in the metric system is. easier than

conversion in the Etglish-systm,

15. Measured quantities may be changed from one kind of unit in one

number system to another unit in another number system:

Units of measureme4 may differ between experiments, but if a

comparison is to be made, similar .units must.. be used.

17. The conversion of units of measurement from one system to another

may result in a system of equivalents.

18. Metric-English and English metric equivalents may be calculated

and may be used to convert from one system of energy

to another.

, . . ...

19. The Enilish system of measurements is less convenieni.tii* uee_than
. ... .

the metric system because of the lack of pattern In the

conversion. System.
.

% ,..,

..

20. metricIn the mtem, it is easy to convert from cubical.. Bear . .

measurement into volume; e.g., cubic millii,eiers, "Centimete'ri;. 4

:or 4fteirratexa to liters vs . cubic inches, ,feet,,. op `yards, tA n,
0,. .

gallons.
r.

21 The English 'system is based on common fractions rattler thatviificimals.

.22. Special facilities, equipment, tools and supplies may incnase the

amount of sontrol and accuracy with which an,Oper#4onvean
be made. ne r ..

kvariety, qf scientific equipment may aid scientitio discovery.

24. Many scientific investigations require the,development of new

instruments.

25, 'Scientific investigations necessitate the development ofnew
symbols, words and phrases to express scientific ideas. .

,

26. Scientists use a vocabulary which expresses ideas, clearly and

accurately.

27.' Scientific phenomena are more clearly,expressed,andrecorded when

a scientific vocabulary is used.

28. Some experiments may be conducted with the equipment which is

easily available while others may require development of

special equipment.

29, New.and refined tools for more accurate measurements are being

developed.
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I. The Earth

Weather and climate

1. Prehistoric changes in the earth's climate are shown chronologically

in the fossil records and in glacier borings.

2. Chemical changes in rock are caused by exposure to the elements of

weather.

3. Changes in weather usually occur along fronts that develop where

air masses of different temperatures meet.

4. A cold front that overtakes a warm front forms an occluded front.

5. A stationary front is formed when an advancing cold or warm front

stops.

6. The temperature of the air is influenced by the temperature of the

water and ground directly below it.

7. The moisture content of the air is influenced by the temperature and

amount of moisture of the earth directly below it.

8. The temperature at which air becomes saturated with water vapor is

called the dew point.

9. Uhen air is cooled below the dew point, water vapor condenses to

form dew, frost, fog, clouds, and various forms of precipitations;

e.g., mist, sleet, hail, snow.

10. Winds and/or smaller. currents of air may flow with irregular

motion with mixing, twisting and melting of sub.currents or

eddies (turbulence).

11. Local surface winds usually are different from upper altitude winds.

12. Fast moving air currents are found just above the troposphere.

13. High velocity airstreams sometimes occur in certain regions of the

lower stratosphere (jet streams).

14. Aircraft should usually be navigated to avoid weather conditions

which would subject them to extreme stresses; e.g., thunderstorms,

tornadoes.
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Geology

A, Types of rocks

For discussion purposes only.

1. Sediments are deposited in distinct layers, and usually the
layers are recognizable in the resulting sedimentary rocks.

2. Usually the particle size in a layer of sedimentary rock is
uniform throughout.

3. Often geologists are able to identify sedimentary rock masses
of the same origin in widely separated locations by
comparison of the particle size.

Petrified wood is a sedimentary rock.

In igneous rocks the grain size is indicative of conditions
under which the molten material solidified.

6. Some rocks are used for ornaments.

B. Changes of the earth's surface

1. Physical characteristics of the earth are measurable.

2. Many kinds of forces are changing the earth's surface.

3. The earth's crust which is many miles deep, is being explored
by scientists for new knowledge. .

4. Energy from within the surface of the earth causes volcanoes,
geysers and earthquakes on the surface crust.

5. Water attempts to seek its own level in the crust of the earth.

6, Wave action on the shores of lakes and streams continually
changes the shore.

7. The ice which forms on bodies of water during the winter
expands and pushes up ridges of sand and soil on the shore.

8. Glaciers are classified according to size.

9. Some changes on the earth's surface are caused by faulting
or upheaval

10. Valleys may be formed by the folding and faulting of the
earth's crust.

11. Mountains are formed by faults with slippage and by an
upheaval of the earth's crust.
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. 12. Man determines the density of the earth's core or interior by

means of the speed at which sound waves travel through it.

13. Tabular intrusions (dikes, sills) of molten rock, may form in
layers of fractures of older rocks.

14. Domes are formed when the surface of the earth is raised by the

intrusion of lens shaped masses of igneous rocks (laccoliths)

or by the formation of anticline folds which are not linear.

15. The effect of extreme temperature changes in rugged terrain

results in talus heaps.

16. Hot pools and geysers are found in regions where cooling

igneous rock transfers its heat to small quantities of

underground water.

17. Geysers are the result of the release of the pressure of steam

and superheated ground water through narrow vents on

the surface of the earth.

18. Volcanoes and geysers form natural steam which may be used by
man as.a. form of energy.

19. Oceans or seas usually are formed by gradual sinkingof large

areas of the earth's surface.

20. Limestone may form on the bottom of shallow seas (less than

600 feet drop).

21. Large areas of the earth may sink away or be lifted (warping).

22. Sinn measures geological eras (time) by the extreme changes

that occur (-II the earth.

C. Chemicals important in soils

1. The elements in soil may be determined by chemical examination.

2. Some chemicals important to plant growth are: phosphorous,

potassium, nitrogen, dissolved carbon dioxide (acidity) and

calcium carbonate (alkalinity).

3. The root systems of living plants increase in size and loosen the

ground which enables water to sink into soil.

4. The ground water is an enormous reservoir for the storage of

water.
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D. Economically valuable ores and minerals

1. A mineral is an inorganic chemical element or compound
occurring naturally in the earth's crust.

2. A mineral is a product of inorganic processes.

Minerals are natural chemical compounds which usually are of

economic value to man.

4. Some minerals which are soluble in water have a distinctive

taste.

The transparent sheets of some :1nerals are able to rotate the

.plane of polarized light.

6. Because some minerals are insulators, they may be rubbed with

another insulator ald become electrically changed.

7. Ln ore usually is a mixture of many minerals.

8. Some ores are pure minerals.

9. Ores are usually commercially valuable sources of metals.

E. Ideniification of rocks and minerals

10 The determination of the hardness of a mineral may be used in

identification.

2. Certain powdered materials, when heated in a flames emit

visible light of a definite color.

3. Some minerals when heated emit visible light.

4. Ultraviolet radiation on some mineral substances causes

them to give off visible radiation.

5. In all pure minerals there is a definite arrangement of

molecOes and ions in a crystal lattice.

6. In any pure crystalline sample of a mineral the angles formed

by the crystal faces are characteristic and aid in

identification of the sample.

7. The borax bead test and the flame test may be used to identify

metallic minerals.

8. The magnetic characteristics of a rock maybe used in

identification.

9. Many minerals break along characteristic cleavage planes.
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10. The specific gravity of a mineral may be used in its
identifications.

11. Some minerals do not break along definite fracture planes.

12. Only a few minerals are readily soluble in water.

73. Some radioactive ores and minerals emit high energy waves
which may be detected.

14. The luster of a mineral may be a characteristic which
contributes to the identification of that mineral.

15. The color which the streak test shows is valuable in
identifying some minerals.
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IV. tae. Univeise, ,
"

.

AstionoMy

A. History of astronomy

a
,

a.

1. Early scientists made many false assumptions.

2. .The pseudo . science Of. astrology is -a result of attempting
to connect astronomical Observatione. with superstitions.

3... fn's knowledge.has gradually increased resulting in more
accurate assumptionil.experimentation, aad conolisions..

I

14. According to the Copernicum theory (heliocentric) the sun

is the center of the solar system, .

5. Galileo was one of the earliest experimental astronomers
who made very accurate observations and recorded them.

B. Tools and laboratories used in the study of the universe

1. Man through his progress in scientific investigation has
developed many instruments to give him further knowledge

. of the universe.

2. The telescope is one of man's most important tools in
observing astronomical bodies.

3. Binoculars and field glasses are constructed with two
parallel telescopes.

4. The largest astronomical telescopes must be manipulated with
electrically driven machinery.

5. The production of extremely large mirrors and lenses to be
used in telescopes requires high technical skill.

6. Most of the largest astronomical telescopes are equipped with
cameras for making recorded observations.

7. Man through very accurate observation& is extending his
knowledge of the universe.

8. The atmosphere of the earth distorts many astronomical
observations.

9. In order to prevent atmospheric distortion of astronomical
observations, high altitude balloons, rockets, and
artificial satellites are being used as platforms for
making and recording observations.
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10. Man's knowledge of the universe continues to increase as more
and more observations are made beyond the earth's atmosphere.

11. As man develops better telescopes, his identification of more
astronomical bodies increases and his knowledge about them
expands.

12. Planetariums are complex optical instruments which show the
relationships of astronomical bodies by means of projected
light on kdome-shaped screen.

13. Man-made star maps aid in locating prominent astronomical
bodies in the sky at night.

14. As detecting and observing devictds become.more.sensitive and
accurate, the knowledge of the universe increases.
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C. Our solar system

The nearest star, the sun

1. There are many theories as to the origin of the earth.

2. There are many theories concerning the origin of.the sun and

the earth.

3. The sun is the likely original source of the materials in the

astronomical bodies uhich make up the solar system.

4. The sun is close enough so that it may be ebserved more

accurately than any other star.

5. The sunls brightness can be co.pared with that of other

stars--"medium" brightness,

6. The sun's size can be compared with that of other

starso-umedium" size,

7. The sun's temperature can be compared with that of other

stars--"medium" temperature.

8. The sun, as a member of the Milky Way galaxy, moves through

space with the galaxy.

9. The sun and the other stars within the Milky Way galaxy move

around the center of the galaxy in a definite direction

and path.

10. The sun has periods of greater activity during which

sunspots may be seen.

11. Aurora Borealis and Aurora Australis are the result of high

energy particles coming to the earth from the sun during

the periods following the sun's greater activity.

12. About three days after sunspots are observed, magnetic storms

occur and the Auroras are visible at night,

13. The measurement of the speed of rotation of the sun is usually

calculated by the study of the position of specific sunspots.

14, Solar energy reaches the earth in various forms of radiant

energy.

15. Solar storms (sunspots) appear to occur in repeating time

intervals.

16. Matter in the sun is being changed into forma of energy.
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17. Combination or decomposition of atomic nuclei produce,

radiant energy,

18. There appears to be "bursts' in the amounts of energy

radiated by the sun,

19. The sun is slcw3y using up its energy potential..

20. The sun's energy is formed by nuclear transformation DITIC241

C. Our solar system

The earth as a planet

1. The position of the earth in the solar system makes

conditions optimum for life as it exists on earth.

Daylight is the result of the sunlight falling on the earth's

atmosphere and surface.

3. The atmosphere of the earth acts like a blanket in

conserving the heat supplied by the sun.

4. A planet cannot have seasons unless the axis on which it

rotates is at an angle other than 9G° .or 1800 to the

plane of its orbit.

5. The rotation of the earth causes the deflection (coriolie effect)

of the north and south air currents on the surface of the

earth.

The earth has many other movements in addition to rotation

and revolution,

7. 'The earth follows the sun through outer space,
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C. Our solar system

The earth's satellites

1. The study of the composition of the moon may be made by

spectroscopic analysis.

2. Because of its small gravitational pull, the moon does not

have an atmosphere.

3. The moon, the asteroids and Mercury are too small to hold an

atmosphere.

4. It is assumed that a part of the surface of the moon is

covered with a lwer of dust.

The surface of the moon is very irregular.

6. The moon rotates and revolves around the earth in a counter.

clockwise motion as assumed to be viewed from- above the

north star (polaris).

7e The gravitational effect of the earth keeps the moon in its

path.

The amount of the moon visible at any one time depends on the

relative positions of the sun and the moon in respect to

the earth.

As the moon orbits the earth the amount of the moon's surface

made visible to the earth progressively increases to a

maximum or full moon and than decreases to a minimum or

the new moon.

10. The moon and the inner planets of the solar system exhibit the

same phases or differences in daaPes as viewed from the

earth.

11. The eclipse of the sun is the result of the moan being in

such a position that its shadow is cast on a small area

or path on the earth's surface.

12. Earth circling satellites are held in orbit by an equality

between the centripetal force (gravity) and angular

momentum of the satellite which has been incorrectly

called centrifugal force.

13. Balanced forces keep astronomical bodies and artificial

satellites in orbits
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O. Our solar system

Movements of the planets, meteors and comets

1. There is a regularity in the orbital motion of the planets.

2. Since planets move at different speeds, around different

sized orbits, their movements may not appear to be orderly.

3. The farther away a planet is from the sun, the slower its

speed in orbit.

4. Planets further from the sun than the earth appear to move in

opposite directions back and forth in the sky over a

period of time.

5. When viewed froim the earth on successive nights, many planets

appear to move eastward through the constellations.

All orbits of the planets, in the solar system are in

approximately the same plane.

The,revolution of the planets in their orbits is in the

same direction as that of the earth.

8. The. movement :of some larger and/Or nearer planets may be

observed without the use of a telescope.

The type of apparent planetary motion (inferior vs. superior)
depends upon the.position of its orbit to that of the

earth's orbit in the solar system.

10. The apparent motion of an astronomical body is the result of

the movement of the observer and the observed.

4

11. Planets between the earth and te sun display phases similar

to thode of the moon.

12. The occurrence of meteor showers can be predicted.

13. Comets are a part of the solar system and revolve around
the sun in huge, extremely elliptical orbits.
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D. Measurement of time'

Grade 8

1. The units of time are accurately determined by astronomical

events.

Different astronomical events are used to define different

units of time.

Time may be measured in different units.

4 .Clocks.and.watches-are used to indicate the passage of time

because astronomical events are inconvenient as timing

devices.

Usually used devices for indicating the passage of time are

inaccurate.

Because the force of gravity varies at different places on the

surface of the earth, pendulum clocks do not keep accurate

time unless adjusted for each location.

7. Direct rays of the sun are those which are perpendicular to the

curvature of the earth.

8. The time when the sun's direct rays cross the equator is

called the equinox.

9. The solstices are the times of the year when the sun is the

furthest north and south of the equator.

10. The length of a day varies at different latitudes.

U. The length of a day varies with the time of year.

'Measurement of longitude and latitude

1. In locating places, the northern one-half of the earth is very

often referred to as the Northern Hemisphere and the

southern one-half as the Southern Hemisphere.

2. Navigation on the surface of the earth depends on the apparent

"fixed" position of stars.

3. "Latitude" is an expression of position on tl-a surface of the

earth found by observation of astronomical bodies,

4. "longitude" 13 an expression of location or position on the,

earth, measured by time differences from a set point on

the surface of the earth.

A sextant is usually used to "shoot the sun" in determining the

longitude and latitude of a specific place at a specific time.

6. Everything within our universe may be located as a position in,

space.
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F. Beyond the solar system

JHS : gni
8-2-63

16 For discussion purposes on,lj

1.- The universe is made up of space and matter.

2. Statistically the existence of planets in other solar

systems with life similar to that on earth is possible.

3. If another planet in any solar system has similar
characteristics to those of the earth, life may exist.

Sudden ard great changes in an astronomical body's
characteristics have been observed, but the occurrence is

not frequent.

5. The universe appears to have no boundaries (infinity).

6. Since the universe appears to have no boundary, it is not

known how- many astronomical bodies exist.

7. Nebulae are clouds of gas and/or dust which may be

illuminated by nearby stars.

8. The speed of movement of a light-emitting body going away or

coming toward the observer causes a shift in the frequenly

of the light (color) omitted=-Doppler Effect..

9. The enormous quantities of energy which most stars give off

is produced as a result of nuclear fusion reactions.

10. Stars may be grouped by their brightness (magnitude) or

chemical composition.

11. Stars are often grouped for study on the basis of their

apparent atomic composition.
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CRITEIItA FOR THE EXPOSURE OF WFATHER INSTRUMENTS

Precipitation Gages

Precipitation gages should be located on a level plot of ground, at a

distance from any object (including the instrum.nt shelter) of at least two,

and preferably four, times the height of the object above the top of the

gage. All types of gages must be exposed With the rim of the receiver in a

horizontal plane and at a level well above the average level of snow

surfaces. Rain gages should not be installed on a roof.

When objects, which individually or in small groups would constitute ob-

structions, are numerous and are so extensive that the prevaning wind speed

and, as a consequence, the turbulence and eddy currents have been reduced in

the vicinity of the gage, the presence of such objects are usually benefi-

cial in providing a more accurate catch. The best experures are often found,

therefore, in orchards, openings in a grove of trees, bushes or shrubbery,

or where fences and other ebjeets acuin6 together serve as an effective

windbreak. As a general rule in such areas vhere the height of the objects

and their distance from the gage is generally uniform, their height above

the gage should not exceed about twice their distance from the gage.

Instrument Shelters and Temperature Eq5pment

Wherever possible, shelters will be installed over earth or sod at least

100 feet from any concrete or other hard surfaced area, and not closer to

any other object than four times the height of the object above the floor

of the instrument shelter. Avoid roof insLalLations if possible. However,

if it is necessary to locate the shelter on a roof, it should, not be closer

than 30 feet to any large, vertical reflecting surface ('walls, etc.), exhaust

fans, or cooling towers. The floor of the instrument, shelter should be

approximately four feet above the ground or roof, except that, if the shelter

is mounted above a roof, the height may be greater than four feet in order

to minimize radiation effects frm the roof. To afford the interior of the

Shelter the greatest protection from direct solar radiation while the door

is open, orient the shelter with the door facing north (in the Northern

Hemisphere). Keep the shelter door closed when the instruments are not

being read.

If illuminatio:?, is desired in the shelter use an elec'xic lamp of not more

than 25 watts. Keep the lamp as far as practicable (at least ten inches)

from any temperature-sensing element. Do not leave the lamp turned on any

longer then is necessary to-read the instruments.



In general, temperature-sensing elements will be mounted as close to the

center of the shelter as practicable, and in a position where the operation

of one instrument will not interfere with the operation of another. In any

case, the temperature-sensing units will be mounted more than four inches

from the sides, top, and bottom of the Shelter.

Aneroid Barometersf

Select a site where the instrument will not be subject to rapid fluctuations

of temperature or to jarring and continuous vibration. Avoid exposing the

instrument to direct sunlight or radiant heaters, and to direct drafts,

such as open windows and doors.

Aneroid barometers should, under ordinary circumstances, be mounted with

the dial in a vertical position at a convenient level for reading. They

will, however, operate satisfactorily in other than a vertical position.

Dial-type instruments are frequently provided with a detachable.case or

flange to be used when the instrument is wall mounted.

Wind EqulElen-L

So far as available sites permit, wind sensing equipment should be placed

20 feet above the ground on a freely exposed tower, and over terrain that

is relatively level and free from obstructions to wind flow. In general,

obstructions include hills or other objects whose height above the ground

at the exposure site is not more than one tenth- their distance from the

site. Avoid sites where topography or other obstructions are known to

create appreciable up- or--down drafts, eddy currents or jet-flow effects.

When a compromise must be made, the sensing units should be exposed at

least 12 feet above any obstruction within 100 feet; and at least as high

as any obstruction within 100 to 200 feet of the wind equipment. Support-

ing towers should not be of such budlt or Shape as to create an appreciable

obstruction to the wind flow.

Abstracted from Paragraphs A4410, A5519-21, A7030, A7031 and A8110 of the

Weather Bureau Addendum, Manual of Surface Observations, Circular N, Sixth

Edition Revised, November 1951.
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WEATHER BUREAU TYPE METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR PRIVATELY OWNED WEATHER STATIONS

There is a wide variety of excellent recording and non-recording meteorological in-
struments on the market. The most comnonly used instruments of the Weather Bureau
type for small weather stations are illustrated in this circular. All instruments
need not be installed at each station. Wind speed and direction and precision pres-
sure measuring equipment is not listed because, it is generally installed at the more
complex weather stations.

NON- Ra: oRDING 1.,1'',TEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMINSTRUMENTS S

Observations from non-recording instruments are read manually and
reflect conditions at observation time only.

Temperature - The highest and lowest air temperatures are read
from special thermometeru enclosed in a white shelter that per-
mits air to circulate freely around them and at the same time
shields them from rain and the sun's rays. Current air temper-
atures are read from a thermometer enclosed in the same shelter.

T 1

CURRgiTT kIR
THEEMOIETER

I

INSTRUMENT SHELTER
AND SWPORTe

MAX:DIU:1 AND MINIMI r.E.E11:,102MTRS AND SUPPORT

The MAXIMUM THERMOMETER, a mercury -in -glass type, is very similar to
the common clinical thermometer. A constriction in the bore prevents
the mercury from returning to the Twab when the temperature decreases
so that the thermometer indicates :idle highest temperature attained.

The MINIMUM THERY,OMETER, an alcohol-in-glass type, has a small dumb-
bell shaped piece of glass called an "index" in the bore. As the
temperature falls the top of the alcohol column carries the index with
it towards the bulb. Wben the temperatare rises azain the alcohol
flows freely around the index, leaving it to mark the lowest tempera-
ture reached.

8-INCH RAIN AND SNOW GAGE

In this gage the precipitation is collected in a small
vertical tube inside a large outer tube or overflow

can and is measured with
.ANEROID BAROMETER a graduated stick. The

area of the inner tube is
one-tenth the area of the
outer tube to magnify the
depth of the catch and
thereby make possible
accurate measurement of

precipitation to 1/100
inch.

The type illustrated
here will satisfac-
torily indicate rid-
ing and falling pres-
sure and the amount
of day to day pres-
sure changes.



,Lv

RECORDING METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS

Below are illustrated the simpler instruments for continuous records of pre

cipitation, temperature and relative humidity. For accuracy, recording in-

struments should be checked periodically against a standard and be recalibra-

ted if necessary.

ICCGROTHERMOGRAPH

U

THEEfilOGRAPH

Temperature is measured and record -
ed as a continuous line on a clock
driven chart. The expansion and
contraction of a bi-metallic strip
or. Bourdon tube with changing temil-

erature moves a pen which traces
the record.' It is recommended that
at least weekly comparisons be made

with a mercurial thermometer.

This instrument measures relative .humidity and temperature and records them

on a single chart in the same way as a THERMOGRAPH. The expansion and con-

traction of a human hair elei ent. with changing relative humidity moves a pen

which traces the humidity record.
It is recommended that at least
weekly comparisons be made with

a psychrometer.

r

WEIGHING TYPE RECORDING RAIN AND SNOW GAGE

In the WEIGHING TYPE RECORDING RAIN AND SNOW GAGE, the

weight of the precipitation falling through the circu-

lar opening in the gage is recorded on the chart as

depth of water in inches and hundredths.
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2-5220 -

2-5221 --7
2-5222 - --
2 -5223 - --
2 -5224 - --
2-5225

2-5300 -

2-5301 - --
2 -5302 - --
2 -5303 --
2-5304--
2-5305 ---

2-9090 -

2-9091 ---
2-9092 ---
2-9093 - --
2 -9094 ---

2-0516 ---
- 2-0517

20518
2-0519 ---
2-0520 ---

SCIENCE - GRADE 7 BASIC

LIFE SCIENCE THE WORLD OF LIVING THINGS 7

- DAVIS
HOLT. 1961 AVERAGE
TCHRS MANUAL & ANS BK 1961 FREE W/ORDER
WORKBOOK 1961
TEACHERS ED. OF WORKBOOK 1961 FREE W/ ORDER

MASTERY TESTS 1961 1 FREE W/EACH WORKBOOK
KEY TO MASTERY TESTS' TEACHER ONLY 1961

FREE W/ TESTS

LIVING THINGS - FITZPATRICK
HOLT. 1962 AVERAGE
TCHRS MANUAL & ANS BK 1962 FREE W/CLASS ORD
LIVING THINGS WORKBOOK 1962
TCHRS ED IF WKBK FREE W/CL ORDER OF WKBKS
LIVING THINGS TEST 1962 1 FREE W/EACH WKBK
KEY TO LIVING THINGS TEST 1962 FREE

W/CLASS ORDER

WORLD 'OF LIVING THINGS BRANDWEIN
HARCOURT. 1964 AVERAGE TO DIFFICULT

TCHRS MANUAL & RES. GUIDE W/KEY 1964 FREE

DISCOVERIES IN SCIENCE -WORKBOOK 1964

KEY TC WORKBOOK TEACHER ONLY 1965 FREE
SCIENCE TEACHING TESTS 1964

7

7

SCIENCE - GRADE 7 SUPPLEMENTARY

BASIC SCIENCE EDUCATION SERIES INTERMEDIATE 7

- PARKER
HARPER. SUPPL - 6-40 PER TEACHER EASY

AIR ABOUT US 1959
ANIMAL TRAVELS 1958
ANIMALS OF THE SEASHORE 1957
ANIMALS OF YESTERDAY 1958
AN WE KNOW 1957

3.72

*Wu

1.14 ---
eftir

.27 -

3.90

1.20

.48

3.72

WM. .0e/s.....

oulo .

MINN. NINO

1;20 - --
mrel wt.. W.I.

.60

.42
---

.42 ---

.42 ---

.42



NO.OF
COPIES

-0523 ---
0524

-0526
H627

-0532 ---
-0533
!--0534

?-0536
2-0537 --
2-4)538

2-.0540
2-0541 ----
20542
2-0543

2-0545 -----

20546
2-0547 ---

20548
)0549 -----

20550 --
2 -0551

46 TCTAL .

COST.

BIRDS 1958 .42
CLOUDS, RAIN AND SNOW 1959 .42
DEPENDENT PLANTS 1957 .42 8., Om iv

EARTHS A GREAT STOREHOUSE 1959 .42
ELECTRICITY 1959 1.11

FIRE 1959 .4?
FISHES 1959 .42
FLOWERS, FRUITS AND SEEDS 1958 .42
GARDEN AND ITS FRIENDS 1959
GARDEN INDOORS 1959
GRAVITY 1959 .42
INSECTS AND THEIR WAYS 1957 .42
LIVING THINGS 1958 .42
MACHINES 1959 .42
MAGNETS 1960 42 4Yrs'e

PLANT AND ANIMAL PARTNERSHIPS 1958 042 10.4r.

PLANT FACTORIES 1958 042 .114.7711,.

REPTILES 1958
SAVING OUR WILD LIFE 1959 ,42 syleWMIN. rs

SCIENTIST AND HIS TOOLS 1959 .42
SEEDS AND SEED TRAVELS 1959 .42
SKY ABOVE US 1958 *42 b Icl

SOUND 1957 42 bel..../S

SPIDERS 1958 .42
STORIES READ FROM THE ROCKS 1958 .42
THERMOMETERSs HEAT AND COLD 1959
TOADS AND FROGS 1959 .42 -

TREES 1959 .42

WATER 1958 .42
WHAT THINGS ARE MADE OF 1959 .42
YOU AS A MACHINE 1958
INTERMEDIATE SCIENCE MANUAL 1959 FREE .75 .

u /ORDER

BASIC SCIENCE EDUCATION SERIES JUNIOR HIGH 7

SCHOOL - PARKER
HARPER, SUP ?L -= 6-40 PER TEACHER
ADAPTATION TO ENVIRONMENT 1959
ANIMAL WORLD 1958
ASK THE WEATHERMAN 1958
BALANCE IN NATURE 1958
BEYOND THE SOLAR SYSTEM 1957
COMMUNITY HEALTH 1959
DOMESTICATED ANIMALS 1959
DOMESTICATED PLANTS 1959
EARTHS CHANGING SURFACE 1958
EARTHS NEAREST NEIGHBOR 1959

.42

.42

.42
,42
. 42
.42
ft-7''
0 % -1

47e

------
aorosIv...10.

14,
NY 'NW* al.S.

a-0561

2-0564

--
2-0567 -----
a-0568 ---
20569

2-0571 -----
2...0572

2-0574
20575
2-0576 -----
0577

EVERYDAY ATOM 1959
FIRE, FRIEND AND FOE 1952
FOODS 1958
HEAT 1959
HOW WE ARE BUILT 1959
INSECT FRIENDS AND ENEMIES 1952
INSECT SOCIETIES 1959

042
.47

4.2 +no avo

.42
4 ')
.42
.42



NO.OF
COPIES

2-0578 ----
2,_0579 - --

2 -0580 ---
2-0581 - --
2 -0582 ---
2-0583 -
2- 0584 --
2 --0585
2-0586 - -.-

2- -0587 - --

2 -0588 ----
2 -0589 ---

2-2010 -

2-2011 ---
2-2012 ---

2 2730 - --

2-2731 ----
2 -2732 - --
2 -2733 ---
2-2734 - --
2 -2735 ---

2-3010 -

. 2-3011 ---
2-3012 ---

2-6600 -

2-6601 ---
2-6602 ---
2-6603 ---

2-6604
2-6605 ---

2-7720 --

2-7721 ---
2-7722 ---

47

KEEPING WELL 1959
LIFE THROUGH THE .AGES 1958
LIGHT 1959
MATTER, MOLECULES, AND ATOMS 1957
OUR OCEAN OF AIR 1959
PLANT WORLD 1957
SOIL 1959
SUN AND ITS FAMILY 1958
SUPERSTITION OR SCIENCE 1959
WATER SUPPLY 1958
WAYS OF THE WEATHER 1957
MANUAL FOR SERIES /960 FREE W/ORDER

SAME BOOKS ON ELEMENTARY SCIENCE GRADE 6

DESERT - LEOPOLD
SILVER. 1964 SUPPL - 6-40 PER TCHR AVER

TEACHERS GUIDE AND RESOURCE MANUAL 1964
PUPILS WORKSHEETS W/ANSWER KEY 1964 - PAD

7

EXPLORING SCIENCE FOR THE SPACE AGE - SMITH 7

LIPPINCOTT. 1962 SUPPL - 6-40 PER TCHR
AVERAGE

TEACHERS MANUAL AND ANSWER KEY 1962
MASTERY TESTS 1962
WORKBOOK 1963
TEACHER MANUAL.AND ANS 'KEY FOR WKBK 1963
MASTERY TESTS FOR USE WITH WORKBOOK 1963

FOREST - FARB
SILVER. 1964 SUPPL - 6-40 PER TCHR AVER.
TEACHERS GUIDE AND RESOURCE MANUAL 1964
PUPILS WORKSHEETS W/ANSWER KEY 1964 - PAD

7

OUR ENVIRONMENT, ITS RELATION TO US - SMITH 7

ALLYN. 1964 SUPPL - 6-40 PER TCHR AVER.
TEACHERS MANUAL 1964
SCIENCE DISCOVERY BOOK ONE 1964 -WORKBOOK
TEACHERS MANUAL FOR SCIENCE DISCOVERY BOOK

ONE 1960 FREE
SCIENCE TESTS ONE 1964.
ANSWERS TO SCIENCE TESTS ONE 1960 FREE

1960 TCHRS'MANUAL FOR SCIENCE DISCOVERY
BOOK ONE AND ANSWERS TO SCIENCE TESTS ONE
MAY BE USED WITH 1964 EDITIONS

SEA - ENGEL
SILVER. 1964 AVG SUPPL 6-40 PER TCHR
TEACHERS GUIDE AND RESOURCE MANUAL 1964
PUPILS WORKSHEETS W/ANSWER KEY 1964 - PAD

7



NO.OF
COPIES

e-8601
2-8602
a -8603
2-q3604
2-8605
'2 8606
2 -8607

2-0516

2 -0521

0532

0533

2-5340

2-'5341

2 -7590

2-7600

2-'7601

2-8890

c)8910
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TRUE-LIFE ADVENTURE SERIES - DISNEY
SINGER, 1958 SUPPL 6-40 PER TCHR EASY
MINIMUM ORDER 6 COPIES

7.

TOTAL
COST .
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en. Ol
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.11=0 AM. .111.10
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---

BEAR COUNTRY
BEAVER VALLEY
LIVING DESERT
NATURES HALF ACRE
SEAL ISLAND
VANISHING PRAIRIE
SET - ONE OF EACH OF ABOVE SIX PAMPHLETS IN
LIBRARY SLIP CASE
SAME BOOKS ON ELEMENTARY SCIENCE GRAOE 5

SCIENCE - GRADE 7 SLOW LEARNERS

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

.54

.54

.54

.54

.54

.54
3.30

.42

.42
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BOOKS RECOMMENDED FOR USE WITH STUDENTS WHO
HAVE EXTREME ,READING DIFFICULTIES.
QUANTITY.TO BE: DETERMINED BY NEED.

AIR ABOUT US --.PARKER
HARPER, .1959 EASY
SAME BOOK ON SCIENCE GRADE 7 SUPPL.

BIRDS PARKER
HARPER, -1958' EASY
SAME BOOK:ON SCIENCE GRADE 7 SUPPL.

INSECTS AND THEIR-WAYS - PARKER
HARPER,- 1957- EASY
SAME BOOK ON SCIENCE GRADE 7 SUPPL.

LIVING THINGS - PARKER
HARPER,-.1958' EASY

.
SAME BOOK ON SCIENCE GRADE 7 SUPPL.

MACMILLAN SCIENCE-LIFE SERIES BOOK FOUR

-13ARNARD
MACMILLAN.,11962 EASY.
TEACHERS ANNOTATED EDITION:1962

SCIENCE IN YOUR LIFE -.SCHNEIDER
HEATH..- 1965 EASY
SAME BOOK ON ELEM. SCIENCE GRADE FOUR

SCIENCE IS EXPERIMENTING BEAUCHAMP
SCOTT.- 1965 EASY
TEACHERS EDITION 1965

SAME BOOK ON ELEM. SCIENCE GRADE. FOUR

WHAT IS A BEE -"VEAL!
BENEFIC. 1961 EASY

WHAT IS WATER.- HAGAMAN
BENEFIC. 1960 EASY



NO.OF
COPIES

2-0445 - .

2-0446 - --
2 -0447 --
2 -0448 ---
2-0449 ---

2-5743 - --

2-5744 --
2 -5745 - --
2 -5746 ---

2-5747 -

2-2150

2-2151 ---
2-2152 ---

2-6590 -

. 2-6591 ---
2-6592 - --
2 -6593 ---

2-6594 -_-
2 -6595 ---

2-7570 - --

2-7571 ---
2-7572 - --
2 -7573 - --
2 -7574 ---
2-7575 ---

2-7630 -

2-7631 --
2-'7632 ---

2-7633 -

2-7634 -

49

SCIENCE GRADE 8 BASIC

BASIC EARTH SCIENCE - MACCRACKEN
SINGER. 1964 AVERAGE
TEACHERS EDITION W/KEY TO TESTS 1964
LABORATORY MANUAL 1964
TEACHERS EDITION OF LABORATORY MANUAL
TESTS 1964

MODERN EARTH SCIENCE RAMSEY
HOLT. 1965 AVERAGE TO DIFFICULT
TEACHERS EDITION FREE W/CLASS ORDER
EXERCISES AND INVESTIGATIONS 1965 -WKBK
ANSWER BOOK FOR EXERCISES & INVESTIGATIONS
AND KEY TO TESTS TEACHER ONLY FREE
W/CLASS ORDER OF WORKBOOKS 1965

TESTS 1 FREE W/EACH WORKBOOK 1965

SCIENCE - GRADE 8 SUPPLEMENTARY

EARTH SCIENCE-THE WORLD WE LIVE IN
- NAMOWITZ DIFFICULT
VAN NOSTRAND. .1965 SUPPL - 6-40 PER TCHR

TEACHERS GUIDE FREE W/CLASS ORDER 1965
TESTS 1965

8

8

8

OUR ENVIRONMENT, HOW WE ADAPT OURSELVES TO 8

IT - SMITH AVERAGE
ALLYN. 1964 SUPPL"- 6-40 PER TEACHER

TEACHERS MANUAL 1964
SCIENCE DISCOVERY BOOK TWO 1964 -WORKBOOK
TEACHERS MANUAL FOR SCIENCE DISCOVERY BOOK

TWO 1960. FREE
SCIENCE TESTS TWO 1964
ANSWERS TO SCIENCE TESTS TWO 1960 FREE

1960 TEACHERS MANUAL FOR SCIENCE DISCOV-
ERY BOOK TWO AND ANSWERS TO SCIENCE TESTS
TWO MAY BE USED WITH 1964 EDITIONS

SCIENCE FOR THE SPACE AGE SMITH 8
LIPPINCOTT.. 1961 AVG SUPPL 6--40 PER TCHR
TCHR MANUAL & ANS KEY FOR TEXT, TESTS 1963
MASTERY TESTS FOR TEXT 1963
EXPERIMENT & EXERCISES IN SCIENCE 1961 WKBK
TCHRS MANUAL .:AND ANSWER KEY FOR WKBK 1961
MASTERY 'TESTS FOR WORKBOOK 1961

SCIENCE TWO-EXPERIMENT AND DISCOVERY - DAVIS 8
HOLT. 1965 AVG SUPPL 6-40 PER TCHR
TEACHERS EDITION FREE W/CLASS ORDER 1965
EXERCISES AND INVESTIGATIONS - WORKBOOK AND
LABORATORY GUIDE 1965
ANSWER GUIDE FOR EXERCISES AND INVESTIGA-
TIONS AND KEY TO TESTS FREE W/CLASS ORDER'
OF WORKBOOKS 1965

TESTS 1 FREE W/EACH WORKBOOK 1965



NO.OF
COPIES

Z-8451 ---
2-8452 --
2-8453
2-8454 ---
2-8455 --
2-.8456 - --

2 °8457

2-8900

:2-.!5860

2-5861 ---
2 5862 ---
2 5863

5864 - --
5865 ---

?"7119 --

2-.77111 --
2-'7112.--
2-7113 ---

2-q114
2-7115 ---

;,2-7650

1-7651
1-7652 ---

2-17653 ---

1 7654 -
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TOMORROWLAND ADVENTURE SERIES - DISNEY 8.
SINGER. 1959 SUPPL - 6-40 PER TEACHER
MINIMUM ORDER 6 COPIES EASY

MAN AND THE WEATHER SATELLITES
MAN IN FLIGHT
MAN IN SPACE
MARS AND BEYOND
OUR FRIEND THE ATOM
TOMORROW THE MOON
SET - ONE OF EACH OF ABOVE SIX PAMPHLETS IN
LIBRARY SLIP CASE
SAME BOOKS ON ELEM SCIENCE GRADE 5

SCIENCE - GRADE 8 SLOW LEARNERS

WHAT IS A ROCK -.SYROCKI 8

BENEFICO 1961 EASY

SCIENCE - GRADE 9 BASIC

MODERN SCIENCE TWO - BLANC
HOLT0 1963 AVERAGE

TCHRS ED ANNOTATED FREE W/CLASS ORDER 1963
EXERCISES AND INVESTIGATIONS -WKBK 1963
TEACHERS ED EXERCISES AND INVESTIGATIONS
1963 FREE W /CLASS ORDER OF WORKBOOKS

TESTS 1963 1 FREE W/EACH WORKBOOK
KEY TO TESTS FREE W/CLASS ORDER OF TESTS
1963

PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR PROGRESS - PELLA
PRENTICE-HALL. 1964 AVERAGE

TCHRS MANUAL & KEY 1964 FREE W/CLASS ORDER
LABORATORY MANUAL.AND STUDY GUIDE 1964
KEY TO LAB MANUAL AND STUDY GUIDE 1964 FREE
W/CLASS ORDER
TESTS 1964
KEY TO TESTS 1964 TEACHER ONLY FREE W/
CLASS ORDER

9

9

SCIENCE THREE-DISCOVERY AND PROGRESS - DAVIS 9
HOLT. 1965 AVERAGE

TEACHERS EDITION FREE W/CLASS ORDER 1965
EXERCISES AND INVESTIGATIONS-WORKBOOK AND
LABORATORY GUIDE 1965
ANSWER GUIDE FOR EXERCISES AND INVESTIGA-
TIONS AND TESTS FREE W/ORDER OF WORKBOOK

TESTS 1 FREE 14 EACH WORKBOOK 1965
EDITIONS BEFORE 1961 USABLE. DO NOT
PURCHASE CLASS SET OF 1961 EDITION.

TOTAL
COST
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NO.OF
COPIES

2-1521 ---
2-1522 ---

2-1523 ---
2-1524 ---
2-1525 ---

2-1526 - --
2 -1527 ---
2-1528 ---

2-1529 - --
2 -1530 ---
2-1531 ---

2-1532 ----
2 -1533 ---
2-1534 ---

2-1535 - --
2 -1536 --
2-1537.--

2-1538 ---
2-1539 ---

2-1540 ---
2-1541 ---

2-1542 ---

2-2745 ---

2-2746 ---

2-!.2747 - ---

2- 2748 ---
2-2749 - ---
2 -2750 ---

2-3420 --

2 -3421 ---
2-3422 ---
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SCIENCE - GRADE 9 SUPPLEMENTARY

CIVIL AIR PATROL PAMPHLETS MEHRENS
CIVIL AIR PATROL INC. SUPPL - 6-40 PER
TEACHER

INTRODUCTION TO AEROSPACE 1963
INSTRUCTOR GUIDE - INCLUDES A KEY TO
WORKBOOK 1 FREE W/ORDER OF 20
WORKBOOK 1 FREE W/EACH

AIRCRAFT IN FLIGHT 1960
INSTRUCTOR GUIDE - INCLUDES A KEY TO
WORKBOOK 1 FREE W/ORDER OF 20

WORKBOOK 1 FREE W/EACH
POWER FOR AIRCRAFT 1961
INSTRUCTOR GUIDE - INCLUDES A KEY TO
WORKBOOK 1 FREE W/ORDER OF 20
WORKBOOK 1 FREE W/EACH

AIRPORTS, AIRWAYS, AND ELECTRONICS 1962
INSTRUCTOR GUIDE - INCLUDES A KEY TO
WORKBOOK -1 FREE W/ORDER OF 20
WORKBOOK 1 FREE W/EACH

NAVIGATION AND THE WEATHER 1965
INSTRUCTOR GUIDE - INCLUDES A KEY TO
WORKBOOK 1 FREE W/ORDER OF 20

WORKBOOK 1 FREE W/EACH
PROBLEMS OF AEROSPACE POWER 1963
INSTRUCTOR GUIDE - INCLUDES A KEY TO
WORKBOOK 1 FREE W/ORDER OF 20
WORKBOOK 1 FREE W/EACH

CIVIL AIR PATROL AEROSPACE EDUCATION .

HARDBOUND TEXT CONTAINING THE ABOVE SIX
BOOKLETS 1958 TO 1963 BOUND IN ONE VOLUME
DAWNING SPACE AGE 1963
INSTRUCTOR GUIDE - INCLUDES A KEY TO
WORKBOOK 1 FREE W /3RDER OF 20

WORKBOOK 1 FREE W/EACH

9

TOTAL
COS T.

.75 --

.25 NNW Ole.: 410

.25

.75 4.1a

.25

.25

.75

.25

.25 4/1.1 417...112,

.75

.25

.25

.75

.25

.25
:75
.25

.25 ---
4.00

1.50
.25

.25 4111110

EXPLORING THE SCIENCES - BRANDWEIN 9 4.50 ---
HARCOURT. 1964 AVG SUPPL 6-40 PER TCHR
TEACHERS MANUAL AND RESOURCE GUIDE W/KEY
TO SCIENCE TEACHING TESTS 1964 FREE
SCIENCE TEACHING TESTS - FORM A
SCIENCE TEACHING TESTS - FORM B
EXPERIENCES IN SCIENCE WITESTS 1964 -WKBK
KEY TO WORKBOOK AND TESTS IN WORKBOOK 1965
TEACHER ONLY

GENERAL SCIENCE TODAY - GILMAN
RAND MCNALLY. 1957 SUPPL - 6 -40 PER TCHR
AVERAGE

STUDENTS MANUAL 1957
TEACHERS MANUAL 1959

9

1. or. gen!

.75

.75
1.35

3.60

1.05
.72 ---t



NO.OF
COPIES

2-5590 ---

A55.92 ---
5593

2 -5594 --
2-5595 ----
2 -5596 ---

2 -5597

2-5870 --

---
2-5872 --
2-5873 ---

2°5874 ---
2 -5875 ---

2

2

52

MATTERS LIFER AND ENERGY HERRON 9

LYONS.- 1965 SUPPL 6-40 PER TCHR -AVERAGE
TEACHERS GUIDE 1965.
STUDY GUIDE AND LABORATORY ACTIVITIES 1965
TCHRS ED OF STUDY GUIDE AND LABORATORY.
ACTIVITIES 1965

TESTS A 1965
TESTS B 1965
KEY TO TEST A 1965 TEACHER ONLY FREE WI
CLASS ORDER OF BOOKS

KEY TO TEST B 1965 TEACHER ONLY FREE 14/

CLASS ORDER OF BOOKS

MODERN SCIENCE THREE BLANC 9

HOLT. 1963 SUPPL 6-40 PER TCHR .AVERAGE

TCHRS EDITION FREE W/CLASS ORDER 1963
EXERCISES & INVESTIGATIONS WKBK 1963
TCHRS ED OF EXERCISES & INVESTIGATIONS 1963
FREE WICLASS ORDER OF WORKBOOKS
TESTS 1 FREE W/EACH WORKBOOK 1963
KEY TO TESTS TCHR ONLY FREE W/CLASS ORDER
1963

7120 PHYSICAL WORLD BRINCKERHOFF
HARCOURT. 1963 SUPPL 6-40 PER TCHR
AVERAGE

7121 --- TCHRS MANUAL W/ANS TO TEXT & TESTS 1963
FREE W/CLASS ORDER

7122 HARBRACE TEACHING TESTS. 1963

2 -9100

'29101 - --

"2 -9102 - --

2 -9103 ---
2-9104 ---

2

2
2

1941 --
1942 --
1943 ---

2 °6020 10 MS/ =1,

9

WORLD OF MATTERENERGY BRANDWEIN 9

HARCOURT. 1964 AVG SUPPL 6-40 PER TCHR
TCHRS MANUAL AND RESOURCE GUIDE W/KEYS TO

TESTS 1964 FREE
EXPLORATIONS 'IN SCIENCE WORKBOOK 1965
KEY TO WORKBOOK TEACHER ONLY 1965 FREE
SCIENCE TEACHING TESTS 1964

SCIENCE GRADE 7980 PERIODICALS
SUPPLEMENTARY

CURRENT SCIENCE WEEKLY
AMERICAN EDUC. PUBL. SUPPL 6-40 PER
TCHR AVERAGE 16 ISSUES EACH SEMESTER
FIRST SEMESTERs EACH MIN ORDER 10 COPIES
SECOND SEMESTERD EACH MIN ORDER 10 COPIES
SCHOOL YEARS EACH MIN ORDER 10 COPIES

NATURE AND SCIENCE
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
SUPPL 6-40 PER TCHR FORMERLY JUNIOR
NATURAL HISTORY. 16 ISSUES EA SCHOOL YR.

7 8 9

4.05

.45

.99

.99

.15

.15

TOTAL
COST
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3.60
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2-7611
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11,21100.0.12-7671
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SCIENCE NEWS LETTER
SCIENCE SERV. INC. SUPPL - 6-40 PER TCHR
AVERAGE
PER YEAR
SCHOOL YEAR

SCIENCE WORLD EDITION ONE
SCHOLASTIC. SUPPL - 6-40 PER TCHR AVERAGE
FIRST SEMESTER, EACH
SECOND SEMESTER, EACH
SCHOOL YEAR, EACH

7

7

8

8

9

9

TO

5.50 --

3.11

.85

.85
1.25
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For discussion pur,loses only

I. The Earth

Weather and climate

Adler, Irving 1959

WEATHER IN YOUR LIFE

Day

-1

$3.00

Grade. 8

A clear, well organized treatment of weather phenomena, their

causes and,effects and short and long range weather forecasting.

.Air, water, land, and the sun's'heat -- factors which influence

the weather, are explained simply. Adler shows how these factors

combine to cause changes in our environment. Cartoon-like sketches

explain such phenomena as the winds of a hurricane, how a tornado

is formed, etc. Photographs of cloud formations are included.

Batten, Louis 1964

THE THUNDERSTORM

Signet $.60

Describes what science has learned from studying storm generating

clouds.

Burnett, Lehr, Zim 1957

WEATHER

Golden Press $2.99

This is a pocket-sized book containing all sorts of facts about

the weather -- how rain, snow and hurricanes form; why the seasons

come to pass; meteorological instruments, and many others.

Bell, Thelma Harkington. 1960

THUNDERSTORM

Viking $3.00

The author investigates"the nature, causes, and manifestations of

thunderstorms. With interesting anecdotes, she describes the

building of a thunderhead and types of thunderstorms. She tells

:about early superstitions, recounts:the experiences of men who

have flown inside a thunderhead, explains what lightning is, traces

the progress of scientific knowledge about lightning, and discusses'

the dangers and virtues of thunderstorms.



Grade 8 -2- For discussion purposes only

The Earth - Weather and climate (continued)

Fenton,'Carroll Lancer and Mildred A. 1954

OUR CHANGING WEATHER

Doubleday

A fairly simple explanation of weatheir phenoMene.and their causes.

Ali. heat, water, and earth are explained in relation to their

effect on-weather. Certain aspeCts of weather such as clouds,

haze; fog, rain,.thuritier and lightning, snow, dew, and frost are

explained. At the end there isa secti.on-onmeather prediction

and how to read,weather maps. Th2 material is.accurate.

. . .

P.50

Gallant and Hess ..1957

EXPLORING THE WEATHER

Garden City $3.25

This is the story of weather -- its formation and deVelopment

from fogs to. -hurricanes -- its old superstitions. and modern fore-

casting methods.

Knight, David 1964

THE SCIENCE BOOK OF METEOROLOGY

Watts $4.95

The subtitle to this book -- An Introduction to the.Atmosplere

and its Phenomena -- is a good annotation. This volume is up

to date in all its presentations including such current topics

as the "Greenhouse/Effect", Van Allen radiation belts, weather

seiellitesi jet streams, air pollution, and The World Meteoro-

logical Organization. .

Laird, Charles and Ruth :1955

WEATHERCASTING

Prenticemiliall $3.95

This book,tells the story of weather and how-you can learn to

observe.an4 foreast it., By following these simple step-by -step

instructions, you will be able to make,scientific.predictions
based on ,information, obtained frOmhyourvwmobservations and in-

strumenti itou:have%hed the fuii4Of building. These prediction$

wt 11. not be.hiphazard guesses.
,



For discussion purposes only

I. The Earth - Weather and climate (continued)

Orr, Clyde

BETWEEN EARTH AND SPACE

Macmillan' $4.95

Grade 8

Suggested, particularlyirfor secondary science, as.an understandable

and infofffiative discussion of the earth's atmosphere and the

various.Ohenomeha related to it.

Sloane, Duel! and Pearce 1952

ERIC SLOANE'S WEATHER BOOK

Little, Brown and Company

An artist who has specialized in weather . . . explains isobars,

_fronts, masses, clouds, etc. in words and more than eighty

draWings.

Sp i I haus , s tan 1951

WEATHERCRAFT

Viking . $2.00

This is an account of how to assembleand operate a home weather

station. The author shows how 'easily the instruments can be

assembled.. A rain gauge is made froma tin can; an anemometer

for measuring wind speed from an egg beater. Most of the materials

can be found aroundthe house, and nearly all the rest can be

bought at a five and ten cent store!.

Tannehill, Ivan Ray 1953
ti

ALL ABOUT THE WEATHER

Random House $2.37

In readable style and with scientific accuracy, the director of

weather reporting and forecasting for the U. S. Weather Bureau

discusses the factors of-vieathealid the results of their inter-

action, and explains the work of weathermen in observing, measur-

ing, repotting. predicting and warning-.



Grade 8 -4- For discussion purposes only

I. The Earth

Geology

Baity, Elizabeth Chesley 1953

AMERICA BEFORE MAN,

Viking $5.00

A record of the development of geological and life forms as they

have had bearing on our Western Hemisphere. Starting with the

creation of the earth, itself, there follows material on land

formation, first life, fossils, invertebrates, land and air

reptiles, early mammals, the ice age, and man.

Geiser, Arthur 1962

THE EARTH

Time, Inc. $3.95

This is a well illustrated history of the Earth with contents as

follows: a small but extraordinary planet; cloudy beginnings;

anatomy of the skies; the emergence of the crust; shaping of the

landscape; the record of the rocks; an uncertain destiny; biblio-

graphy; a geologic tour of the United States.

Carson, Rachel 1958

THE SEA AROUND US

Golden Press
(also available in Signet)

$4.99.
.60

This lb en excellent adaptation. Oversize pages display to advz.-

tage an ,impressive collection of drawings, photographs, maps and

charts. Most of these are in color. Many young readers who might

not otherwise read this fine book will be attracted by the format.

Some of the topics explored are. the formation of oceans, the tides

and currents, marine flora and fauna, the ocean floor and volcanic

activity, products obtained from the sea, and others.

Clarke, Wd l l lam tD. 1961

OCEANS, STREAMS AND GLACIERS

Hart $3.95

Tides, waves, ocean currents, ocean life, glaciers and ice bergs

are discussed. Striking illustrations and maps.
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1. The Earth - Geology (continued)

Coleman, Satis N. 1946

VOLCANOES, NEW AND OLD

Day $4.50

This story of volcanic phenomena has brief scientific background.

The main part of the book consists of descriptions of volcanoes

in all parts of the world, their history of eruption and destrix-

tion, and in particular, Paricutin, the volcano which was born in

Mexico in 1943, and which in four months grew a cone of 1,000 feet

-- also the -still threatening Vesuvius.

Engel, Leonard 1964

THE SEA

Silver Burdett Co. $3.95

This book 'is a member of the Life Nature Library Series. It

reviews the life of the sea -- its beginnings, its development,

and its present day forms. The mapping and exploration of the

ocean bottom is covered and includes a unique map. Other topics

considered: ocean currents, waves and tides, the chain of life,

killers of the sea, and man's future and the sea.

Epstein, Samuel and Beryl 1957

PREHISTORIC ANIMALS

Watts $3.95

A clear, well-rounded treatment which.covers the subject more fully

Than do most books in the field for childium iteconstructing:,the

different periods of the prehistoric past, az book describes the

animals that existed in each, explains how they adapted themselves,

to the even-Changing environment-, evolved, survived, or became

extinct; also shows the:role of the scientist in piecing together

the puzzle of the past.
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I. The Earth - Geology (continued)

Fenton, Carroll Lane and Mildred Adams Fenton 1958

THE FOSSIL BOOK

Doubleday $15.00

This is a survey of the fossil remains of:plants, beasts, birds,

insects, and various forms of marine and animal life. It pro-

gresses from the'simplest to the.MoSt 'complex specimens. The Latin

name.of.the genus .and species, the leolo5gic age, the geographic

range, and the size are generally given for each. The fossils and

their restorations are compared, not only with those of other pre-

historic creatures, but also with related species which still

survive. The book is generously supplied with photographs and

drawings which are well coordinated with the text. It will be

most useful as a reference work or student guide.

Fenton, Carroll Lane. and Mildred Adams Fenton 1940

THE ROCK BOOK

Doubleday'' I895

A useful; popular.Manualoon the.rocki and important minerals.of

the world. Partial contents: Rocks in our world; Atoms to

minerals; Important minerals; Coarse-grained igneous rocks;

Fine-grained, glassy, and.fragmentalrocks; Rocks from the sky;

Clastic rocks; Rocks froM*.solutions;' and related rocks;

Records in strata; Ores and their

Fenton, Carroll Lane and Mildred Adams Fenton 1951

ROCKS AND 'THEIR STORIES

Doubleday i3650

. .

With constant reference to the photographs, the authors define the

difficult distinction between "rock's" and "stones". They discuss

rocks and the minerals of which they are composed. They give

descriptions of well-known minerals, various forms of lava, other

kinds of eruptive rock, granites, sediment and strata, unconsoli-

dated sedimentary rocks, and the story of the variations in rock

soil surfaces. This is a sound introduction to carect scienti-

fic nomenclature.
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I. The Earth - Geology (continued)

Harland, Walter Brian 1960

THE EARTH: ROCKS, MINERALS AND FOSSILS

Watts $4.95

This is a simple introduction to geology which shows what man has

learned about the earth from the study of rocks, minerals, and

fossils. After tracing the development of geology as a science

and printing out some of the problems. still,unsolved, the writer

discusses the structure of the earth and the forces affecting it,

the earth's history, and its natural resources. Instructions for

the amateur on collecting fossils, minerals, and rocks complete a.

well-organized and comprehensive overview for readers of junior

high age and up.

Milne, Lorus J. and Margery and Editors of Time. 1962

THE. MOUNTAINS

Time, inc. .$3.95

Thisis one of a series in the Life Nature Library.' The "birth and

death" of mountains is 'described --. forces of uplift such as folding

and 'faulting,: volcanic Mountain,buitding, the work of glaciers,

etc, The plants and'animals ofethe mountains are included, along

with chapters on high mountain civilizations and man's assaults

on mountain'peaks. Awell illustrated book.

Palmer, E. Laurence 1965

FOSSILS

Heath $1..32

This book is a paperback with more than 200 drawings of fossils

and a. brief description including the scientific name, size, dis-

tri.bUtion, and geological period in .which they lived.

Pearl, Richard M. 1955

HOW TO KNOW THE MINERALS AND ROCKS

McGraw-Hill
(also paperback)

$4.75
1.95

This book describes the formation of sedimentary, metamorphic, and

igneous rock. Most of the text is devoted to the characteristics

of the common rocks and minerals.

31
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I. The Earth - Geology (continued)

Pouch, Fredrick H. 1960

A FIELD GUIDE TO ROCKS AND MINERALS

Houghton $4.95

For discussion purposes only

Complete, but compact, this manual of mineral identification,

both comprehensive enough for the serious collector and basic

enough for the beginner in mineralogy, is ideal for field trips

and reference purposes.

Roberts, Elliot 1961

DEEP SEA, HIGH MOUNTAIN

Little, Brown $3.75

Captain Roberts of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey tells fif-

teen stories of the work of the Survey and of..the men who carry

it on. He begins with the first hesitant steps under Thomas

Jefferson in 1807 when Ferdinand Hassler was commissioned by

Congress to undertake a survey of the coast. The obstacles, delays,

frustrations, and triumphs (Hassler was apparently responsible for

some of each) are swiftly detailed and the importance of the Survey

As skillfully emphasized. Later chapters take the reader to the

Philippines', to Alaska, to South America, to:Hawaii, and on to the

high seas. Drawings enliven and clarify the text. .Six pages of

glossary and index make the book useful for the young reader

engaged in a special project.

Reed, W. Maxwell and Paul Brandwein 1960

THE EARTH FOR SAM

Harcourt $4.95

A' history of the earth through successive geologic periods from

the days "when the earth was hot" ending with an imaginary period

which looks forward to our possible future. It covers the animal

life as well as the geological formations of each period.
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I. The Earth - Geology (continued)

Rhodes, Zim Shaffer 1962

FOSSILS

-9-

Golden Press $2.99

(also in paperback) 1.00

Grade 8

This guide to 'fossilremaini, which tell earth's, history, covers

representative. fossil types of themajor geologic periods, describes

how fossils can be identified, and shows the typical Pliant and

animal life: of geologic periods.

Schwartz, George M. and George A. Thiel 1964

MINNESOTA'S ROCKS AND WATERS.

University of Minnesota Press $3.00

This is a readable-and concise description of the geology of

Minneiota.

Sevrey, O. I. 1958

THE FIRST BOOK OF THE EARTH

Watts
.

$2.65.

An introduction to geology; how the earth was formed;, how mountains,

volcanoes and othergeological formations occur; and stories of the

men important in the,history-ofgeology.

Shuttlesworth, Dorothy )956

THE STORY OF ROCKS

Garden City $2.95

This pictorial guide describes the formation of igneous, sedimen-

tary, and metamorphic rock. Coral, fossils, and ore are also

discussed.
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I. The Earth - Geology (continued)

Swinton, William 1961

-10- For discussion purposes- only
1

THE WONDER WORLD OF PREHISTORIC ANIMALS

Garden City $2.95

n text,and'0006S, this book shows the pattern of life imeach:

age of .geoloblai'tiree...andthow:thii; Oatteh"Slowly changed from:

the first
Softi.bodied!setvanIpaYsof.2',000million.yearsago to the

mammoths and woolly rhinoceros4h0:04.flest-men bunted.-Where-

ever man has dug into the earth, he hat found Strange roCkSthat

look like animals, or parts of animals, made of stone. 'Mete are

fossils, clues to the history of life,in the past.

Tazieff, Haroun 1961

THE: ORION JIODK. OF VOLCANOES
,,,

Orion

.1. t

This is a study of one of earth's most fascinating and mysterious

phenomena, the volcano -- what it is; how it behaves; what man

knows about it.

Watson, Jane Werner -1960

01N0iAllitSANDATHER PREHISMIC REPTILES

Golden Press $2'.95

A well illustrated book which traces the development of prehistoric

reptiles and dinosaurs from Paleozoic times to their extinction

including descriptions of their environments.'' The collection and

reconstruction of fossil remains is also included.

-Watson,Jane Werner 1956

THE WORLD WE'LIVE.AN,

Golden Press $4.99
.

This is a physical history of the earth, its formation and forms

of life. It contains descriptions of creation, plants, animals,

early man, the land, sea, and sky. The book has color illustra-

tions on every page, and will serve to stimulate the students

curiosity.
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1. The Earth - Geology (continued)

White, Anne Terry 1951

PREHISTORIC AMERICA

Random House $2.26

Grade 8

This book brings to life the story of America before the Indians

reached our shores -- when elephants, the brontosaurus, sabre-

toothed tigers and horses, no bigger than a fox, roamed our land.

The junior high school student discovers the evidence of America's

past that makes this bit of history an exciting adventure story.

A final chapter explains, with charts, how geological time is

measured.

Wyler, Rose and Gerald Ames 1956

THE STORY OF THE ICE AGE

Hale $1.74

Here is an absorbing account of the various ice ages of the earth.

The book begins with a discussion of how man's knowledge of these

periods has been acquired and grown through the years, and con-

tinues with a discussion of various scientific theories of how the

ice ages came about and their effect on plant, animal and human

life. There is an excellent description of the cold deserts (the

tundra) that have been characteristic of the area bordering ice

fields from early times. The book ends with a speculation as to

the possibility of an ice age of the future,

Zim, Herbert S. and Paul R. Shaffer 1957

ROCKS AND MINERALS

Golden Press $2.99

(also in paperback) 1.00

This book illustrates and describes over 400 specimens of minerals

and rocks and explains in non-technical terms how to identify them.
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IV: The Universe

As

I oaf Gradei.13,-,

,.

Atkin. J. Myron and Staniei WYiek,

ASTONOMY1:etHARTiNG. THE UNIVERSE

UrfiVirtity''''of 1.1 Olio I's 1.41 :56'

This book is a collection of laboratory, experiences in the field
of astronomy. Al though It 'might Itirovi.: most ng

th! a science 'c IA.. or group, because of the necessity for _night
,time obserVations, it does provide'Chalteriging Viorklifor the average
or: above average eighth grade student in astronomy:

ergaMint" 1Davi'd '-';1962;-,

Bee

THE UNIVERSE

A
4

4

Time,. Inc.. $1,95

Contains: Myths and rreisconceptionS; Probing the universe;;Planets
meteorites and comets,. Biographi.4if the t'ur that galaxy is
made,of; The birth and death of stars; Beyond the Milky,Wayr Space
time and'theuraverse; Glossary and,:ltabli tibl.Jogi%phy..k.. .

nha -rd;" Bennet- t0::

1=15MAIAWDB OV THE

Signet

HEAVENS.'

rc .' ,.,

$.60

is a verY.90.cid reference. book' fOiathe-.teascher arkizstirdent,/
interested in astronomy. The book.:reviews current knowledge and
thinking in astronomy.

Branl ey, rank] ya. M. .1959.

1 4-* :EXPErititlE iftrt. lICSKYWATCHliits

Crowell

Theyoung skywatcher is
tion of the heavens and
I nterest.

I

gisieti'liti'sititiodu6tfori,,,t0 Arden obServt-
to.experimentS that will, be of great,



Grade,8.

IV, The Universe AstrOnomy (continued)

Branley, Franklyn M. 1960

THE MOON: EARTH'S NATURAL

Crowell

For, di sossipn,vurPosOslorti Y

;itO f..t.

This book is ajull presentation OUour"knowledge:akclut the moon.

,Btan toy,.

NEI ,PLANETS:. 4,t?-,z,

Crowell

This., book containsAetailed_descript,tont oftile,planets their

distance fron iheJ:.tuh, temperature', size, 'rotation period, mass,
denskty,:and physical compoSitiOn.

Brindze, Ruth 1949
.

CALENDAR
4 X

..4i;Alan§tiard Press -.

7;

Here is an expedition back into time to explore the reel story
behindthe neat little calendars we use today.,4 Thereare some
nice bits of information about the early races who were rincerned

with the calendar -- the BabYlanians, the'EgYPttawalge. the
RomanS.

Irankt rri:

-

' L2:

BlATH.AND_ DEATH OF STARS

Doubleday $ 50

This book covers one of the' major puzzles astronomers have been

trying to solve -- how the stars .'Are- bormi:howlhey produce
their energy, and how they die.* : ,

FeeMar4 Aaw:anit 4ra;

FUN WITH ASTRONOMY

f.
Random House $2.07.

SiMple experiments and excellent illustrationi introduce the reader
to the planets, the Milky Way and the expanding universe.



For...'dtsciiSsi'on"purp4it:Oniy

-1V, The:. Unverse, a Astronomy (continued)

Gallant, R, A.

. ,

1962

THE ABC IS OF ASTRONOMY
h

'

Doubleday $.95

`Sorie,,topres -disCusSed in this book' 'are:*; --MarPa.iiii the 'Stars;
t"-;Pl'inets are bo.001-..Mercury;".Venut; 'Earth and moQn; ,-Mars; The

terOi dt ; jUp ter; Setarn ;'. UreisUs; Neptune ; tito' andt beyond.

;'

.
, .

2; ,
Gallant, -R 1956,-,

EXPLORING MARS

Doubleday

t

This 'book contains an excel lent 'view of' facts' anal rnfOrmed

speculation about Mars.
", -y-

Gallant, R. A. 1955.

EXPLORING THE MOON

Garden C ty -$2.00

This oversized pook has 'striking' i fustrationsnind tone se text
describing the 'origin of .the,moon, -its. craters,. seas* mountains,

other., features 'acccirdinrg the .. theories various astrono-
viper's , iiiK('takeg:: the readerl Wag ry)tisip to the moon to
explore Its strane' surface

.
Gallant, . R A. 1958

'EXPLORING THE PLANETS

Garden City

. 2, .2

$Z..95

,Here are 'facts, about, each planet isJorthation, .dlameter,
t,,s0 tfce- features., moons-4- rotat ron- :Period and. orb .

.

: 4 r;.": :i 4:,4
, .

;1 . 4.4,

rl

.

r.
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IV. The Universe Astronomy (continued),

Gallant, R. A. 1958

A.

EXPLORING. THE SUN

Garden City-- $2.50

This,boolitella.Y00. about .Iwhat the,suo,dbes foF maRtOndi Without

Ah4q;t1rather orslinaTV! star, harp c041,1 1091of any sort

on%oyrplanett It-00 tells;you not-Only many;amaOng facts about

the sun's compOsition, but of the tremendous cirar0 of its death

billions of years from now.

Lapaz, Lincoln and Jean 1961

SPACE NOMADS-

-

1;01104Y-liogswi...
4449.

This book presents a very usable intrciduction to the study of

meteorites.

Lauber, Patricia 1960

ALL ABOUT PLANETS

Random House

A

bodies,This pictures ,0e_major ip .our,S0,10:sYsteMI.P110 presents

a deWled,,though not complaxdescription,of the moon, the

birth'of the planets,
dWOhelposSibriiti,oTlfe.In other solar

systems.

Malony, Terry 1960

THE SIMIS OUR WINDOW

Sterling, .$3.95
y..,f

%t., .
They Piq*ret.*bp,yniverse as

revealed through the window of the night koVing outward,

from the earth Itself,,hettells what- is known about the nature

and behavior. of.the moon, planets, sun and other celestial

objects in the stellar system, other stars in. the galaxy, 'and

other. galaxies beyond.-Healsorbriefly explains the methods

used in astronomical 'observations.



,.
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IV. The Universe - AstronoMy (continued).

Mayall; Maya)) and Wyckoff 1959

THE SKY OBSERVERS GUIDE
t

Golden Press $3.99
(alto in paper),

k

t '.

4.1

1.00

-41 a. -4

4..

Thts book is a handbook for astronomical observation.
4 . ('";e1 41 ". ; '0

t r

ltioori; 15'6'
. , A... .1

1 .
1 z

PlCTURE HISTORY'OF 'ASTRONOMY

Grosset and Dunlap.

7"*: 1..1

This is a well . i illustrated book ''contaiiiing ci follows;
The Greek astronomers; The design of the UniverSel..The story of

.Tycl4a Braki;.:Itte laws of Johannes Kepler;.Telesio'pes',,sand the
. stars.;,"_E-r.)Ioritng :the .solar ,s.ysteni; The ,genius of Newton; The

,

royal ObserVatOry; :How Ihes,'''stOrS The gal'aAies The story' ,/of.\raclio aStronOmy;. Rockets into spade; Earth satellites, Space-4,, f

probes 'and' 1,uniks. ,

Pickering ...lamesS.

'CAPTIVES OF THE SUN

Dodd,. head :9
. .

This book .:5ntains'.agenerai description pflhe O'onets, moons,
,orpets and meteors. of ,the solar 'system:'

.f *I

1); 1 136 r Roger 43

.THE BIG DISH

fir. f =

Harcourt, Bra6e

Mr. Schneider takes the reader on
observatory,and introduces him to

.

Rey,- H. A. ")952'
. , .1",e ...I

THE STARS

'Houghton Mifflin

'$3.25.

.

.a .tout' Or- anastronomical
what lies outside our world.

$6.00

A new system of =identifying constullations
-star maps 'and charts aid the ,beginner.

and stars s given and
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IV. The Universe - Astronomy (continued) gjr-

Rublowsky, John 1962''

t
; ;

. r -;
43.95'

.

This book Is an investigation Iht+2 life el se-

where in the universe, progressing from facts about life on the

Earth to a journey throt4gh space to see what:Might be found on

the moon, the planets, the stars, etc.
, . .

Schloat,. G. Warren. 1958

ANDY'SWONDERFUL-TELESCOPE.,

?.?

IS ANYBODY OUT THERE

Walker fr Co.

I.

Scribner .*
f ,,

'4 1 b4,

: .' r.

'Andy, like many other today, has 'a -teleic pe in his back yard.
This book tells .what he sees, and something about the universe.
It also explains simply and pictorially hot,/:th,e:wescope was
developed and the principles of -reflecting refracting tele-

scopes.

Sullivan, Waiter i964

WE ARE NOT ALONE

McGraw-H 1 $6.95
' "

This it a fascinating 'book, not only as a history of man's _long-

ing to' reach beyond his world for a better one, but:as a report
showing Just where we are today in an-age-old, quest with our
scientists on the *verge of learning the affswers..

Zim, Herbert S. 1950 r` , , '1"
,

=. :E

.

1;

SHOOTING, STARS
4

.V1 " Lk

Mb 11; 0/4.1 $2:75

This is a discussion of the differentebetween meteors., and
meteorites and includes a. description of the famous meteor

shower's..

, '% , , .

r

14;
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IV. The Universe-- Astronomy (continued)

Zim, Herbert and Robert Baker 1956

STARS

Goldin Press $2.09

(alsp in paperback) 1.00

This book is fa, pocket guide for anyone
who wishes to enjoy the

wonders of the heavens.

la
2-3 66

ZiM, Herbert 1953

THE SUN

Morrow
$2.78

This 134011k gives afascinating view of the sun telling of its

production of heat:and light, its size as compared*to other

stars, and its compOsItion.

f.

.0



A TABULATM BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AFPACED TEXTBOOKS
Correlated to Junior Hish Science Content

8th Grade Topics

8th Grade Texts
k

Basics

Lippincott
Smith and Jones - '59
Enjoying Modern Science

Allyn & Bacon
Smith - '60
Our Environment: How We Adapt

Ourselves to It

Holt, etc.
Devis et al - '58
Science Two-Experiment and

Discovery

Supplements

American Book
Jacobson et al - '59
Broadening Worlds of Science

Heath
Fletcher and Wolfe - '59
Earth Science

Prentice-Hall
Ames et al - '56
Science for Your Needs

Scott Foresman
Beauchamp et al - '57
Science Problems Two

Harcourt Bkace
Brandwein et al - '60
You and Your Inheritance

Van Nostrand
Namowitz and Stone - '60
Earth Science

0
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1-19 310-375

XI-XII 1-131

4- 28
479-510

211-243

132-161 162-197

1-55

176-210

132-291

94-131

352-449 3-267 I 268-321
450-502

302-339 I 4- 47

224-255

452-538

552-578

132-179

75-124

1-319
540-551

86-131

419-458

320-410



A TABULATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF APPROVSD TEXTBOOKS
Correlated to Junior High ''icience Content

8th Grade Topics

9th Grade Texts

4
s; Y-)

Ay
14?

0

Basics
Van Nostrand
Obourn et al - '58
Science in Everyday Life

Scott-Foresman
Beauchamp et al - '58
Science Problems Three

81-115 116-156 i 319-370

452-493

122-149 200-233
Holt
Davis et al - '61
Science Three-Discovery and

Progress

Supplements
Civil Air Patrol, Inc.
Civil Air Patrol Pamphlets
5-Navigation and The Weather

Rand-McNally
Gilman and Van Houten - '57
General Science Today

Holt
Brooks and Tracy - '54
Modern Physical Science

Allyn & Bacon
Van Hooft - '56
Our Environment: How We Use and

Control It

Van Nostrand
Hogg et al - '59
Physical Science

Ginn
Curtis and Mallinson - '58
Science in Daily Life

Lippincott
Smith and Jones - '59
Using Modern Science

Harcourt-Brace
Brandwein et al - '60
You and Science

Prentice-Hall
Ames, et al - '56
Science for Progress

5

188-233

38- 51

471-500

148-203

135-172

204-273

510-526

234-269

520-557 558-598

418-442 443-470

1- 19 557-589

30- 97

249-280 205-248

48- 57 57- 72
416-466

159-166 132-203

327-349 625-648

300-312 256-283



A TABULATED BI3LIOGRAPHY OF APPRCVED TEXTBOOKS
._Correlatsd to Vsinicr,jigi Science Content

8th Grade Topics

7th Grade Texts

Basics

Lippincott 222-267 100-131

Smith and Jones - '59
Exploring Modern Science

Allyn-Bacon 240-333

Smith - '60
Our Environment: Its Relation To Us

Holt, etc.
Davis et al - '59
Science One-Observation and
Experiment

Supplements

American Book
Jacobson et al - '59
4dventures in Science

Holt, etc.
) Fitzpatrick et al - '62
Living Things

t'rentice-Hall
Ames et al - '56
Science in Today's World

Scott Foresman
Beauchamp et al - '57
Science Problems One

qarcourt-Brace
Brandwein et al - '60
Lou and Your World

JHS:nm
1-29-62

90-119

98-181

74-99

60- 97 J 2- 59

247-267 1 172-199 j 200-227

257-278 318-332 I
339-392



A TABULATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF APPAOVED TEXTBOOKS
Correlated to Junior High Science Content

8th Grade Topics

8th Grade Texts

Basics

/ eSj'e)
C) y

Lippincott
Smith and Jones - '59
Enjoying Modern Science

Allyn & Bacon
Smith - '60
Our Environment: How We Adapt
Ourselves to It

Holt, etc.
Davis et al - '58
Science Two Experiment and
Discovery

Supplements

American Book
Jacobson et al - '59
Broadening Worlds of Science

) Heath
Fletcher and Wolfe - '59
Earth Science

Prentice -Hall
Ames et al - '56
Science for Your Needs

Scott Foresman
Beauchamp et al - '57
Science Problems Two

Harcourt Brace
Brandwein et al - '60
You and Your Inheritance

Van Nostrand
Namowitz and Stone - '60

Earth S^ience

JHS:nm
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1-19

XI -XII

4 -28
479-510

1-131

132-161

352-449

224-255

452-538
552-578

162-197

1- 55

3-267
450-502

302-339

132-179

75-124

1-319
540-551

132-291

94-131

268-321

4- 47

86-131

419-458

320-410



A TABULATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF APPaOTED TEXTBOOKS
Correlated to Junior High science Content

8th Grade Topics

9th Grade Texts

Basics
Van Nostrand
Obourn et al - '58
Science in Everyday Life

Scott4oresman
Beauchamp et al - '58
Science Problems Three

Holt
Davis et al - '61
Science Three-Discovery and

Progress

S'4120-MIELE
Civil Air Patrol, Inc.
Civil Air Patrol Pamphlets
5-Navigation and The Weather

Rand McNally 188-233 234-269

Gilman and Van Houten - '57
General Science Today

Holt 38- 51 520-557 558-598

Brooks and Tracy - '54
Modern Physical Science

Allyn & Bacon 471-500 f 418-442 443-470

Van Hooft - '56
Our Environment: How We Use and

Control It

81-115 116-156 319-370

452-493

122-149 200-233

Van Nostrand 148-203 1- 19 557-589

Hogg et al - '59 30- 97

Physical Science

Ginn 135-172 249-280 205-248

Curtis and Mallinson -
Science in Daily Life

'58

Lippincott 48- 57 57- 72

Smith and Jones - '59 416-466

Using Modern Science

Harcourt-Brace
Brandwein et al - '60
You and Science

Prentice-Hall
Ames, et al - '56
Science for Progress

204-273 159-166 132-203
327-349 625-648

510-526 300-312 256-283

JIM=
1 29-b2



A TABULATED BI3LIOGRAFE1 OF APP1tOVED TEXTBOOKS

...,±2201ated ip .%Tunior Hi y Science Content

8th Grade Topics

7th Grade Texts

Basics

Lippincott
Smith and Jones - '59
Exploring Modern Science

Allyn-Bacon
Smith - '60
Our Environment: Its Relation To Us

Holt, etc.
Davis et al - '59
Science One-Observation and

Experiment

Supplements

American Book
Jacobson et al - '59
Adventures in Science

Holt, etc.
Fitzpatrick et al - '62
Living Things

Prentice-Hall
Ames et al - '56
Science in Today's World

Scott Foresman
Beauchamp et al - '57
Science Problems One

qarcourt-Brace
Brandwein et al - '60
You and Your World

222-267

90-119

98-181

247-267

257-278

100-131

240-333

60-97

172-199

3i8-332

74-99

2-59

200-227

339-392



A TABULATai BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AFPri3OV2D LaTBOOKS
Correlated to Junior ash Science Content

8th Grade Topics

8th Grade Texts

Basics

Lippincott
Smith and Jones - '59
Enjoying Modern Science

Allyn & Bacon
Smith - '60
Our Environment: How We Adapt
Ourselves to It

Holt, etc.
nsvis et al - '58
Science Two-Experiment and

Discovery

pumlements

American Book
Jacobson et al - '59
Broadening Worlds of Science

Heath
Fletcher and Wolfe - '59
Earth Science

Prentice-Hall
Ames et al - '56
Science for Your Needs

Scott Foresman
Beauchamp et al - '57
Science Problems Two

Harcourt Brace
Brandwein et al - '60
You and Your Inheritance

Van Nostrand
Namowitz and Stone - '60
Earth Science

1-19

XI-XII

4- 28
479-510

310-375 1 211-243 176-210

1-131

132-161

352-449

224-255

452-538
552-578

162-197

1-55

3-267

450-502

132-179

75-124

1-319
540-551

132-291

94-131

268-321

4- 47

86-131

419-458

320-410
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8th Grade Topics

9th Grade Texts

Basics
Van Nostrand
Obourn et al - '58
Science in Everyday Life

Scott-Foresman
Beauchamp et al - '58
Science Problems Three

Holt
Davis et al - '61
Science Three-Discovery and

Progress

Ssmlements
Civil Air Patrol, Inc.
Civil Air Patrol Pamphlets
5-Navigation and The Weather

Rand-McNally
Gilman and Van Houten - '57
General Science Today

Holt
Brooks and Tracy - '54
Modern Physical Science

Allyn & Bacon
Van Hooft - '56
Our Environment: How We 115e and

Control It

Van Nostrand
Hogg et al - '59
Physical Science

Ginn
Curtis and Mallinson - '58
Science in Daily Life

Lippincott
Smith and Jones - '59
Using Modern Science

Harcourt-Brace
Brandwein et al - '60
You and Science

Prentice-Hall
Ames, et al - '56
Science for Progress

81-115

122-149

5

188-233

38- 51

471-500

148-203

135-172

204-273

510-526

116-156

452-493

319-370 1

200-233

234-269

520-557 558-598

418-442 443-470

1- 19 557-589

30- 97

249-280 205-248

48- 57 57- 72
416-466

159-166 132-203
327-349 625-648

300-312 256-283
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8th Grade Topics

7th Grade Texts

Basics

Lippincott
Smith and Jones - '59
Exploring Modern Science

222-267 1 100-131

Allyn-Bacon 1
240-333

Smith - '60
Our Environment: Its Relation To Us

Holt, etc.
Davis et al - '59
Science One-Observation and
Experiment

Supplements

American Book
Jacobson et al - '59
adventures in Science

Holt, etc.
Fitzpatrick et al - '62

Living Things

Prentice-Hall
Ames et al - '56
Science in Today's World

Scott Foresman
Beauchamp et al - '57
Science Problems One

larcourt-Brace
Brandwein et al - '60
Lou and Your World

JRS : nm

1-29-62

4:1

74.-99

60- 97 1 2- 59

247-267 172-199 200-227

257-278 1 318-332 1 339-392



MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Science Department

BASIC SCIENCE EDUCATION SERIES USEFUL IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE

(Reading difficulty determined by Winnetka Scale)

GRADE SEVEN

Introduction to Science

The Scientist and His Tools - 4.5
Superstition or Science - 5.8

Plants

Adaptation to Environment - 5.1
An Aquarium - 2.7
Balance in Nature - 6.3
Dependent Plants - 3.7
Domesticated Plants - 6.6
Flowers) Fruits) Seeds - 3.8
The Garden and Its Friends - 3.7
Gardens Indoors - 3.3
Leaves - none*
Living Things - 2.9
Pebbles and Sea Shells - 3.0
Plant and Animal Partnerships - 3.3
Plant Factories - 3.9
The Plant World - 6.5
Plants Round the Year - 2.8
Seeds and Seed Travels - 3.3
Trees - 4.5
Useful Plants and Animals - 3.2
Watch Them Grow Up - 2.0

Water

Water
Water
Water

- 4.1
Appears and Disappears - 2.6
Supply - 5.8

Animals (including human body)

Air

Adaptation to Environment - 5.l

An Aquarium - 2.7
Animal Travels - 3.8
Animal World - 6.6
Animals and Their Young - 2.1
Animals of the Seashore - 3.8
Animals Round the Year - 3.3
Animals That Live Together - 1.9
Animals We Know - 4.2
Balance in Nature - 6.3
Birds - 3.8
Birds in the Big Woods - 2.1
Birds in Your Back Yard - none*
Domesticated. Animals - 6.6
Fishes - 3.8
How Animals Get Food - 3.0
How We Are Built - 6.3
Insect Friends and Enemies - 5.6
The Insect Parade - 3.1
Insect Societies - 6.5
Insects and Their Ways - 4.8
Living Things - 2.9
Plant and Animal Partnerships - 3.3
Pebbles and Sea Shells -
The Pet Show - 3.2
Reptiles - 3.9
Saving Our Wildlife - 3.3
Six-Legged Neighbors - none*
Spiders - 3.4
Toads and Frogs - 3.2
Useful Plants and Animals - 3.2
Watch Them Grow Up - 2.0
You As a Machine - 5.4

The Air About Us - 3.5
Fire - 4.1
Fire, Friend and Foe - 5.7
Our Ocean of Air - 4.1

*Vocabulary correlated with the Alice and Jerry Basic Readers.



r .GRADE EIGHT.

Introduction. to Science

The Scientist and His Tools - 4.5

Superstition or Science - 5.8

Weather and Climate

Ask the Weatherman - 5.9

Clouds, Rain and Snow - 3.5

Pebbles and Sea Shells - 3.0

Water Appears and Disappears - 2.6

Ways of the Weather - 4.9

Geology

Animals of Yesterday - 4.5

The Earth A Great Storehouse - 4.9

The Earth's Changing Surface - 5.0

Life Through the Ages - 5.2

Pebbles and Sea Shells - 3.0

Soil - 5.1
Stories Read From the Rocks - 3.3

Astronomy

Beyond the Solar System - 5.4

The Earth's Nearest Neighbor - 4.1

How the Sun Helps Us - 2.4

The Sky Above Us - 3.5

The Sun and Its Family - 4.2

-2-

GRADE NINE

Introduction to Science

The Scientist and His Toots - 4.5
Superstition or Science - 5.8

Energy from Matter

Matter, Molecules and Atoms - 5.6

Water Appears and Disappears - 2.6

What Things are Made Of - 4.3

Energy, Force and Motion

Doing Work - 3.4

Gravity - 3.2
Machines - 3.2
Rockets and Missiles - 10**

Electrical Energy

Electricity - 4.1

Magnets - 2.7

Common Forms of Wave Eli=

Heat - 5.1
Light - 4.5
Sound - 4.7
Thermometers, Heat and Cold - 3.8

Nuclear Structure and. Sources of

The Everyday Atom - 8.0

Aerospace

Satellites and Space Travel - 9**

**Reading difficulty determined by Dale-Chall formula.

JHS:nm
2-20-62



MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Board of Education Library

September 1962

SCIENCE BOOKS AVAILABLE IN PROFESSIONAL SECTION OF LIBRARY

ELEMENTARY

Arey, Charles K.
SCIENCE EXPERIENCES FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, Rev. Ed.

Teachers College; 1961. 375.5 A

Association for Childhood Education
THIS IS SCIENCE

H. S. Zim, 1945. 375.5 A

Pesser, Marianne
GROWING UP WITH SCIENCE

McGraw, 1960. 375.5 B

Blouch, G. W., and Huggett; A. J.
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE AND HOW TO TEACH IT, Rev. Ed.

Dryden, 1958. 375.5 B

Blough, Glenn 0., ed.
IT'S TIME FOR BETTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE: REPORT OF AN ASSOCIATION
CONFERENCE SUPPORTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

National Science Teachers Association, 1958. 375.5 B

Blough, Glenn O.
MAKING AND USING CLASSROOM SCIENCE MATERIALS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Dryden, 1954. 375.5 B

Slough, Glenn O. and Huggett, A. J.
METHODS AND ACTIVITIES IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE

Dryden, 1951. 375.5 B

Brandwein, Paul F.
ELEMENTS IN A STRATEGY FOR TEACHING SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

(Combined with Schwab, THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE AS ENQUIRY)
Harvard Univ. Press, 1962. 375.5 S

Burnett, R. W.
TEACHING SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Rinehart, 1953. 375.5 B

Craig, Gerald S.
SCIENCE FOR THE ELEMENTARY-SCHOOL TEACHER

Ginn, 1958. 375.5 C



ELEMENTARY (continued)
Page 2.

Craig, Gerald S.
.SCIENCE IN CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Teachers College, 1944. 375.5 C

Craig, Gerald S.
SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS: WHAT RESEARCH SAYS TO THE TEACHER #12

Department of Classroom Teachers, N.E.A., 1957. 375.5 C

Dunfee, Maxine
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE: RESEARCH, THEORY AND PRACTICE

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, N.E.A., 1957

375.5 D

Freeman, Kenneth
HELPING CHILDREN UNDERSTAND SCIENCE

Winston, 1954. 375.5 F

FUller, Elizabeth M.
SPRINGBOARD.TO SCIENCE: SUGGESTED EXPERIENCES AND EXPERIMENTS TO ENCOURAGE

CHILDREN TO DEVELOP AN EARLY INTEREST IN SCIENCE

Denison, 1959. 375.5 F

Greenlee, Julian M.
BETTER TEACHING THROUGH ELEMENTARY SCIENCE

Brown, 1954. 375.5 G

Greenlee, Julian M.
TEACHING SCIENCE TO CHILDREN

Brown, 1951. 375.5 G

Hale, Mason E., Jr.
LICHEN HANDBOOK: A GUIDE TO THE LICHENS OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA

Smithsonian Institution, 1961. 589 H (Also listed with senior high)

Reiss, Elwood D.
MODERN SCIENCE TEACHING

Macmillan, 1950. 375.5 H (Also listed with junior and senior high)

Hochman, V. and Greenwald, M.
SCIENCE EXPERIENCES IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

69 Bank Street Publications, 1953. 375.5 H

Hubler, Clark
WORKING WITH CHILDREN IN SCIENCE

Houghton Mifflin, 1957. 375.5 H

Hungerford, Harold R.
TEACHING ELEMENTARY SCIENCE WITHOUT A SUPERVISOR

Watch, 1959. 375.5 H



ELEMENTARY (continued)
Page 3.

Jacobson, Willard J. and Tannenbaum, Harold E.

MODERN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE: A RECOMMENDED SEQUENaE,

Teachers College, 1961. 375.5 S-

Manufacturing Chemists' Association
MATTER, ENERGY AND CHANGE: EXPLORATIONS IN CHEMISTRY FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

CHILDREN
1960. 375.5 M

Minnesota Department of Education
GUIDE FOR INSTRUCTION IN SCIENCE AND CONSERVATION, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,

GRADES 1 -8, Curriculum Bulletin #7

1951. 375.5 M (Also listed with junior high)

Navarra, John G.
SCIENCE TODAY FOR THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER

Row Peterson, 1960, 375.5 N

Nelson, Leslie Weldemar
SCIENCE ACTIVITIES FOR ELEMENTARY CHILDREN

Brown, 1952. 375.5 N

Noll, Victor H.
TEACHING OF SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Longmans, 1939. 375.5 N (Also listed with junior and senior high)

Piltz, Albert
SCIENCE EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

U. S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, QE-29029, No. 28, 1961.

375.5 U

Schwab, Joseph J.
THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE AS ENQUIRY (Combined with Brandwein, ELEMENTS IN A

STRATEGY FOR TEACHING SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL)

Harvard University Press, 1962. 375.5 S

Sheckles0 Mary
BUILDING CHILDREN'S SCIENCE CONCEPTS: EXPERIENCES WITH ROCKS,. SOIL, AIR,

AND WATER. PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING 415

Teachers College, 1958. 375.5 S

Slayson, S. R. and Speer, R. K.
SCIENCE IN THE NEW EDUCATION AS APPLIED TO THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Prentice-Hall, 1934. 375.5 S

Stevens, Bertha
TEACHING SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Progressive Education Association Service Center Pamphlet No. 7, 1942.

375.5 S



ELEMENTARY (continued) Page I.

Tannenbaum, H. E. and Stillmanl N.
SCIENCE EDUCATION FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS

Allyn and Bacon, 1960. 375.5 T

Wells, Harrington
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE EDUCATION IN AMERICAN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

McGraw, 1951. 375.51i

West, Joe Young
TECHNIQUE FOR APPRAISING CERTAIN OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR OF CHILDREN IN SCIENCE

IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Teachers College, 1937. 375,5 ii

Zim, Herbert S.
SCIENCE FOR CHILDREN AND TEACHERS

Association for Childhood Education International, 1953. 375.5 Z

JUNIOR HIGH

Bryan, J. Ned, Ed.
SCIENCE IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL: -REPORT OF THE 1958 WEST COAST SUMMER

CONFERENCE
N.E.A. National Science Teachers Association, 1959. 375.5 B

Burnett, Raymond W.
TEACHPNG SCIENCE IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL

Rinehart, 1957. 375.5 B

Fischler, Abraham S.
MODERN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE: A RECOMMENDED SEQUENCE OF COURSES

Teachers College, 1961. 375.5 F

Heiss, Elwood D.
MODERN SCIENCE TEACHING

Macmillan, 1950. 375.5 H (Also listed with elementary and senior high)

Joint Board on Science Education
PROJECT IDEAS FOR YOUNG SCIENTISTS

1960. 375.5 J

Joint Committee of the Incorporated Association of Assistant Masters and Science'

Masters Association
TEACHING OF SCIENCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS, Rev. Ed,

John Murray (London), 1958. 375.5 J (Also listed with senior high)



JUNIOR HIGH (continued) Page 5.

Laton Anita D.
NEW DIRECTIONS IN SCIENCE TEACHING. A REPORT OF A COOPERATIVE PROJECT IN
SEVENTEEN SECONDARY SCHOOLS WITH THE BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH IN

SCIENCE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
McGraw, 1949. 375.5 L (Also listed with senior high)

Minnesota Department of Education
GUIDE FOR INSTRUCTION IN SCIENCE AND CONSERVATION, ELENTARY SCHOOL,
GRADES 1-8, Curriculum Bulletin No. 7

1951. 375.5 N (Also' listed with elementary)

Minnesota Department of Education
GUIDE FOR INSTRUCTION IN SCIENCE, SECONDARY SCHCOLS, GRADES 7-12,

Curriculum Bulletin No. 19
1959. 375.5 M (Also listed with senior high)

Noll, Victor Herbert
TEACHING OF SCIENCE IN ELEENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHCOLS

Longmans, 1939. 375.5 N (Also listed with elementary and senior high)

Richardson, John S.
'SCIENCE TEACHING IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Prentice-Hall, 1957. 375.5 R. (Also listed with senior high)

Thurber, Walter A.
TEACHING SCIENCE IN TODKY,S SECONDARY SCHCOLS

Allyn and Bacon, 1959. 375.5 T (Also listed with senior high)

Washton, Nathan S.
SCIENCE TEACHING IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL

Harper, 1961. 375.5 (Also listed with senior high)

Wells, Harrington
SECONDARY SCIENCE EDUCATION

McGraw, 1952. 375.5 N (Also listed with senior high)

Zim, Herbert S.
SCIENCE INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES CF ADOLESCENTS

Ethical Culture School, 1940. 375.5 Z

SENIOR HIGH

American Institute of Physics
PHYSICS IN YOUR HIGH SCHCOL: A HANDBOOK FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF PHYSICS CCURSES

McGraw, 1960. 375.5 A

Barnard, J. Darrell
TEACHING HIGH-SCHOOL SCIENCE

N.E.A. Department of Classroom Teachers. American Educational Research

Association, 1956. 375.5 B



SENIOR HIGH (continued)
Page 6.

Behavioral Science
CONCEPTS OF BIOLOGY

Edited by R. W. Gerard, assisted by Russell B. Stevens.

Washington National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council,

1958. 375.5 B

Brandwein, Paul
TEACHING HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE: A BOOK OF METHODS

Harcourt, 1958. 375.5 B

Brown, Kenneth
OFFERINGS AND ENROLLMENTS IN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS IN PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS

U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1957. 375.5 B

Burnett, Raymond W.
TEACHING SCIENCE IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL

Rinehart, 1957. 375.5 B (Also listed with junior high)

Calhoun, Edward, Ed.
LECTURES ON PHYSICS, BIOPHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY FOR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHERS

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley,

1959. 375.5 C

Ford, Renee and Cullman, R. E.
DIMENSIONS, UNITS, AND NUMBERS IN THE TEACHING OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Science Manpower Project Monograph, Teachers College, 1959. 375.5 F

Hale, Mason E., Jr.
LICHEN HANDBOOK: A GUIDE TO THE LICHENS OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA

Smithsonian Institution, 1961. 589 H (Also listed with elementary)

Heiss, Elwood D.
MODERN SCIENCE TEACHING

Macmillan, 1950. 375.5 H (Also listed with elementary and junior high)

Joint Committee of the Incorporated Association of Assistant Masters and Science

Masters Association
TEACHING OF SCIENCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS, Rev. Ed.

John Murray (London), 1958. 375.5 J (Also listed with junior high)

Joseph, Alexander
TEACHING HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE: A SOURCEBOOK FOR PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Harcourt, 1961. 375.5 J

Laton, Anita D.
NEW DIRECTIONS IN SCIENCE TEACHING, A REPORT OF A COOPERATIVE PROJECT IN

SEVENTEEN SECONDARY SCHOOLS WITH THE BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH IN

SCIENCE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
McGraw, 1949. 375.5 L (Also listed with junior high)

Marple, Mildred F.
HANDBOOK FOR TEACHERS OF EARTH SCIENCE

State of Ohio Division of Geological Survey, 1955. 375.5 M



SENIOR HIGH (continued) Page 7.

'Miller, David F.
METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR TEACHING THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES: A TEXT AND

SOURCEBOOK FOR TEACHERS IN TRAINING AND IN SERVICE, 2nd Ed.

McGraw, 1962. 375.5 M

Minnesota Department of Education
GUIDE FOR INSTRUCTION IN SCIENCE: SECONDARY SCHOOLS GRADES 7-12, Curriculum

Bulletin No. 19
1959. 375.5 M (Also listed with junior high)

Morholt, Evelyn
TEACHING HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE: A SOURCEBOOK FOR THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Harcourt, 1958. 375.5 M

National Academy of Science -- National Research Council
LABORATORY AND FIELD STUDIES IN BIOLOGY: A SOURCEBOOK FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Preliminary Edition n.d.

375.5 N

N.E.A. National Science Teachers Association
NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHING

1960. 375.5 N

N.E.A. National Science Teachers Association
PLANNING FOR EXCELLENCE IN HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE

1961. 375.5 N

N.E.A. National Science Teachers Association
QUALITY SCIENCE FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS

1960. 375.5 N

N.E.A. National Science Teachers Association
STAR '60: SELECTED PAPERS ON SCIENCE TEACHING, SELECTIONS FROM THE WINNING

ENTRIES IN THE 1960 SCIENCE TEACHER ACHIEVEMENT RECOGNITION PROGRAM

1960. 375.5 N

Noll, Victor Herbert
TEACHING OF SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Longmans, 1939. 375.5 N (Also listed with elementary and junior high)

Nuclear-Chicago Corporation
RADIOISOTOPE EXPERIMENTS FOR THE CHEMISTRY CURRICULUM, TRAINING MANUAL

Office of Technical Services, U. S. Department of Commerce, 1960.

375.5 N

Physical Science Study Committee
PHYSICS, VOLUME I. THE UNIVERSE

The Committee, 1957. 375.5 P

Physical Science Study Committee
PHYSICS, VOLUME II. OPTICS AND WAVES, Preliminary Edition

The Committee, 1958. 375.5 P



SENIOR HIGH (continued)

Pierce, Edward F.
MODERN HIGH SCHOOL CHEMISTRY: A RECOMMENDED COURSE OF STUDY

Teachers College, 1960. 375.5 S

Richardson, John S.
METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR TEACHING GENERAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE

McGraw, 1951. 375.5 R

Richardson, John S.
SCIENCE TEACHING IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Prentice-Hall, 1957. 375.5 R (Also listed with junior high)

Science Manpower Project
MODERN HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICS: A RECOMMENDED COURSE OF STUDY, 2nd Ed.

Teachers College, 1959. 375.5 S

Stone, Dorothy F.
MODERN HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY: A RECOMMENDED COURSE OF STUDY

Teachers College, 1959. 375.5 S

Page 8.

Thurber, Walter A.
TEACHING SCIENCE IN TODAY'S SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Allyn and Bacon, 1959. 375.5 T (Also listed with junior high)

Washton, Nathan S.
SCIENCE TEACHING IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL

Harper, 1961. 375.5 W (Also listed with junior high)

Wells, Harrington
SECONDARY SCIENCE EDUCATION

McGraw, 1952. 375.5 W (Also listed with junior high)

Wells, Harrington
TEACHING OF NATURE STUDY AND THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Christoper, 1936. 375.5 W

Westmeyer, Paul
SUCCESSFUL DEVICES IN TEACHING CHEMISTRY

Watch, 1959. 375.5 W

Woodring, Maxie Nave
ENRICHED TEACHING OF SCIENCE IN THE HIGH SCHOOL

Teachers College, 1941. 375.5 W



Page 9.

GIFTED

Brandwein) Paul F.
THE GIFTED STUDENT AS FUTURE SCIENTIST

Harcourt Brace, 1955. 375.5 B

Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art, New York
BRAINPOWER QUEST: A REPORT ON A CONVOCATION CALLED BY THE COOPER UNION FOR

THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE AND ART TO FIND NEW SOURCES FROM WHICH TO DRAW

TOMORROW'S LEADERS IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Macmillan, 1957. 136.3 C

Project on the Academically Talented Student and the National Science Teachers

Association
SCIENCE FOR THE ACADEMICALLY TALENTED STUDENT IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL

National Education Association, 1959. 136.3 P

EXPERIMENTS

Brem) Peter
AID TO THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE. 100 SIMPLE SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS FOR

CHILDREN IN THE GRADES, BOOK
Kenyon Press) 1937. 375.5 B

Goldstein, Philip
HOW TO DO AN EXPERIMENT

Harcourt, 1957. 375.5 G

Leybold) E.
LEYBOLD PHYSICS LEAFLETS: INSTRUCTIONS FOR DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENTS WITH

LEYBOLD APPARATUS
E. Leybold's Nachfolger) Koln) Germany. 375.5 L

McKay, Herbert
EASY EXPERIMENTS WITH PLANTS

Oxford University Press) 1938. 375.5 M

N.E.A. National Science Teachers Association
ENCOURAGING FUTURE SCIENTISTS: STUDENT PROJECTS

The Association) 1958. 375.5 N

N.E.A. National Science Teachers Association
SCIENCE TEACHING TODAY, VOLUME I: EXPERIMENTS WITH WATER

1950. 375.5 N

N.E.A. National Science Teachers Association
SCIENCE TEACHING TODAY, VOLUME II: EXPERIMENTS WITH AIR

1950. 375.5 N
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N.E.A. National Science Teachers Association

SCIENCE TEACHING TODAY, VOLUME III: EXPERIENCES WITH FUELS AND FIRE

1951. 375.5 N

N.E.A. National Science Teachers Association

SCIENCE TEACHING TODAY, VOLUME IV: EXPERIENCES WITH HEAT

1951. 375.5 N

N.E.A. National Science Teachers Association
SCIENCE TEACHING TODAY, VOLUME V: EXPERIENCES WITH MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY

1951. 375.5 N

N.E.A. National Science Teachers Association
SCIENCE TEACHING TODAY, VOLUME VI: EXPERIENCES WITH SOUND

1951. 375.5 N

N.E.A. National Science Teachers Association
SCIENCE TEACHING TODAY, VOLUME VII: EXPERIENCES WITH LIGHT AND COLOR

1951. 375.5 N

Schenberg, Samual
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS WITH RADIOISOTOPES FOR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE

DEMONSTRATIONS
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, 1958. 375.5 S

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS. WITH RADIOISOTOPES FOR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE

DEMONSTRATIONS
1953. 375.5 U

REFERENCES

Ashbaugh, Byron
THINGS TO DO IN SCIENCE AND CONSERVATION

Interstate Printers & Publishers, 1960. 375.33

Collingwood, G. H.
KNOWING YOUR TREES

American Forestry Association, 1951. 375.5 C

Davis, Helen Miles
SCIENCE EXHIBITS

Science Service, 1955. 375.5 D
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Fitzpatrick, Frederick L., Ed.
POLICIES FOR SCIENCE EDUCATION

Science Manpower Project, Teachers College, 1960. 375.5 S

Fritsch, Emery
SCIENCE TEACHING AIDS FOR A STRONGER AMERICA

Prepared for the Illinois Curriculum ProgramAviation Education
Program, 1955. 375.5 F

Hill, Robert and Whittingham, C. F.
PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Wiley, 1955. 375.5 H

Iowa State Teachers College
NATURE STUDY EQUIPMENT: HOW TO MAKE AND USE IT

Educational Service Publications, n.d. 375.5 I

Laybourn, K.
TEACHING SCIENCE TO THE ORDINARY PUPIL

University of London Press, 1957. 375.5 L

Levitt, et al
TEN STEPS INTO SPACE

Franklin Institute, 1958. 375.629 F

Life Magazine
THE WORLD WE LIVE IN

Time, 1955. 375.5 L

Kauffman, Erie, Ed.
THE CONSERVATION YEARBOOK 1954

375.5K

Mills, Lester C. and Dean, Peter M.
PROBLEM- SOLVING METHODS IN SCIENCE TEACHM----____.

Science Manpower Project, Teachers College, 196 175 5 S

Minnesota Department of Education
STUDY OF CONSERVATION

May, 1940. 375.5 M

Ehnzer, Martha E.
TEACHING SCIENCE THROUGH CONSERVATION

McGraw, 1960. 375.5 M

Nesbit, Paul W.
INSTRUCTIVE NATURE GAMES

Paul Nesbit, 1947. 375.5 N

Palmer, E. Laurence
FIELD BOCK OF NATURAL HISTORY

Whittlesey, 1949. 375.5 P
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Raskin, Abraham
SCIENCE TEACHING IDEAS II

Netional Science Teachers Association, 1955. 375.5 R

Ratcliff, J. D.
SCIENCE YEARBOOK 1947

Doubleday. 375.5 R

Rosendahl Carl
TREES AND SHRUBS OF THE UPPER MIDWEST, Rev. Ed.

University of Minnesota Press, 1955. 375.5 R

Science Materials Center, New York
LABORATORIES IN THE CLASSROOM: NEW HORIZONS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION

1960. 375.5 s

Sears, Paul Bigelow
LIFE AND ENVIRONMENT

Teachers College, 1939. 375.5 S

Siebens, Caroline R. -

LIBRARIAN AND THE TEACHER CF SCIENCE
Ala., 1942. 375.5 S

Welte, Arden F.
YOUR SCIENCE FAIR: A GUIDEBCOK TO SUCCESSFUL SCIENCE FAIRS

Burgess, 1959. 375.5 WW

Udane, Bernard
STUDENT'S HANDBOOK OF SCIENCE

Ungar Publishing Company, 1948. 375.5 U

Page 12.

UNESCO
INVENTORIES OF APPARATUS AND MATERIALS FOR TEACHING SCIENCE. VOLUME I:

PRIMARY, SECONDARY AND VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS

1950. 375.5 u

UNESCO
SOURCE BOOK FOR SCIENCE TEACHING

United Nations, 1956. 375.5 U

Vessel, Matthew F.
ALASKA AND SCIENCE EXPERIENCES

Fearon Science Education Series No. S-1, Fearon, 1959. 375.5 V

Vessel, Matthew F.
HOW TO STIMULATE YOUR SCIENCE PROGRAM: A GUIDE TO SIMPLE SCIENCE ACTIVITIES

Fearon, 1959. 375.5 V

Vessel, Matthew F.
JOURNEY INTO SPACE

Fearon Science Education Series No, P-2. Fearon, 1959. 375.5 V
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Vessel, Matthew F.
PREHISTORIC LIFE

Fearon Science Education Series No. M-1. Fearon, 1959. 375.5 V

Vessel, Matthew F.
TEACHING SCIENCE THROUGH HOLIDAYS AND SEASONS WITH SCIENCE BULLETIN BOARDS,

EXHIBITS AND ACTIVITIES
Fearon, 1959.

Vessel, Matthew F.
WATER A RESOURCE

Fearon Science Education Series No. C-1. Fearon, 1959. 375.5 V

Vessel, Matthew F.
WHAT IS SPACE

Fearon Science Education Series No. P-1. Fearon, 1959. 375.5 V

Science Department
Typed by NM
9-20-62
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TABLE OF CONTENTS

Major Topic .Page Number Color

Introduction to Science 1 Gray

3 Pink

10 Pink

11 Pink

20 Pink

I. The Earth

Weather and climate . **** .

Geology

A. Types of rocks

B. Changes in the earth's surface .

D. Economically valuable ores and

minerals *

E. Identification of rocks and

minerals ....... 22 Pink

F. Oceanography 23 Pidk

G. Paleontology ..... 28 Pink

1V. The Universe

Astronomy

A. History of astronomy . ..... 29 Blue

B. Tools and laboratories used in the
study of the universe . . . . . 30 Blue

C. Cur solar system

The nearest star, the sun . . 32 Blue

The earth as a planet . . 34 Blue

The earth's satellites . . . 36 Blue

Movements of the planets, meteors,
and comets 38 Blue

iii
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TABLE OF CONTENTS

Major Topic

N. The Universe (continued)

Astronomy

D. Measurement of time . . . .

F. Beyond the solar system . . IP

Page Number Color

140 Blue

41 Blue

The annotations for films found on the following

pages were obtained in most cases from the Library

of Congress cards. Some annotations were secured
from other sources, such as the Educational Film

Guide and producers, catalogs.

iv
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I. The Earth

Weather and climate

''

3 Grade 8

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

1, Climate and the World We Live In **

Coronet, 1957; 14 min.

Shows the determining factors of climate:
latitude, altitude, nearness to water, ocean
currents, prevailing winds and mountain ranges.
Explains the grouping of similar climates into
major types and represents regions of the world
to show how variations in climate affect human

activities.

Gr. 5 - **

2. Climates of the United States it* Gr. 5 - 4141

C 0 R, 1962; 11 min. o color

Surveys the climatic regions of the United
States from sub-arctic to tropical savanna,
and snows how these regions are determined
by such geographic factors as latitude, large

bodies of water, ocean currents, altitude, and

winds. Emphasizes the influence of climate on
homes, clothing, activities and crops.

3. Clouds **

U.S. Weather Bureau, 1939; 11 min., black & white

Shows various types of clouds; explains how high.

and low pressure areas move across the country

and how to forecast weather from the study of

clouds.

* Good
41* Excellent

1.
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Weather and climate (continued)

Other Grade
Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

4. Eyes in Outer Space **

Walt Disney, 1959; 26 min., color

Describes the work of weather stations today in
forecasting weather and possible use in the
future of satellites and rockets to control
weather and avert destructive storms and
hurricanes.

Gr. 5 - **

5. The Great Winds: Distribution of Pressure **

United; 1950; 10 min.

Reviews the principles of circulation that
affect distribution of pressure and winds.
Through animated diagrams illustrates isobars and
winds in areas of Africa and South America to show
mounting changes in pressure and corresponding
wind belts and pressure and wind belts in south-
eastern Asia and northern Australia to show move-
ments of monsoon winds.

6. The Great Winds: General Circulation **

United, 1950; 10 min.

Through animated diagrams describes the prin-
cipal pressure areas on the earth in relation to
the overhead noonday sun--the equator, poles, sub-
tropical regions and the belts between the poles
and subtropics. Explains that the flow of air
from high to low pressure areas establishes the
general circulation. A model globe is rotated to
show deflection of winds and the paths of trade
winds and westerlies.

* Good
it* Excellent
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Weather and climate (continued)

Name and Description of Film

5 Grade 8

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

7. Ground Water 4*

Ea'', 1935; 11 min., black & white.

Portrays various evidences, movements and work of
ground water. Demonstrates evidences in wells,
seepages, springs and geysers. Illustrates through
animated drawings the water table, the Great Plains
artesian system and the formation of geysers and
caverns. Depicts petrified trees, fossils, geode
crystals and iron ore deposits as supporting evi-
dence that ground water may deposit, as well as
carry away, minerals.

8. How Weather is Forecast **

Coronet, 1953; 11 min.

Shows the operation of a weather observation
station and a weather forecasting station; des-
cribes the instruments used in weather forecasting
and their functions; explains the importance of
forecasting to various occupational groups and
to the inhabitants of flood areas. Animated se-

quences are used to show the charting of a weather

map and to explain the symbols used.

Gr. 3 - Difficult.
Gr. 5 "°' **

9. The Inconstant Air **

McGraw-Hill, 1961; 27 min., cola);

To stimulate interest in science and geophysics
by providing a broader understanding of present
day research into forces affecting weather and
climatic changes.

* Good
if* Excellent
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Weather and climate (continued)

Name and Description of Film

10. Origins of Weather -x-*

EBF, 1962; 13 min., color

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Presents the concept that the sun is the
source of all weather and life on earth.
Shows by animation how the earth's envelope
of air serves as insulation against extremes
of temperature. Illustrates how currents. and
counter-currents interact to keep weather in
constant change. Explains how equatorial regions
reflect less heat than they receive and polar
regions are able to reflect more than they receive.

U. Our Weather ** Gr. 5 - *
EBF, 1955; n min., black & white

Animation and microphotography are used in ex-
plaining why weather changes, how meteorologists
predict changes, and how weather affects everyday
activities. Discusses the air mass theory and
the formation of dew, frost and snow. Includes

visits to a weather observation station where
the purpose of various instruments is explained,
and to a forecasting office where weather maps
are plotted from data received from observation

stations.

12. A Storm Called Maria

Walt Disney, 1962; 42 min., black & white

Gr4, 8 -

Gr. 5

Dramatizes the problems created in transporta-
tion, communication, and safety when a severe
snow storm strikes in the Sierras. Traces the
origin of the storm to a Pacific coastal rainstorm
near San Francisco. Illustrates how breakdowns occur
in road and rail transportation and telephone com-
munications. Pictures the repair and rescue operations
of road crews, using snow plows and taw trucks; rail-
road plows; telephone linemen; and highway. patrolmen.

* Good
it* Excellent

No eval. yet
No wale yet
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Weather and climate (continued)

Other Grade
Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

13. A Story of a Storm ** Gr. 5 - "

Coronet, 1950; 11 min.

Shows the various conditions which cause a rain.
stom to develop. Covers the names of clouds,
knowledge of pressure areas, fronts, and meteor-
ological information. Traces the results of a
single storm.

1J4. Unchained Goddess 41*

Bell Telephone, 1960; 60 min., color

This Bell System science picture deals with the
story, in its many facets, of what scientists
today know about what makes weather, Dr. Frank
Baxter and Richard Carlson are again the stars
in this Frank Capra production. Animation, car-
toon characters, stills from scientific pictures
and live photography are used. The Weather
Goddess Veteora" is featured in this film.

Gr. 5 - *

15. Up ........_scplori...........,...ngOintheAir:EJurAtmosphere if* Gr. 5 **

Grover Jennings Prod., 1961; 12 min., color

Air movements; what is in the air; what fog and
clouds are; how they form; what happens to them;
how cloud changes show air movements; how air
movements shape clouds; what air looks like from
miles above the earth...all are shown in actual
live-action photography; developing simply and
easily basic concepts essential to understanding
air and weather.

* Good
* Excellent

Grade 8
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Weather and climate (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements RemarksNMINi.

16. Water in the Weather ** Gr. 5 - "
Academy, 1960; 17 min., color

What makes the weather? Heat from the sun, the

earthts atmosphere, land areas .and water areas
All work together as weather makers. The earth's

atmosphere is a protective layer which filters

out harmful rays from the sun. The clouds drop

their moisture as rain, hail or snow. This is

the endless cycle of "Water in the Weather".

17. What Bakes Clouds? 4i*

EBF, 1965; 19 min., color

Presents a close look at fog and clouds. Shows

that clouds are formed by droplets of water.
Explains where this water comes from. Discusses

evaporation and transpiration as 'sources of

invisible water vapor. Shows laboratory
experiments with condensation. Describes how

condensation occurs in nature. Shows the dif-

ferences between clouds and rain.

18. What Makes the Wind Blow? it-11.

EBF, 1965, 16 min color

Presents a step-by-step search for .the cause

of a typical on-shore breeze. Shows possible,

explanations, trying them in the laboratory
and then double- checking them in nature.
Explains that pressure differences are found

to be associated with air movement. Con-

eludes with a question about the origin of a

particular wind in California.

* Good
if* Excellent
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Weather and climate (continued)

9 Grade 8

Other .Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

19. Why Seasons Change

EBF, 1960; 11 min., black & white

Gr. 8 -

Gr. 5 - *

Shows why seasons change, making use of anima-.

ted drawings to show why the tilt of the earth

gives us short days in winter and long ones in

summer. Also explains why it is hot in summer

and cold in winter, and why the seasons in the

Northern and Southern Hemispheres are always

opposite. Follows also the orbit of the earth

through a complete year.

20. Minds and Their Causes **

Coronet, 1948; 11 min.

When his gasoline-powered model airplane

crashes over a bare field, a young boy becomes

interested in winds and obtains information from

personal observation, from books, and from an

aviator. Explains thermals, cumulus clouds,

thunderstorms, the great winds of the earth,

on- and off-shore breezes, and the easterlies

and westerlies.

Gr. 5 - *IF

* Good
it* Excellent

h",fi- 24,V

Also listed
Astronomy



Grade 8

I. The Earth

Geology

A. Types of rocks

10 For discussion purposes only

Other. Grade
Name and Description of Film -- Placements Remarks

1. Geological History of the Grand Canyon *k

B A R, 1962; 11 min., colbr

Explains that the sedimentary rock layers of the
Grand Canyon country represent the five eras of
geologic history. Shows that the Grand Canyon
itself contains rock layers from the three oldest.
eras. The kind of rock, patterns of deposition and
fossils of each layer record the. story of past
events. Shows that Bryce Canyon reveals the
lakes and streams of the 5th era, which is still
in progress. Uses animation and live action to
indicate the successive rock layers and to
interpret them in terms of the ancient land
scapes trhich they represent.

2. Rocks That Form on the Earth's Surface **

EBF, 1964; 16 ydn., color

Presents an examination of sedimentary rocks,
Describes where sedimentary rocks come from,
what they are made of, how they are formed.
Shows some of the ways sediments are produced,
transported, accumulated and hardened into
rock.

it. Good

4Ht Excellent
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I. The Earth

Geology

B. Changes of the earthts surface

Name and Descri tion of Film

1. Birth and Death of Mountains *--*

Film Assoc. of Calif., 1961; 12 min., color

Mountains. seem permanent and unchanging. But
ice, wind, and water constantly wear them down.
At the same time, new mountains are being
created, destroyed and created in a continuing
cycle of change.

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Gr. 4

2. Birth of the Soil *41.

EBF, 1948; 10 min., color

Explains how nature produces top soil from the
basic raw materials of rock, water, air and sun-
light. Emphasizes the necessity for an organized
conservation program to save our natural resources.
Includes animated drawings.

3. Earthquakes and Volcanoes

Film Assoc. of Calif., 1957; 23 Wm.

Presentation of causes of earthquakes and vol-
canoes, Le21: d the relationship between them. Fire
and gases from inner earth boiled and erupted
millions of years ago; probable cause of earth-
quakes and volcanoes is the aftermath of cooling.
Drawings of inner composition of earth is shown.
Face of earth has been altered by volcanoes in
the past. Most volcanoes are located in moun-
tainous areas of American and Pacific islands.

Or. 4

* Good
**Excellent

Grade 8
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B. Changes in the earth's surface (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

4. Erosion . Leveling- the Land

EBF, 1965; 14 min., color

Investigates the processes of weathering,
erosion, and deposition of rock materials.
Shows that the constant movement of these.
materials from high places toward the seas
levels the land. Points up some questions
about why the surface of the earth has not
been leveled completely.

5. Eruption of

U.S. Geological Survey, 1961; 27-i min., color

Gr. 4 - No eval. yet

Shows the eruption of Tkilauealrolcano on the
island of Hawaii from its,inception in NoveM.,
ber 1959 in a small pit crater, the violent
eruption after a period of.comparative calm
causing the evacuation of a town and the
destruction of 2500 acres of land is.miewed.

r

6. Evidence For The Ice Age **

EBF, 1965; 19 min., color

Presents contrasting features of today is

landscapes. Establishes that'these features
could not result from conditions and processes'
that now surround them. Explores such anomalies

as glacial moraine deposits, polished encl:striated: ''

rock, stray boulders, abandoned drainage channelt.
Compares the anomalies with the work of modern glaciers.
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B. Changes in the earth's surface (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

Grade 8

7. Geological Work of ice ** Gr. 4 ** A little adv.

EBF, 1935; 11 min., black & white

Explains how ice, through geologic ages, has

been a powerful factor in sculpturing the face

of the earth. Reveals the tremendous effect of

ice upon soil and rock as the ice constantly

expands, contracts, and moves. Illustrates how

glaciers form, move, and alter surrounding ter-

rain features. Animated drawings explain the

Pleistocene glaciation period.

8. Geysers and Hot Springs **

Arthur Barr Prod., 1951; 11 min.

Discusses hydrothermal_ activity as related to

volcanism; explains the eruptive action of gey-

sers; shows various types and special features

of geysers and hot springs in Yellowstone

National Park.

Gr, 4- it*

9. Glaciers 4*

Northern, 1959; 24 min., color

Tells in detail how glaciers are formed, and

shows glaciers from Mt, Ranier, Washington, to

the mighty glaciers of Alaska--as well as some

glacier scenes of ice sheets in Antarctica and

Greenland. Diagrams and animated mops show

effect of glacier action and extent of ice during

ice ages of the past.

Gr. 4 - **
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B. Changes in the earth's surface (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

10. The Great Ickes- -How The Were Formed ** Gr. 4

EBF, 1951; 11 min., color

Through animated drawings and live action
photography depicts the work of glaciers in
forming the Great Lakes thousands of years ago.
Defines present day drainage. of the' Lakes and

the physical characteristies.of Niagara Falls.

Illustrates topographical changes which occur
in the region around the Falls and the Lakes.

11. The Hidden Earth ** Gr. '8 . Difficult'

McGraw-Hill, 1961; 27 min., color

Study of Seismology, the study of earthquakes
and attendant phenomena.

12. The Interior of the Earth 4*

McGraw-Hillv196.31_,14_min. color

This film illustrates that knowledge about
areas man cannot reach directly can be acquired

by instruments, in this case the seismograph...
The first part of the film shows the cause of
earthquakes and how they are detected by a
seismograph. The second part demonstrates
why seismic waves are transmittedthrough the

mantle and core at different speeds due to
differences of density. Why there is a shadow
zone'is illustrated by a light beam passing
through two liquids of different densities.
This suggests that the outer core has the
characteristics of a liquid. Further
demonstrations give evidence of a possible
inner core with characteristics of a solid.

* Good
4E* Excellent
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B. Changes in the earth's surface (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

13. Land and Waters of Our Earth iHt- Gr. 4 - *

Coronet, 1957; 11 min.

During a family picnic in a scenic area, a

young boy observes hills, mountains, valleys,

rivers, and other geographical features, and

by studying a pictorial geography book, learns

about different land and water formations on

the earth's surface.

14. Mountain Building if*

EBF, 1935; 11 min., black & white

Explains diastrophism as one of two factors

opposing gradation. Shows alternating types of

earth strata as evidence that crustal movements

have been both upward and downward. Explains

faults, anticlines, synclines, geosynclines

and unconformities. Through animated drawings

illustrates the probable formation of the Lewis

overthrust. Explains earthquake zones, and re-

fers to geologic problems in mining and

structural engineering.

15. Our Soil Resources: Formation and Conservation **

EBF, 1947; 11 min., black & white

Explains graphically how soil is formed by the

physical and mineral disintegration of rock and

by the decomposition of plant and animal matter.
Points out the world's four soil groups and de-

fines the geographic limits of each in the United

States. Describes how man, through poor farming

methods, has depleted the soil, and explains

techniques for replacing fertility losses amok

curbing erosion.

* Good
481 Excellent

Grade 8
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B. Changes in the earth's surface (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

16. Project Mohole ** Gr. 8 . Also listed
Oceanography

Educ. Testing Serv., 1960; 19 min., color

Explains that the earth's crust is a relatively
thin skin of rock which varies inthickness,
that beneath this is the mantle which composes
more than 80% of the earth's mass and that the
boundary between the crust and mantleis called
the Moho after the Yugoslav scientist,
Mohorovicic, who discovered it. Points out that

no one knows much about the mysterious Moho and
no one knows for certain about the mantle. Pre-
sents a report on Project ?thole is firs.* oceano-
graphic survey in search of a possible drilling
site 200 miles north of Puerto Rico. Most of
the film was shot aboard the_VEMA., an oceano-
graphic research vessel operated by Columbia Univ...
ersity's Lamont Geological Observatory.

17. Secrets of the Ice **

McGraw-Hill, 1961; 27 min., color

Explains modern science of glaciology and also
a study of the ice found on the earth.

18. Seeds of Destruction 41*

EBF, 1948; 10 min., color

Recalls the wealth of America's original re-
sources and contrasts this with the tragic waste

from devastating forest fires, floods, erosion,
and overworked land. Shows how Federal, state
and private conservation agencies cooperate.in
preventing the depletion of natural resources and
in preserving the land. Includes animated draw-

ings.

Gr. 14 - .410

* Good
** Excellent

r-
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B. Changes in the earth's surface (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Descri tion of Film Placements Remarks

19. Treasurers of the Earth 41*

Churchill44exler, 1958; 11 min.

Uses animation to depict the changes in the

earth's crust, and the forration of mineral

deposits by natural forces. Illustrates the

formation of copper, iron, tin, gold, salt,

oil and coal deposits. Shows the formation of

a volcano and the reasons wty we mine our mineral

resources in certain areas.

Grade 8

Gr. 4 . *if For adv. group

20. What's Inside the Earth

Film Assoc. of Calif., 1959; 114 min., color

The film explores the interior of the earth,

indicating and illustrating the methods men use

to determine the earth's structure. The film

provides an exciting and interest provoking

introduction to the earth sciences.

Gr. 8..
Gr, 4 -

21. W,h,Y Do We Still Have Mountains? *11.

EBF, 1964; 20 min., color

Presents the seeming paradox that erosion should

long ago have carried all the land above sea

level into the oceans. Explores several of the

ways that mountains are formed. Stresses that

although nountains are slowly and constantly being

washed out to sea, they are being built up faster

than they can be cut damn.

* Good
Excellent

No eval. yet
No aval. yet
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B. Changes in the earth's surface (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Filin Placements Remarks

22. World at Your Feet ic-* Gr. 7 - "
Gr. 10 **

/nttl Film Bur., 1953; 22 min., color

The soil is shown as a veritable thriving com-

munity in miniature, populated by living things

of the animal, plant and insect worlds, soma

draining the soil of its usefulness, others con-

tributing to its productiveness. Deals extend.

sively with soil substance, analyzing different

types of soil structure and their resistance

to varying natural conditions. Suggestions are

made as to how man can make his own contributions

to the good of the earth.

23. Work of Rivers **

EBF, 1935; 11 mine , black & white

Portrays running water as the most powerful of

all forces tending to alter the earth's turfice.

Describes the water cycle, and through stream

table demonstrations, animated drawings and

natural photography, explains the growth of rivers,

erosion cycle, rejuvenation, and deposition.

Illustrates the formation of ox -bows, sand bars,

and deltas. Shows examples of valleys, meanders,

water gaps, and alluvial fans.

Gr. 4 - **

214. Work of the Atmosphere t**

EBF, 1935; 11 min., black &white

Characterizes atmosphere as one of the most effec-

tive agents of earth gradation. Demonstrates

mechanical disintegration caused by temperature

changes, freezing water, wind erosion, and wind

abrasion. Shows chemical disintegration of rocks

caused by oxidation, hydration, and carbonation.

Describes atmosphere in its roles Of transporta-

tion and deposition by depicting sand and dust

storms, dunes and dust deposits.

* Good
*le Excellent



Stmt CE MOTION PICVURE FILMS - trockt Eight
(Addem!um)

The Earth

Geology

B. Changes of t, oarth's turfoco

Name vac] ascaation of Film
.0101CMCAMIA3MUUMSSitA Or* RAWallitIAIM.10Aar.WM11/404'vetyt,,toyArr-w&t,v.o.toottturt,

FOCUS STORY: Cam Century gc, p city, undcr.,
WWINSIRttattt$012.~1/0611:019711.70611w4Citbinagraue6K4AWCWWUMIla.tt ttiat2i0t4INWeiAr.r. M .V.WAVZI " r...07.14-roLs*C110

the ice.
40.1101.140W4-1.11.

HMIs 196k; black &white

Presents Camp Century, 800 miles from tio
North Pole and 40 feet below the surface

of tho snow. Shows excevatien of the

trenches construction of the buildings

In 40 temperature. Pictures placing
of atomic fuel bars in the core of th0
AtOMIC oven, which powtrs the nuclear

reactor. Shows tha "biggest deep frzeze"
in the world, zpecioms Witchens, medizal
disponsary, in quarters of the men.
illustrates how soldiers ana dl. i SGat y3

liva exactiy az they do home in tho
S while thay carry on Or,,Tr polar

razimrch prvjectz in the froml city.

ts,

PP10;01-.NtUn7U VMS; ,
140 r 1 .174/ :14.4 02 n "V

*I , tat 4:6 i.tot.A.L. 1.7.r.y Ca- erty:vm

Coronet; 10 min., black

Ooncribo the five geological perio4s of

Jrehistoric tiwon: Arnocraoic, Proterozolic,

Peleozic, MInezoic, and Cena,%;;Tcy

3ncluden the gradual for(F4tl,on of the

eorthls crust, contints, 4nd sen;
4nd traces the evolution of life from

aimple formsg through 00 pariod of

fish ilnd other vertebrates, and the ago
of reptiles and 4nd emimaNg to manals
and Ka. Shows pictures of zi,tual

e4ampies of land formn, dioromas paintings

and modo!s.

* Good
Excellent

5/22/67

Other Grade
PlacemcnIst

Additions to
Page 19

Itala*rkscezaupgagsv...71411COstinWrZer 'WAD
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B. Changes in the earth's surface (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

25. yosemite:Iy11L,.___IstoryandBeau Gr. 8 - No eval. yet

Gr. 4 , No eval. yet

B A I, 1965; 18 min., color

Presents a study of Yosemite Park. Shows

many differest rock formations that depict

how the area was formed from glaciers. Des-

cribes the natural beauty of the park. Dis-

cusses respect for our parks and ways we can

help keep them free from litter.

26. Yours is the Land *If

EBF, 1950; 20 min., color

Shows the role of top soil, water, plants, for-

ests and animal life in the conservation of

natural resources. Exposes the results of man's

practice of taking too much from the earth in

too short a time. Emphasizes the need for a

system of orderly management of our natural

resources.

Gr. 7 - *
Gr. 10 . **

* Good
i4 Excellent



Grade 8 20 For discussion purposes only

I. The Earth

Geology

D. Economically valuable ores and minerals

Other Grade

Name and Descri tion of Film Placements Remarks

1. Copper Mining ** .

Pat Dowling, 1960; 14 min., color

Explains how copper is mined and processed.
Shows a huge open-pit mine in the West where

ore is mined by the use of heavy equipment and

transported to a mill. Shows the processes of
milling and smelting until blister bars con-
taining 99% pure copper are obtained. Em-
phasizes the vast amount of raw material that

must be mined to extract the valuable remaining

metal.

2. Drilling for Oil ** Gr. 4 - *

Pat Dowling, 1957; 22 min., color

The stepoby-step operations of drilling an oil

well, in live photography and animation, from

the initial exploration of the field to final

drilling process. Brief explanation of dril-

ling techniques under varying conditions. Work

of various members of crew is explained: crane

operators, drillers, derrick men, cat-head

operators, and others.

3. Iron Ore Mining **

Academy, 1950; 13 min.

Pictures the operation of a typical large open

pit iron mine in the Mesabi Range of Northern

Minnesota. Shows the transportation methods
necessary to move mass quantities of ore from

the mines by rail car to the loading docks at

Duluth, the loading of the ore boat, and the

ore boat leaving the harbor on its way to the steel

mills of Chicago, Pittsburgh and Cleveland.

Gr. 4 - **

* Good
it* Excellent
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D. Economically valuable ores and minerals (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

4. Making Glass **

EBF, 1948; 11 min., black & white

Describes how three ingredients of glass.ftlime.

stone, sand, and soda ash.- -are obtained.

Through close -up shots presents a simple lab.

oratory demonstration of basic glass.making

techniques. Portrays the step.by.step large

scale manufacture of glass in a plant. Shows

the technique of fitting glass panes into window

frames.

Gr. is -

* Good
3 W Excellent



Grade 8 22 For discussion purposes only

I. The Earth

Geology

E. Identification of rocks and minerals

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

1. Rocks and Gems 8

AV.ED Films, 1963; 11 min., color

This film explains graphically, with animation,

the basic principles of the formation of rocks

and gems. It describes how to recognize the

different types by color, luster, weight, hard-

ness and crystal formations. It shows where to

find gems and the many ways in which we use

rocks and minerals today

* Good
4Ht Excellent



For discussion purposes only

I. The Earth

Geology

F. Oceanography

23 Grade 8

Other Grade
Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

1. Animal Life at Low Tide

Pat Dowling, 1955; 11 min., color

A boy and girl visit the seashore and, at a
tide-pool, find and study many salt-water
animals and their means of locomotion, pro-
tection and getting food. Included are
starfish, tube-building sea worms, sea
anemone, limpet, sea urchin, snails and the
molting of hermit crabs..

2. Beach - A River of Sand

Gr. 8 -
Gr. 4 41*
Gr. 7 4C*

Gr. 8 -
Gr. 4

EBF, 1965; 20 min., color

Discusses the oceanographic wonder . where
does sand come from? Where does sand go?
Analyzes currents produced by waves. Calculates
accumulation and depletign of sand produced by
jetties. Shows that.most of the movement of
sand is along the shoreLthus the beach is a
moving river of sand existing between the land
on one side and the breaking waves on the other.

3. Challenge of the Oceans

McGraw-Hill, 1961; 2? min., color

Explains scope and objectives of present day
oceanographic exploration.

* Good
it* Excellent

No eval. yet

No eval. yet
No eval. yet

Gr. 8 No eval. yet
Gr. 7 41*
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F. Oceanography (continued)

Other Grade
Name and Descri tion of Film Placements' Remarks

4. ExElpring the Ocean

Churchillineklers'1,960; 11 min., color

Pictures.the ocean 's. floor, slopes and
continental shelves.. Investigates plants
and animals, and explains how all life in
the ocean depends on the tiniest forms of
plant life. Describes the ocean's vast
storehouse of minerals and describes the -

pert played by the water cycle in depositing'
these minerals. Animation.

Gr. 8
.Gr. 4

5. Life in the Ocean Gr. 8 -
Gr. 4 - **

Film Assoc. of Calif., 1963; 16 min., color Gr. 7 -*II'

This film presents an overview of the plants
and animals of the sea. The relationships of
marine forms to each other, to their environment,
and to similar living things found on.land.is
emphasized. Plants and animals of shore, shallow
water, and ocean depths are examined in some detail.

6. Marine Life

EBF, 1953; 11 min., color

Gr. 8 .
Gr. 5'. **
Mb. 7 "
Gr. 10 . 41*

Underwater photography is used in showing
how big fish hunt for victims while the small
fish seek safety. Include6 scenes of a
porpoise, a sea turtle, an angel fish, a .

Spanish hogfish, a sawfish, an octopus, a
green moray, a baracuda, and different species
of crabs and sharks. Photographed at the
Marine Studios at Marinelandp Florida.

No eval. yet

No eval. yet

No eval. yet
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F. Oceanography (continued)

Other Grade
Name and Description of Pilm Placements Remarks

7. / 3ysteries of. the Deep

Walt Disney, 1961; 2t min... color

Presents glimpses of the mysterious life
below the surface of the sea. Pictures
animals that live at different levels of
the sea, especially those animals that live
on the rocky reefs at the bottom. Depicts
plumed sea slugs being eaten whole by the
giant slug, navanax; predatory fish having
their scales cleaned by French Angel and
Barbershop Shrimp; ballet of the Squirrel
Fish at mating time; Grunt's kissing ritual;
miracle of birth of the dolphins, see, horse
and octopus. Emphasizes the struggle for
survival of the creatures that inhabit the
reefs.

8, Project Mohole **

Educ. Testing Servs, 1960; 19 min., color

blxplains that the earth Is crust is a relatively
thin skin of rock which varies in thickness,
that beneath this is the mantle which composes
more than 80% of the earth's mass and that the
boundary between the crust and mantle'is called
the Moho after the Yugoslav scientist,
Viohorovicic, who discovered it. Points out that
no one knows much about the mysterious Moho and

no one knows for certain about the mantle. Pre-
sents a report on Project Mohole Is first oceano-
graphic survey in search of a possible drilling
site 200 miles north of Puerto Rico. Most of
the film was shot aboard the VEVA, an oceano-
graphic research vessel operated by Columbia Univ.
ersity's Lamont Geological Observatory.

Gr. 8 r
Gr. 4 -
Gr. 7 - **

Gr. 8 -

* Good
*lc. Excellent

No eval. yet .

No eval. yet

Also listed
Changes in
earth's. surface
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F. Oceanography (continued)

26 For discussion purposes only

Other Grade
Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

9. The Restless Sea (Part I and Part II)

Bell Telephone Co., 1963; 60 min., color

Presents a wide-ranging report on the vast
and mysterious "inner space" that covers
nearly three quarters of the earth's surface- -
the sea. Illustrates in animated and filmed
sequences the work of oceanographeiv in search-
ing out the complex and interwoven relationships
of nature in the sea. Shows hurricanes and
mountainous waves; marine life from microscopic
plankton to the largest mammals; movements of
tides and currents; composition of sea water; .

topography of the ocean floor, with its great
seamounts, sunken islands and submarine canyons
and trenches. The only "character" that appears
is a cartooned drop of water, who helps to:explain
the various phenomena.

Or. 8 .
Gr. 1t -

Gr. 7 -

10. Sea

EBF, 1962; 27 min., color

Depicts the interrelationships between living
things in the sea, their dependence on each
other and or the varying conditions of the
marine environment. Shows the diversity of
free-swimming animals and illustrates basic .

concepts of marine ecology, such as the evolution
of life and the predation and reproduction of
marine life.

No'eval. yet .

No eve 1. yet
No eval. yet..

Gr. 8 - No eval. yet

11. Tide Pool Life Gr. 8 No eval. yet
Gr. 5 . 41*.

Instructional, Films, 1947; 11 min., color Gr. 7 -
Gr. 10 4. *if

Studies some of the more usual species of.. .

marine life found near rocky shores and tide'
pools, including mussels, whelks, sea..anemones,
sea-urchins, and abalones.

* Good
4t* Excellent
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F. Oceanography (continued)

27 Grade 8

Other Grade
Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks+1~1141111NIP

12. Waves on Water

EBF, 1965; 15 min., color

Explores the manner in which water in a wave
moves. Explains how waves are created. Des-
cribes wave refraction. Discusses discoveries
regarding high-energy waves that are not
produced by wind. Presents evidence to prove
that seismic sea waves which crossed the Pacific
Ocean were directly associated with an under-
water earthquake near the Aleutian Islands.

13. What's Under the Ocean Gr. 14
Gr. 7

Film Assoc. of. Calif., 1959; 12 min., color

Scientists study the ocean in many ways. Some
take cameras to study plants and animals in
shallow depths. Some go to the deepest ocean
floor in special craft like abathyscaph. Some
use instruments on research ships to study
bottom raterials and to map vast areas of the
ocean floor. They have found a long mountain
range dividing the Atlantic in two and in the
Pacific, thousands of volcanoes and many deep
trenches.

* Good
4f* Excellent
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I. The Earth

Geology

G. Paleontology

Other Grade

Name and Descri tion of Film Placements Remarks

1. Discovery at Hell. Creek Gr. 8 . No eval. yet

FRC, 1963; 30 min., color

Introduces the methods of vertebrate

paleontology. Emphasizes the importance

of every fossil discovery as scientists

try to piece together the many fragments

of the knowledge of the history of life on

earth. Shows the dinosaur quarry in the
banded rocks of the H014. Creek formation in

Northeastern Montana.

2. Fossils: Clues to Prehistoric Times *3

Coronet, 1960; 10 min., color

The story of fossils (the traces of ancient .

animals or plants), where they are found, haw

they were formed and what they tell us about

the development of life on earth is the sub -

ject of this study. Museum dioramas, anima-;

tion and many fossil specimens are used to

explain the work of scientists and their

findings.

Gr. 4 - **
Gr. 7 . **

* Good
4.* Excellent



For .. disgussion .purposes.

IV. The Universe

Astronontr

A. :)illistory of :.sstronorny

axe and Descri Lion of7Film

Planets in Orbit (Laws 'of Kepler) -IR.

EBB', 1960; 10 min., black & .

t

Or

h

Other Grade.
,Placements Remarki:

fir.5

Tre.,ces the history of triantePobservations and
beliefs about the universe. Discusses the,
three discoveries *of Johannes Kepler that - 1

revolutioniZed astronomy:. -Explains Keplerfs ..
three laws. Animated. sequences:- '... ,. t ,. s.

5/

=
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IV. The Universe

301 For, 4/scussiow.purposes -f.

Astronomy
1

B. Tools and laboratories used in the studr:arthe,universe

Other Grade
Name and Des`pri tion Placements- -1 Remarks

1. The Astronomer .44

Inter. Film Bureau, 1960;. 16 min., color,. -;

Presents a comprehensive picture .of 'the thod ... -' : -.;.- . 7 : .,

and tools used by present-day astronomersi.shawsr. '.--...- ,

construction and ,funCtions 'of telescope's and a 1 ', ., '.:' **i: '1:1

solar tower. Explains difference betweenyrefractors --;) ..;- ...'
and reflectors. Stresses the work of the astronomer
away from the telescope.

2. Frontiers in Smut **

EBF, 1962; 13. min., 'color

Uses behind4he-scenes views in the Palomar
Observatory to show astronomers using optical
and radio telescopes to gather information
about the universe. Describes how reflecting
and refracting telescopes work and shows the
world's largest reflecting telescopes in

operation. Explains the methods used by
astronomers to obtain and analyze data about
the stars, including photographs, spectrographs
and cordings of signals received frOM radio

telescopes,,,

3, Stars, and Star Systems *N. Gr. 5 - *

EBF, 1960; 16 min., black & white

Shows an astronoimr at work, explaining that
with the use of powerful telescopes astronomers
have been able to photograph about one and one-
half billion _stars; describes a radio telescope
and balloon as other methods of astronomical
observation. Discusses the vastness, of the universe
and the heave:ily bodies of which it is comprised.

* Good .

*if Excellent

44'

± -
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Tools" and laboratories' used i.n the study of the universe (continued') .

Nave and, ]description of Film'

The Story of Palomar"

EBF, 1960; 39 min.'' .colOr

The story of the giant 200 inch telescope on'.
PaloMar. Maintain., photographed oNe.r the perio4'
of ,years, during which `the giant telescope 'was

'Vlanned and designed. Shows the grinding of the
'huge mirror, the tedious of w mirror 'up
the mountainside, and finallY'the 'giant-instriiment'-
in.'operation. k' Includes photoiraphs,iof
galaxieS, made thrOUgh the .,200 inch telescope and

'compares these. photographs with others made by
earlier and smaller telescopes, showing' how man's.
view of the heavenshas.beeri extended by the new
Palomar, Ihcludee, animated,. sequences
which 'show the .principles Of..OPtics
used in reflecting telescoped of all sizes.

. %!.*.,

Other Grade .

Piaceme'nts. Remarks

Gr. 11

Chartinslhetalth atical and
Radio **

EBF 1963; 13 min. , celoi

Presents the Hale telescope at the Palomar.:...,.;
Observatory. Shows how astronomers coke from
all over the world to use tfillii;:fteleScope..to:,'''.-
analyze starlight,. to determine the .component
elerrents, distance, speed of travel, cef

physical structure, and temperature .of the .
stars. Relates how an astrophysicist or. .,-
'astronomer uses the radio ,teleicope
collect's radio signals caused by 'the' radiation
of bodies in..space. Describid,the basic' tools-,
methods/ and goals of ,astronomers. ;
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32 For, discussion puriaoses only ,

C. Our solar system

-The-iaearest star the sun

Name and Description of Film

.,

Other Gradq 1.r'

Placements Remarks
'

1. The Flaming Sky if*
, -

McGraw;Hill, 1961; 27 min., ,color
A

.
.

Explanation of present fifytopinion,on-ethe. _.;,,, , , ' , ....

nature of the Aurora and its conneetio witi 1 ::;-, '

...

other natural phenomena in "the earth ls-.- ti.gh :, ..'.

atmosphere and the sun. .f-, . - , . ,,,. .
"..
...

2. The Nearest Star **

McGraw-Hill, 1961; 27 min., color
p.

To stimulate interest in science in general
and geophysics influence of the sun on man's
physical environment.

3. Our Mr. Sun

F

" 1.

N.W. Bell Tele., 1960;. 60 min..co1Qr

This Frank Capra. produced film, starrin&Eddie
Albert and Dr. Frank Baxteri.firei:.:despribes
ways in which ancient man looked : to he sun ,
as a god. It continues with more
man has discovered about the sun through .,.

centuries. The stints conona, spots, and-the..-
explosions on its face .are,:shown..,:.Thermo ...

nuclear reaction, photosynthesis :mut the solar
battery a,re explained. World's leading .scien-
tists contribute information.

* Good
**Excellent .

,, , ,

,

.

5.

4" r.
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Our solar system

The nearest star, the sun (continued)

Name and Description of Film

:TIE*

Acaderrry Films, 1960; 16 'Min. , color

This film .explains why the sun's energy is the
basis.of all life ,on earth and the source of
all types of industrial energy except atomic
energy; Green leaves of plants use the-sinift
energy to manufactUri.food,whieh is-stored

ina

fruits, seeds, stems and ractei..?;Hwrien beings-, .
get much of their energy by eating. the-Seeds, ..`

fruits and roots of many 'different., plants'- So c-

directlY or indirectly
life and green plants depend. on,turiliglit,

Other 'Grade .
Placements Remarks

Or.
dr: '9 *;;"414*

Grade 8

1/4
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v. The Universe

C. Our solar system

The earth 'as a planet

N/me of Film

14, DILleftatia **

United, 1949; 9min.

Placements Remarks

The globe is shown revolVing about the sun to

explain the causes :of day ind-41ight-and-wilY:thei7

sun, appears to rise' and set, DestribesAW::
effect of the earth's, in6linatiantoward the* n.

Through animated.AiagraMs demtstrates the

relative positiopof earth and sun .in 4:0Pe's:

PepteMber, peoeMber, and Vrardh, and the reason_s
for uiequal length of, day and nightover-:the :
earth at different times,/of the year,

Earth in Notion *

EBF, 1936; 12 min., black & white

Portrays the earth as an astronomical, body and

discusses its relation to the sun.and its motion.

Presents evidence of the earth's sphericity, its

axis rotation, its revolution about the sun, and

inclination of its axis. Permits stimulated

observation of the earth" from the stratosphere,

of earth and stars in motion, and of the earth's

orbit movement, explaining the causes of night

and day and of seasons.

it
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C. Our solar system

The earth as a planet continued)

''Other Grade
Name and Descri tion of Film Placements Remarks

. ,
3. How We Know the Earth !twee lilt.

Film Assoc. of Calif.., 1960; 10 min., color

Gr: 5 - 4c4

Ile have been told that the earth spins on its
axis and that it travels around the sun. But
hovi do we know these ,statements are true? This
film demonstrates and explains the.Foucault .

Pendulum by .which the earth's' rotation: was
first proved. The audience participates-in an
experiMent that illustrates. star. shift; the
method astronomers use to determine the earthts
solar orbit.

4. Why Change 41*

EBF, 1960; n min., black & white

Shows why seasons change, 'Making use of anima .
ted drawings to ,show why the tilt' of,the earth"-
gives us Short days in winter and long ones' in
summer. Also explains why: 5 t is hot in summer
and cold in winter, and why. the.seasons. in the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres, are alilays *-

opposite. Follows also the orbit of the earth
through a complete year.

Gro 5

* Good
3* Excellent



Grade .8

IV. The Universe

C. Our solar system

The earth's satellites

Othel'Gride,,
Name and Descri tion of Film Placements Remarks

36, For discussion. purposes only

1. A Trip to the Moon ** Gr4 9 -
EBF 1957; 16 min. Gr. 11 - No eval. yet

'I

Shows an imaginary rocket as it takes off to
the moon and hovers above it, explaining many
facts necessary- for an understanding of navi-
gation to the moon. Combines animation and
model photography to study the moon's surface,
and shows in detail the craters and seas, ridges,
and mountains that can be seen from the earth.

2. Eclipse oLthe Sun *# ,

Film Research Assoc. 1961; 17 min., color

Shows the importance of and the organize.tion
an expedition to observe an eclipse of ,the ran
in Africa under the most favorable conditions.
The film is narrated by Dr.. kthelsten'SpilhauS,
Dean, Institute of Technology, Univarsity of
Minnesota.

1

3. Exploring by Satellite ** Or. 9

0 E F, 1960; 28 min., color

Uses live action and animation to explain
the earth satellite program, to describe the
physical laws involved. Discusses the
scientific methods used; tells about the
data obtained in the Vanguard experiment
during the International Geophysical Year.

* Good
** Excellent
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C. Our solar system

Me earth's catqAlitc-1
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Acodamy, 1963; 1 min., cold

Presents an oxplanation of cc tides

bilsod on NrAwton's Lany Shows Now gravity
and centrifugal force, calsed by tho sun
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to enploin why wo 'Aavo two high end two
low tides every twenty-four hours and
fifty m;nues.t Explains why tidos occur
at the time of the full inc moon
and why they vary with the ocosons.
DopIcts hew many of mon's mtivities
must be timed to fit into eternal
rhythm of tho tidos.
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C. Our solar system

The earth's satellites .(continued)

Name and Description of Film
.

Li. Gravity **

Coronet, 1950; 11 min.

3? Grade 8

Other Grade
Placements flerrarks

Gr. 8
Gr. 5 0. **
Gr. 6 41*

Or. 9.
Through a variety of everyday :examples explains
the force of gravity. Shows attraction it rela-
tion to mass and ,distance, and the:etfict..of
gravity on our solar system., Demonstrates and .43X,
plains mutual attraction between all bodies.

* good
it* Excellent

For slow group
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1V. The Universe

C. Our solar system

Movements'of the planets,. meteors and comets

Name and Description of Film

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

2, Asteroids Comets 5 . **

Film Assoc, of Calif., 1960; 10 min., color

Asteroids, comets and meteorites are called the
minor members of the solar system:. This filr

shows: 1) how astronomers have learned about
these objects traveling aroundthe sun; 2)

what each group looks like; and 3) the place of
each group in the solar system. The film also
illustrates the newest objects in the solar
system -- man -made or artificial satelliteq,

Solar Family' **

EBF, 1936; 11 min., black & white

Presents an introductory study of the planets,
their evolution, motions, sizes and satellites.
Describes, through animated drawings the evolu-
tion of the solar system according to planete-
simal hypothesis, and traces the real and
apparent motions of the planets. Reveals and
describes the planetoids, Halley's comet, and
the movement of the solar system in space.

Gr. 5

* Good
ist. Excellent
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Our solar system

Movements.of the planets, meteors and comets (continue

Name and Descri.Rtion of 'Film

3. T h e Solar S stem.. if*

Coronet, 1951; 11 min.

Other Grade
Placements.. Remarks

Gr. 8
Gr. 5

Presents the names of the planets, their.rela-
tive sizes, and the forges at work in the solar:
system. Visualizes the immensity of..dibtanCes,,
between the planets and the sun through an 'aCtual.
scale model of the solar system. ,Demon,stratec
the relationship of the planets to each other;
their orbits; differences between planets and
Stars; and gravitational attraction, light, and
heat.

Grade 8

Ass introd.

ryVr
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IV. The Universe

D. Measurement' of 'time

Other Grade

Name and Description of Placements , Remarki-

1. About Time **

11'.11. Bell Tele., 1962; 60 min., color

The amazing story of mants atrugile to tell
time,..from the sun dial to the atomic clock.
First-hand look into relativity, making cal-
endars and built-in clocks in plants and

animals. Presents complex Object of time
and its measurement through story of Planet
Q, where the concept of time is unknown.,

T12922221:6ELAIELICIALROIMESI

Coronet, 1959; 11 min.

Deals with man =s eft"-vts from primitive times
to keep track of time. The problems which arose
through the centuries as manattempted to make
an accurate calendar are explored, and the solu-
tions advanced, by the Egyptians, Babylonians,
and Romans are explained. The resultant. Julian

and Gregorian calendars are discussed. The film
concludes with examples of possible calendars of
the future. Both live photography and diagrams
are used.

Gr. n

Gr. 8

3. Time di*

Incl. Univ., 1959; 15 min,

Through live photography, models and animation
portrays scientific time determination, tire-
keeping, standard time, zones in the United
States, daylight saving time, Greenwich time,

and the International Date Line,

* Good
4c.* Excellent

Also listed
Intro.
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r. The Universe

Bey bid the solat. system

Name and Description of Film

.

.

Other Grade
P;acements Remarks

.;

1. Constellations: Guide to the 1 Slcz

Ind. Univ., 1961; 33. min. cola'

This film, as its title inrpliesi offera Abe
student the necessary information to locate, the
major constellations and to us i 'these to 'locate
other constellations. Examples -cyz galaxies,
nebulae and other celestialt.objects are provided
by animation and photographs taken at the Mount
Wilson and Mount Palomar Observatories*

2. E.214.3ring the Night Sky *
7 7

Ergs 1956; 10 min., black & white
:

Describes constellations and hoW:.'. tilfly got. 'their
nemes, nebulae and other star phenomena, the
setting and rising of Stars, and 'how: the stars
affected the making of the calendar.' . 'Includes-
animation and special cinema,Itechriiques...

3. The Infinite Universe

A3amanac rilms, 1951; 10 mm., 'black & white

Explains the concepts of astronomical times
spar' '4 speed, and size, and shows the rela-
tionship of various stars and galaxiea in
the universe.

4i Good
Excellent

, ,

7

Grade.

;

'

t , ;
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F. Beyond the solar system (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Film Placements Remarks

14 -:Mars and Bey*,

Walt Disney, 19581 .30 min:, color

Gr. 5 .. **
Gr. 6 . **

Discusses the temperature and atmosphere on.'
the planets, and the conditions necessary to

subtain life. Explains man's earliestoonceptS-
of the planets, particularly Mars. Pictures

the possible surface of Mars and the ways in

which plant and animal life may.hird adapted .to

conditions there. Describes =Imaginary flight
to Mars in an atom - powered 'space ship.

The Realm of the Galaxies **

Educ. Testing Serv., 1960; 19 min., color

Dr. Allan R. Sandage, professor of astronomy
at the California Institute of'Technology, ex*,
plores the far reaches of space, using the..

gigantic 200-inch telescope on:PaloMar Mountain.
Traces the study to determine the distance to

the galaxy En in the constellation.of Trianguai

lum in order to redetermine the size, shape and

age of the entire universe. Shows the photo-
graphic and photometric Observations made over
a period of two nights.

t.

Universe ** Gr, 5 .

Nat'l. Film Board, 1961; 30 min., black & white

Simple presentation of structure of universe.
Impression of immensity in time, space, number

and variety conveyed by discussion buttressed

by astronomical photographs. Describes members

of solar system and its position in Milky Way.

Pictures work of an astronomer.

* Good
** Excellent

"MOMS
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F% Beyond the solar system (continued)

Name and Descri tion of Film

What Is Space?

1M3F, 1961; 10 min., color

Establishes a simple concept of space and

answers various questions concerning space.

Broadens the concept of space through the use

of damonstrations and explanations of outer

space and the amount of space (light years)
between our planet and others. Points out that

as yet no end to spaoe islcnown.

Other Grade
PlaceMents Reinarks

Gr., 5

* Good
Excellent

Grade 8
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SCIENCE FILMS TRIPS

(35 mm.)

for
Grade Eight

Correlated to the Major Topics and/or Units
as found in the

Reorganized Science Curriculum

Minneapolis Public Schools
Science Department



For discussion purposes only Grade Eight

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Major Topic and/or Unit

Introduction to Science

I. The Earth

Page Number

1

Color

Gray

Weather and climate 3 Red

Geology

A. Types of rocks 4 Red

B. Changes of the earth's furface. 6 Red

C. Chemicals important in soils. . 9 Red

D. Economically valuable ores and
minerals 10 Red

E. Identification of rocks and
minerals 11 Red

IV. The Universe

Astronomy

B. Tools and laboratories used in
the study of the universe . . . 13 Blue

C. Our solar system 15 Blue

F. Beyond the solar system . . . 21 Blue

The annotations for filmstrips found on the following
pages were obtained from sources such as the Wilson's
Filmstrip Guide, producers' catalogs, and the Library
of Congress cards.

iii
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tntroduttion to Science

Name cin- d Description of Filmstrip

Scientists at Work

,American Ga s; Association Educational
Service Bureau, 46 Trio, b/w. ,$

Other Grade
Placements.

or. 4"**
Gr.. 6 *
Gr. 7

Grade Eight

Remarks.-

Designed to sow az; image of the scientist.
His contributions and procedures are stressed.
Thinking, designing experiments & ,recording data
are empha4zed; Activities such as life of
keeping up-to-date & reporting his work are
discussed: Natural gas and science
occupations are related at the close of the
strip.

`F
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I. The Earth

Weather and climate

3 Grade. Eight

Other Grade

Name and Description of Filmstrip Placements Remarks

1. Big Winds - The Destroyers **

MeGraw-Hill Book Co. ,01959, 142 fr., color

(General Science series, Set No. 4, 6 f.s.)

$6.75 each, $36.50 set

Shows the causes of winds and compares high

pressure center' with low pressure centers.

Traces the pathways of hurricanes; describes

warning systems used to protect people

against big winds; compares tornadoes with

hurricanes; and depicts the damage caused by

tornadoes and hurricanes.

2. Weather and Jet Stream

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 37 fr., color

(General Physical Sciences series, 6 f.s.)

$8.50 each, $45.00 set, 1959

This filmstrip emphasizes the modern theory

of weather. It deals with the influences of

air masses on weather conditions, and the

effect of the jet stream on the movement

of polar and tropical air masses. The

changes in weather are described as occurring

at the fronts of moving air masses. The

kinds of weather changes that accompany

warm fronts and cold frcnts are presented.

3. What Is Weather **

Benef ic Press, 1961; 39 fr., color

(What Is It series, 6 f.s.) $

Presents basic facts about weather.

For elementary grades.

* Good
4* Excellent



Grade Eight

I. The Earth

Geology

A. Types of rocks

4 For discussion purposes only

Other Grade
Name and Description of Filmstrip Placements Remarks

1. Metamorphic Rocks

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
Inc., 1962; 55 fr., color (haterials of
the Earth's Crust, 6 f.s.), $40.00 a set

The agents-of metamorphism are discussed and
the results of their work illustrated by
specimens. The metamorphosed rocks and their
parent forms are compared and the forces
causing the change discussed. Pressure, heat,
cementation, superheated water are the agents
of metamorphosis illustrated.

2. The Minerals

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc.
1962; 59 fr., color (Materials of the Earth's
Crust, 6 f.s.), $40.00 set

Examples of mazy common minerals are given.
Atomic crystaline models are used to show
how atomic structure and external shape are
related. The processes of crystal formation are
shown. The combination of minerals to form
rocks is illustrated by specimens.

3. The Rocks

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc.
1962;, 61 fr., color, (Materials of the Earth's
Crust, 6 f.s.), $40.00 a set

The igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks
are shown and the nature of their formation is
depicted in photos and art drawings. The

formation of fossils is shown in the section on
sedimentary rocks. The limestone-marble type of
metamorphosis is shown with specimens.

* Good
** Excellent

Listed under
I E

Listed under
I E

Listed under
I E
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I. The Earth . A (continued)

Name and Description of Filmstrip

4. Sedimentary Rocks 4;*

Grade Eight

Other Grade
Placyents Remarks

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc.
1962, 62 fr., color, (Haterials of the
Earth's Crust, 6 f.s.), 40.00 a set

The processes causing the formation of rock
fragments are reviewed. Specimens illustrate
the formation of the common sedimentary rocks.
Chemical sedimentation forming limestone is
illustrated. Cave deposition, formation by
evaporation, and the organic origin of coal are
shown

* Good
it* Excellent

Listed under
I -E



Grade Eight 6 For discussion pUrposes only

I. The Earth

Geology

B. Changes of the earth's surface

Other Grade

Name and Description of Filmstrip Placements Remarks

1. Changes in the Earth's .Crust lb lb

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 37 fr., color
(General hysical Science Series, 6 f.s.)
Set-$45.00; each- $8.50

This filmstrip describes the formation of the
earth from a molten mass of material; the
changes that took place during the cooling
process; and'isome of the internal and external

forces that affected the earth's surface.
The relationship between the formation of the earth
and sun and the other planets is indicated.
Agents of weathering and erosion changed the

surface. The filmstrip indicates the crust
of the earth is still changing as a result
of internal and external forces,

2. The Earth as a Planet *

Films for Education, 1958;
(The Story of the Universe
its Moons Series, 6 f.s.),

60 fr., color
I - -The Earth and

$7.50 each

Filmstrip taken up the earth as a planet and
as a home for men.-its composition,
structure, atmosphere and seasons. The law

of gravity is introduced by inquiring about

the mass of the earth.

3. Glaciers **

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc.,
1963, 69 fr., color, (Geomorphology, 6 f.s.)

$40.00-set

The conditicns causing glacial formation are

discussed. Valley glaciers and continental
glaciers are shown. The characteristic formations
cirques, lateral moraines, medial moraines,
terminal moraines, striated, sub-strata, hanging
valley, drumlins, eskers, are shown and their

formation discussed.

Few frames good

Listed under IV .0

* Good
** Excellmnt
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I. The Earth - B (continued)

Grade Eight

Other Grade
Name and Descr tion of Filmstri. Placements Remarks

4. lakes and Oceans

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc.,
1963, 61 fr., (Geomorphology, 6 f.s.), color
$40.00-set

The many types of lakes are discussed and the .

processes by which they were formed - crater
lakes, glacial lakes, mountain ringed lakes,
dammed stream lakes. The formation of peat
bog, swamps, salt lakes and alkaline lakes is
discussed. Ocean deposition and erosion are
illustrated. Wave action, sand bars, spits, and
lagoons are also shown. The fiords, coral reefs,
and fossiliferous sandstone is discussed and
illustrated.

5. Mountains

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc., 1963
57 fr., color, (Geomorphology, 6 f.s. ).
$40.00-set

Discusses mountain formations in terms of
mountain building fordes and the erosion of new
formation. Volcanic mountains and faulted
mountains are shown. The forces causing these
are discussed. 5,nclines and anticlines are
diagramed and actual photographs shown.

6. Story of Fossils

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1957, 40 fr., color
(General Science Series, Set No. 1)
Set-$42.00, each-$7.50

Presents a view of the geologic eras during
which fossils formed; discusses the prilciples
of fossil formation; shows typical animal life
present in different stages of geologic history;
presents examples of plant life found in pre-
historic rocks; and traces the evolution of a
typical mammal through the geologic eras.

* Good
** Excellent
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I. The Earth - B ( continued)

Other Grade
Name and Description of Filmstrip .Placements Remarkswirm.1IN4.1.11 Wiv..

7. Streams and Rivers

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc.
1963, 60 fr., color, (Geomorphology, 6 f.s.).

Set-$40.00

Introduction deals with running water in
general. Sources of ground water, artesian
sp7irg, cave formation, stalactites, stalagmites,
sinks, and karst formations.
Rivers: The evolution of a river from stream to
Ufarkage. Patterns of deposition - delta,
alluvial fans are shown.
Streams: Dynamics of gradient, load.and
sediment are discussed. The formation of potholes,
sand bars, and terraces is shown.

6. Volcanism

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc., 1963,
66 fr., color, (Geomorphology16 f.s.), set-$40.00

Vertical cross section of a volcano shows magma
and fractured rock strata. The Shield Volcanoes of
the Hawaiian Islands are shown, types of lava" and
cinder cones are shown. The dikes, sillsy plugsi and
laccolith, batholith formations illustrated. Hot
springs and geysers are discussed.

9. Weathering and Erosion **

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc., 1963
67 fr., color, (Geomorphology, 6 f.s.), set-$40.00

The agents of weathering - chemical reactions,
dissolving power of water, mechanical power of
abrasion on rocks, are discussed and examples shown.
Exfoliation, the work of freezing water, and the role
of plants (both lichens and root plants) are shat,:in.
Erosion is defined as abrasixn and the removal of the
products of weathering. The agents of erosion - wind,
running water, glaciers, gravity, and man - are
discussed and examples of each type are shown.

* Good
** Excellent
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I. The Earth

Geology

9 Grade Eight

C. Chemicals important in soils

Name and Description of Filmstrip

1. Conserving Our Soil and Water *

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1956, 141 fr., color

(General Science Series, Set No. 1, 7 f.s.)

Set-$142.50, each-$6.75

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

Discusses the principles of soil and water con-

servation, showing the close relationship

between them. Describes techniques used to

prevent soil erosion, and points out the

relationship of floods to soil and water

conservation.

2. How Soil is Ponied

EBF, 1950, 71 fr., b/4.1 $3.00 each

(Soil Conservation Series, 8 f.s.)

Describes nature's process in manufacturing

soil; portrays the initial break-up of rocks

by various agents; explains the rote of

organic matter in soil formation.

* Good
** Excellent
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I. The Earth

Geology

D. Economically valuable ores and minerals

Name and Description of Filmstrip

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

1. Changing Ores to Yetals

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1955, 47 fr., color,

(General Science Series, Set No. 2, 7 f.s.)

Set-$42.50, each-$6.75

The filmstrip opens with pictures that show

that most ores are compounds. Iron oxide, the

most common ore of iron is then depicted.

Students observe the chemical reaction and

process used to change iron oxide to the metal

in blast furnaces. They also are 'shown how

oxygen is used to help smelt low-grade iron ores.

The pictures next illustrate the ores of copper

and the steps used to smelt copper and refine it.

Students then see how lead sulphide is converted into

lead, with silver as a by-product. A study of zinc

follows, in which zinc sulphide and zinc silicate are

converted into the metal. Next, students observe the

extraction of mercury from cinnabar and the

extraction of tungsten from wolframite. The

succeeding pictures illustrate the ores for uranium,

and their reduction to uranium oxide. The

filmstrip closes with a demonstration of the

electrolysis of bauxite to produce aluminum.

2. Wealth from Mbther Earth **

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1959, 42 fr., color,

(General Science Series, Set No. 4, 6 f.s.)

Set-06.50, each-y6.75

Shows the occurrence of natural resources in the

world and the resources that are found on a large

scale in the United States. Shows examples of the

important products produced from natural resources;

points out the need for conserving raw materials by

care and salvage for reuse.

* Good
** Excellent
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I. The Earth

Geology

E. Identification of rocks and minerals

Other Grade

Name and Description of Filmstrip Placements Remarks

1. Identificatiol of Minerals **

Thard's Natural Science Establishment, Inc.,

1962, 66 fr., color, (Materials of the Earth's

Crust)-6 f.s.); Set-$40.00':

Moh's scale of hardness is shown. Cleavage and

fracture are discussed and ample examples of each

type are shown. Color and streak color, light

qualities (Transparent, etc.) luster, tenacity

and other classic tests for minerals are shown

with many specimens. More modern tests) auto -

radiography, and fluorescence are also depicted.

2. Metamorphic Rocks

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc., 1962,

55 fr., .(Materials of the Earth's Crust, 6 f.s.)

color, Set440.00

The agents of metamorphism are discussed and the

results of their work illustrated by specimens

The metamorphosed rocks and their parent forms

are compared and the forces causing the change

discussed. Pressure, heat, cementation, super-

heated water are the agents of metamorphosis

illustrated.

3. The Rocks *.k

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc.,

1962, 61 fr., color) (Materials of the Earth's

Crust, 6 f.s.), Set-40.00

The igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks are

shown and the nature of their formation is depicted

in photos and art drawings. The formation of fossils

is shown in the section on sedimentary rocks. The

limestone-marble type of metamorphosis is shown, with

specimens.

* Good
** Excellent

Listed under
I - A

Listed under
I - A
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I. The Earth - E (continued)

Other Grade

Name and Description of Filmstrip Placements Remarks

L. The Minerals **

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc.,
1962, 59 fr., color, (liaterials of the Earth's

Crust, 6 f.s.), Set -,,540.00

Examples of many common minerals are given.
Atomic crystalise models are used to show how
atomic structure and external shape are related.
The process of crystal formation are shown.
The combination of minerals to form rocks is
illustrated by specimens.

5. Sedimentary Rocks **

Uard's Natural Science Establishment, Inc.,
1962, 62 fr., color, (!aterials of the Earth's
Crust, 6 f.s.), Set - `10.00

The processes causing the formation of rock
fragments are reviewed. Specimens illustrate the
formation of the common sedimentary rocks. Chemical

sedimentation forming limestone is illustrated.
Cave deposition, formation by evaporation, and the
organic origin of coal are shown.

* Good

ist- Excellent

Listed under
I - A

Listed under
I - A
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IV. The Universe

Astronomy

B. Tools and laboratories used in the study of the universe

ti

Grade ,Eight

Other Grade
Name andjlascripiof Filmstrip Placements Remarks

The Astronomer at Work 41*

McGraw -Hill Book Co., 40 fr.,( 1957, color
(General Science Series, 4 f.s.), Set-36.50
Each.$6.75

Discusses the work done by astronomers and
describes the different tools used by them
in their work, showing the operation ofeach of
the major tools. Compares the 'different 'types of

telescopes and presents some of the newer
developments in astronomical tools.

EJESLIE1.2.MI12211.9almaxl Earth **

Films for Education' &' McGraw -dill Book Co0,

1958, 59 fr., color, (The Story of the.Universe
Series - Th Earth and Its koon Series; Setl,
6 f.s.), Set442.00, each-$7.50

This filmstrip explains the use of rockets to
explore space, clarifies their nature and operation,
and discusses how and why they go into orbit or
escape from it.

Gr. 9

'

How Far Are the Stars/

Films for Education & McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1961;
48 fr., color, (The St6ry of the Universe
Series III - The Stars Series, 6 f.s.)
Set-$42.00, each-$7.50

Filmstrip brings out the almost inconceivable
distances to the stars and how these are
measured.

* Good
** Excellent

Listed under
IV - F



Grade Eight

IV. The Universe

Astronomy . B (ccntinued)

Name and Description of Filmstrip

4. Information from the Satellites *.q

For-:discussion purposes only
ti

Other Grade
Placements Remarks'

Gr.' 9

Films for Education &McGrau-tiill,Book Co.,
1958, 63 fr., color, (The Story of the Universe
Series The Earth and'its Abon.Seriesl-Set,l-

f.s.), Set-442.000 each4$7.50

This filmstrip deals with tome of the uses of
satellites and the possible future uses of
space stations.. It .considers.the tran6-.
parency.of the.atmosphereand examines the
nature'of light and its spectrum. It.touches
on the possibility of space travel.

The Fount Wilson and,Palomar Telesco es

EBF0 1961; 32 fr., b/42 $3.00 each
(Scanning the Universe Series., 7 f.$ )

Uses photographs and drawing to describe the'
telescopes at Mt. Wilson and Palomar Observa.
tories and explains the basic principles of
their. operation.

better in color

* Good
*-11- Excellent
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IV. The Universe

Astronomy

Our ..solar system

same and Description of Filmstrip

Between the Planets

Films for Education
59 fr., color, (The
Series .- The Solar
Set-$), 2.00, each-4)7

Grade Eight

. Other Grade
Placements Remarks

&McGraw-Hill Book Co., 19%
Story of the Universe
System, Set IT, 6 f.v.)
.50

The nature of spac6 is presented in this film-

strip study Of the planetoids, meteors, and

comets. TOe reactions of molecules to
stimuli, and the dangers of matter in space
to interplanetary travel are discussed.

The Earth as .a Planet

Films for Education&McGraw4Iill Bodk.Co., 1958;

67 fr., color, (The Story of the Universe
Series ..,The Earth and Its Moon Series, Set
6 f.s.), Set-442.00, each-f:i7.50

The earth is examined as a planet and as a home
for man0, in terms of its composition, structure,
atmosphere, and seasons. The law of gravity is
introduced bit inquiring about the mass of the

earth'.

Earth s Nearest Neighbor it-1C

Listed under
I - B

Row-Peteraon Textfilms, 1956, 46 fr., color,.
(Basic Science Education Series Astronomy

Group, 4 f.s.), $6.00 each

The nature of the moon and its relationship to sun
and earth are developed by an imaginary attempt at
exploration of the moonts surface, in which the needs_
of the human body' are measured against moon conditions.
ThroughOut the film the children must reason4 on the
basis of known facts, as to what might happen to the

"explorer" and what might help him to cope with the,
situation.

* Goo
** txcedllent
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IV. The Universe

Astronomy . (continued)

16 For discussion purposes only

Other Grade

Name and Description of Filmstri Placements Remarks

4. The Earth's Shape and Size **

Films for Education & McGraw Hill Bcok Co.,
1958, 56 fr., color, (The Story of the
Universe Series - The Earth and Its Moon
Series, Set I, 6 f.s.), Set-$42.00, each-$7.5O

The student is intrcduced to the astronomical
principles most of them discovered by ancient
peoples, which explain how we know the' shape
and size of the earth.

5. Exploring the Moon

EBF 1961, 29 fr., b/w, $3.00 each
(Scanning the Universe Series, 7 f.s.)

Uses photographs of the moon to ,depict and
describe its topography, its phases and its
relationship with the earth. Points out the.,
most important features of the lunar landscape.

6. Exploring the Sun

EBF 1961, 29 ft., b/w, $3.00_each
(Scanning the Universe Seriee, 7 f.s.)

Reveals many important things that have been
learned about the sun, from a study of
photographs of the sun. Includes a sequence

on sunspots; explains the use of spectro-

heliogram photos and, includes photographs of

the sun's prominences.

* Good
** Excellent



For discussionpurposes only 17 Grade Eight ,

Itr. The Universe

Astronomy - 0 (continued)

Name and Description of Filmstrip

. . .,
":

Other Grade
Placements Remarks .4z

7. The; Gia.nt Planets **

Films for Education & McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1959, 46 fr., color, (The Story of the Universe
Series - The Solar System, Set II,
Set-$42.00 each-$1.50

Difficult

"' . 7 .

This filmstrip introduces the outer planets--
r 0.r.

the giant planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, .

Neptune, and the most recently discovered
planet, Pluto. General characteristics of all.
are mentioned before each planet is
discussed individually. Knowledge of the
earliest known ,giant planets helped in the
discovery of Neptune and Pluto, as well as
measurement of the speed of light. Theories
related, to these planets are advanced and their
satellites are discussed.

8. Introduction to the Solar System 48%

Films for Education & MCGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1959, 57 fr., color, (The Storysof. the ,
Universe Series - The Solar System, Sot II,
6 tie.), Set-$42.00, eachgi7 .50

. :..
The filmstrip begins with 'a review of early,.
knowledge and superstitions concerning the ,'..,, .

planets. The two major groups of planets, the .. -- : -;.;,. . ,I:.,

inner planets and the giant planets, are discussed
in their relationship to the sun and as we see - f...
them from the earth.

, '. .

Difficult
I 7

' f

9. Mars **

Films for Education & McGraw-Hill Book Cool." ,-
1959, 45 .fr., color, (The Story of the Universe .. . 0

Series. - The Solar System, Set II,. 6 f s.)
Set-042.00, each-4.50 ` .. ,.

.. -. .

. Could there really be a Man from Mars? The film- ,

strip presents evidence to show whether or not an
inhabitant of the earth could live on Mars; whether *'. Good
or not there is life on that planet; and whether or 41.* Excellent
not lifb on Mars could be similar to that on earth

Diffd.oult

.
.



Grade Eight

IV. The Universe

Astronomy - C (continued)

18 For. diedussiOn .puxposes only

'Other Gradet

lay, re,. and tiesitiption o ilinstri . Remari9

10. 1%...1:2F2 Menus 48f;

Films for, Education & McGraw-Hi/1 Book Co.,
1959,- 40 'fr., color, (The Story of the
Universe Series - The Solar System, Set II,
6 f.s.), Set-$42.00, each-$7.50

These two inner planets are compared with the
earth in size, revolution, temperature,
atmosphere, and possibility of life.
Scientific theOries with reference to heat
are explained. Several methods of
observation of the planets to obtain
information about them, are presented.

.Difficult

11., The.. Moon

Films for Education & McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1958, 72_fr., color, (The Story of the Universe
Series, - The Earth and Its Moons Series,_ Set :I,
6 f.s.), Set-42.00, each-$7.50

A

Using photographs taken by some of our country's
leading observatories, this filmstrip presents
a summary of what we know and do not know about
the moon. The moon Is size, shape, and distance
from the earth are, explatted:, . The, filtstrip discusses
the phases of this satellite, only,ione :side' of
which is ever seen. Finally', the geography of. this
one side is examined and analyzed.

12. Motions of the Earth in Space 4H;

Films tor .Education & McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1958, 65 fr., color, (The Story of the Universe
Series - The Earth: and Its Moon Series, Set I,
6 f.s.), Set-042.00, each-7.50

This.filmstrip deals with the question of how we
'know that the earth rotates on its axis 10-revolves
about the sun. It then looks at some of the'.
consequences of these motions

ticiod
** Excellent
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IV. The Universe

19 Grade Eight

Astronomy w C (continued)
Other Grade

Name and pes Figription of lmstri Placements Remarks

13. On the Sky **

Films for EducatiOn & McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1961, 53 fr., oolor, (The Story of the
Universe Series - The Stars Series, Sat III,
6 f.s.)0 Set.(,342.000 each-$7+5Q.

This filmstrip reviews the appearance of the
sky as seen by the naked eye, introduces
concepts of magnitudes and numbers of stars,
and then survey's some or the major
constellations.

14. The Sun

Films for Education & McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1959, 44 fr., color, (The Story of the, Universe
Series, The Solar System, Set II, 6 f.s.), Set.

The filmstrip answers questions such as Does
the sunburn? Is it a star? Ilhat are the dark
spots which appear,on it? It also gives an
insight into the composition of molecules, and
the nature of energy.

I

,
Difficult

,

.4)42.00,,eadh. 7 0

The Sun and Its Family **

Row-Peterson Textfilms, 1956, 46 fr.,
(Basic Science Education Series - Astronomy
Group, 4 f.s.), f66.00 each

Because children possess much information about
the solar system, many situations in this textfilm
require them to remember data in order to test
pictured situations. Asteroids, comets, meteors,
and meteorites. The basic needs of the human are
developed, and then tested against known conditions
on other bodies in the solar system. Children can
determine whether life as we know it could exist elsewhere.

* Good
it4 Excellent



Grade eight

IV. The Universe

Astronomy ,(continued)

Name and DestriPtion

,.

20 For discussion purposes

16. What Is a Solar Sisterri? *

Benefic Press, 1961, 40 fr., `color;
(What Is It Series, 6 f.s.),
Presents,basic facts about the solar systeM.
For elementary grades.

Other Grade .

Pladements:'.--

Gr. 5 -

17. What Is in Space?

Jam Bandy Organization, 1961; 31 fr., color
(First. Adventures in Space Series, 6 .f.s. )

Paintings. Shows what man may explore in
outer: space, including meteors, the moon,
the planets, the sun and other stars and the
galaxies.



For discussion. purposes only -21

IV. The Universe

Astronomy

F. Beyond, the -.sour system

Name and Description of Filmstrip

Abnormal Stars

Films for Education & McGraw-Hill Book.'00.,

1961, (The Story of the Universe Series
The Stars Series, Set 6 f.s.)
Set-$42.00, each47.50

Interstellar matter, in some ways as important
as the stars, needs careful treatment. Helps
prepare a asis for understanding the final
filmstrip on stellar evolution.

Galaxies

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 42 fr.
(The Story of the Universe Series - The

Universe Series - $et IV, 6 f s ),

Set-$42.00, each-4.50

This filmstrip surveys the types and selected
examples of stellar galaxies, with spacial atten-
tion to those nearest our awn. It discusses their
relative shapes, masses, and sized, comparing
them to the Milky Rgr. It closes with the
evaluation of the nature of galactic collisions,
and their effect.

tither*Orade
Placements

Gr. 5 -

Grade Eight

Rbinarks

44

41.

How Far Are the Stars? 7**

Filmt-for Education& McGraw Hill Book Co.,
1961, 48fr., *color, (The Story of the
Universe Series - The Stars. Series, Set III,

6 f.s.), Set- 142.00, each-$7.50

Filmstrip brings out the almost inconceivable
distances to the stars and how these are'neasured.

.* GoodL---

** Excellent

.4 L.

Listed. under



Grade Eight

IV. The Universe

Astronomy F (continued)

Name and Description of Filmstrip

4.

22 For discussion purposes only

...111111111/

,

4. The Life of a Star **

Films for Education 44: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

1961, 50 fr., color, (The Story of the
Universe Series - The Stars Series, Set. III,

6 f.s.), Set-4442.50, each-$7.50
& A

Stars are shown to have a kind of life cycle

\
characterized by birth, adolescence, maturity,

decay and death, yet followed by later

generations in part composed of matter former4

'-'

in the older stars. ..,

. .

Other Grade
Placements Remarks

5. The Milky Way and Other Galaxies it*

EBF 1961, 2S fr., b/w, $3.00 each
(Scanning the Universe Series, H

Explains the nature of the Milky Way and

presents close-up.pictures. Shows views

of other well known galaxies with comments on

their sizes and shapes.

6. more About the Stars *

Films for Education & McGraw. Hill Book Co.,

1961, 58 fr., color, (The Story of the Universe

Series - The Stars Series, Set III, 6

Set--,42.50, each-4)7650

Inteistellat matter needs careful. treatment.

7. Nebulae *

EBB', 1961; 28 fr., b/w, $3.00 each:

(Scanning the Universe Series, 7 f.s.)

Explains that nebulae are clouds of dust and

gas floating among the, stars of our own

galaxy. Uses photographs to reveal some of

the best known nebulae, Rrd describes their

nature and size with captions.

* Good '
** Excellent

r

V

Should be in,
°Opt

t'.

Better in. color



For discussion n-purpOtes only 23 Gradelight,

IV. The Universe

Astronomy F (continued)

8. Pictures in the Sky

Row-Peterson Textfilms, 1956, 46 fr.,
(Basic Science Education Series - Astronomy'

Group, 4 f.s.), $6.00 each

A limited number of easily -found constellations

are presented, with emphasis on location through

first-magnitude stars. Of equalcimportance'is the
development of understanding of earth rotation,

based on the apparent motion of stars. Reasons

why simmer and winter skies are different. Why

the skies look different from different parts of

the earth. The Textfilm is notable for careful
review, testing, and reteaching.

a

Other Grade
tri Plaxements. Remarks

9. Universe and Space

ft t

McGraw-Hill Book Co. , 37 fr color, (General

Physical Sciences Series, 6 f.z.)-0( SSt-$45.00, each-$8.50

This filmstrip is designed to inform studehts'aboutthe

matter and energy resources. in the universe;
describes the kinds of bodies in 'the universe; 'and

show how these bodies are organized int!) systems,
called galaxies. The student is introduced to
astronomical distances and instruments. The "birth,

life, and death" of stars are explained; and finally,

the concept of the expanding universe is

presented.

10. The Universe in Color **

EBF, 1961, 17 fr,, color, $3.00 each,
(Scanning the Universe Series, 7 fess).

Presents astronomical photograph including,
several of best known nebulae, and a shot of
the great galaxy in Andromeda.

* Good
** Excellent

.11 Excellent



Grade Eight: 2L For discussion purposes only

IT. The Universe

Astronomy - F (continued)

Name and,-Description,:of.Filmstrip0.141.=.0.10114110111111111.

U. why the Stars?

Films for Education & McGraw-gill Book Co.,

1961, SO fr., color, (The Story of the

Universe Series - The Stars Series, Set III,

6 f.s.), Set-442.50, each-$7.50

Covers basic physical properties,of stars
including true brightness, size, *temperature,
mass and peculiarities such, as variabi4ti.

You and the UniVerse ash

Row-Peterson Textfilms, 1956; 43-
(Basic Science Education Series - Astronomy
Group, h f.s.), $6.00 each

Starting with a child at home, ever-widening
geographical concepts are developed until the

earth is seen aS a constituent ,of, a, paw.,
Nature and number of galaxies. Development
of a light-year as a measurement. .Analysis,

of the motions in which the earth is involved.
Unimportance of the human-being in terms of
size of universe, importance as the only. known
intelligent being, ,

* Good
*** Excelle4

JP:gm
3-2464

Other Grade
Placements- .Remarks
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MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Science Department

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING AND REPAIR OF SCIENCE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Inventory Maintenance

During recent years each of our schools has been bringing their science

facilities, equipment and supplies up to a basic minimum for instruction. It

now has become necessary that a running inventory of all materials be kept and

be completely checked for accuracy each year. It is realized that this requires

hard work, but at the same time it is necessary if we are to keep track, prevent

duplication and over-ordering of equipment and supplies which are on hand in the

classrooms in the many storage facilities. If you do not now have an inventory

of your room, we are asking that in the very near future a complete inventory of

all equipment and supplies in your science room be made and checked at least

once each year. If you desire, the minimum equipment list (copy of which is

available in the Science Department Office) may be used as a basis for developing

and keeping this inventory.

Procedures for Ordering

A number of difficulties arise each year during the requisitioning, bidding

and purchasing of materials for your science classes. We should like to make

the following suggestions regarding requisitions for science materials:

1. Confer with your principal as to the amount of money which you may spend

on the purchase of science equipment and supplies.

2. All equipment and materials with complete specifications must be requi-

sitioned on Form G.iroo. (Please check the typed requisitions for any

possible errors):

a. If it is imperative that certain items be bought from a specific

company, group those items on a separate requisition. Give a

catalog number and all s ecifications for each item. (i.e. Grass

frogs, preserved, 1-3 4" to 2-1 2" body length).

b. On all other requisitioned items, please give your preferred com-

pany's catalog number. Be sure to include all specifications. (i.e.

Microscope slide cover, glass, 22 mm. square, #1 thickness), It

is permissible in your requisition for these items to specify,

"similar to Cenco No. 19474" or "quality equal or better than Walker

No. 4-686". When our purchasing department submits your requisitioned

items with all specifications for bids, some money can be saved and

you will still get the quality of materials which you desire.

c. It is suggested that you list all live specimens and cultures on a

separate requisition. Future dates for delivery should be indicated,

if possible. If date of delivery cannot be determined when the

requisition is made, mark requisition, "To be delivered on demand

by the instructor".



INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING AHD REPAIR OF SCIENCE E'',JIPhENT AND SUPPLIES (cont.)

3. Use the most recent catalog and price list for all requisitioned items.
Prices are increasing all the time. Be sure to allow for some possible
price increases when requisitioning. (Kay we suggest that you put the
Fast needed items at the bottom of the requisition and indicate which
ones may be dropped from your order if your science allotment does not
cover all items, due to price increases?) The prices which we receive
on bids are the only guaranteed prices--catalog prices are not guaranteed
prices! Most scientific supply companies tell us that they cannot
furnish a new catalog to each teacher. When the Science Office receives
a new catalog for your school, we send it to your librarian.

4. The list of scientific equipment and supply companies and their
respective representatives is for your use. Please keep it for your
future reference. If you receive materials from any company which do
not meet your specifications as included on your requisition, it is
your responsibility as the science instructor to immediately contact
117-company or its representative and see that the Minneapolis Public
Schools secure value received from the equipment companies.

If we can be of any assistance in locating science equipment or supplies
which you need in instruction, do not hesitate to call upon us for assistance.

Procedures if New Equipment or Supplies Arrive Damaged:

When newly ordered equipment or supplies arrive in a damaged condition,
(1) the public carrier (usually the Post Office or the Railway Express)

should be informed immediately of such damage. In most cases they
will send one of their men to examine the carton and damaged equip-
ment. It will be necessary for you to work with your requisition
clerk to see that this is carried out. Following this examination by
the public carrier you should,

(2) inform the scientific supply company from whom you have purchased this
material that it was damaged in transit and you desire replacements.
This cannot be done by the clerks in the Central Office as they do not
understand the conditions that exist in your school building. Please
have your building requisition clerk do this letter writing for you.

It is necessary that you, as the classroom science instructor, see that our
Board of Education secures value received and equipment which is ordered and paid
for. May we ask your assistance in carrying out both of these steps as indicated
above?

Procedures for Repair of Equipment

As equipment is used in the teaching of science, it eventually wears out
or may become unavoidably damaged. When a piece of equipment is no longer usable
for science instruction, it should be repaired and returned to service or be
removed from your inventory and the Board of Education inventory kept in the
Finance Department. If you desire any assistance regarding decisions to repair
equipment or remove it from inventory, do not hesitate to call upon the Science
Department Office for suggestions.



INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING AND REPAIR OF SCIENCE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES (cont

If you believe a specific piece of equipment can be repaired, you should

carry out the following steps in cooperation with your requisition clerk:

1. Write a letter to the manufacturer or supplier of the equipment request-

ing directions for shipment of the equipment to them for possible repair.

Be sure to instruct them in the letter that upon receipt of the equip-

ment, they are to examine the equipment and then send you a firm bid

for the price of the repairs. Warn them that they are not to repair

the equipment until they have received a "purchase order" for the work.

When you receive the letter of firm bid and shipping instructions from

the manufacturer, ship the equipment as directed and proceed with the

next step.

2. When you receive the firm bid and you feel that the estimated cost of

repair is within reason, you should have a request for repair filled

out on the regular requisition blank, form 04000, and fasten the firm

bid letter to it. Forward this requisition to the Board of Education

Business Office and they will follow through on sending the purchase

order to the manufacturer. If you feel that the cost of repair is too

great, request the manufacturer or supplier to return the equipment to

you. Before you dispose of the equipment contact the Science Department

Office for advice.

3. When the equipment has been repaired and returned to you in satisfactory

condition, sign the blue copy of the purchase order which your requisite

tion clerk has in her files. Have this blue copy forwarded to the Board

of Education Business Office for payment.

Many pieces of science equipment can be repaired locally such as compound

microscopes and aquariums. If the Science Department Office can be of assistance

to you in locating sources of repair, do not hesitate to call them.

Audio visual equipment needing repairs should be referred to the building

audio-visual coordinator.

JHS:lw
5-14-63
Revised 12-14-65
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I

ag10.11.212,1112ies for Seventh Ei bth and Ninth Grade Science

arMew-nc7.7,d

Minimum
Quanti
Miro

Geology- Equipment and Supplies

aasELTALaa

Teacher's Mineral Set (3" size) Consist of the

following: Hematite, Kaolinite, Limonite,'
Quartz, Siderite, Taconite, Apatite, Asbestos,

Azurite, Bauxite, Calcl.to Carnotite, Chalcopy-

rite, Onyx, Corrundum Diamond, Fluorites Garnet

in Schist, Graphite, Gypsum, Halite (rock salt) ,

Nanganase, Zarble, Mica (Blotite), Native coppe.

Obsidian, Cpalite, Chitheclase, ?Wits, gyrrho-

tits, Schoslite, Shale (Sylvite), Sphalerite§

Sulfur, Talc, Topaz, Tourmaline, Willemite,

Basalt, Conglmorato, Dolouite, Gneiss, Granite,

Limestone, Feat, Sandstone., Schisto. Shale,

Slat^ Narblet) Quart7its
ww
5-apabore YaknetIts.j60 CO

VadVoNaMOWLYA

Student's collection(2" size), are as folio=
Eemnite, Eholinits, Limonite, Magnetite, Quartz:),

Asbestos, Bauxite, Carnotite, Calcopyrite
Fluovite, Galena, Graphite, Halite, Eica

. 1 (Bic)tize541027i22212222:1IYIAIEL.2Yarc4 (Jhraar) 8 °I°

1

36 tory ractice
Bag of 36 unknoun minerals for student labora-

To Bo
OL.dered

Mn nMe MOSIONIMM.11410,010WAIKI.

INIIIMIK4A100.1401.110~11.4.0
11.1441110121/000*011111044,M11/.004WIEWOOMALIIIIII0001

OWINIMININIMIMMY

J1
Me.01

.NOWIA 4'4"1"1

4....~11.111110110.71.0.manklimOMMOOP 0.1.1.0.WIMAIWONVIIMInfts14.4tiMa1es

1~0,A OWNS* MONIMMIMMIWAIJIWIN

lopied bar Jew

*Mit Cost as of January 1961
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pnni &nd Suplie rot' Snth Eighth and Mnth Grade '3cicnc

Supplies (perinent) Unit
COSt

1

flV?fl% ..at rk,nfltnrJ, fl,ra,ka-acpc.onw.a flflj *,C.t,VflC.,fl 1.v fl,b.aa.tt,flQ,.4 tZ%-,4U tt5 ,,,-'.fl4,Z;$ C2fl#StJ '-J

3

Oi Hxd 'J 3e

irvefltoZ7

.,C,fla,._S.', *

JG Arsatre (to use on Cenco 799I S t Lottis

oto),Cnco 799I9
4 r,flfl,-tt,flfl,trtflrflc, EtaJ flrnC,fl..L-tz?a -actrn.prnr-nan,ur't.-fl: rtTfltZt'TtW1n tW.1 %fl' CS*.fltC,tv. .STh*t*.,,,'fl'fl

Amter AC, pail ioui, OiO açi
] ode1 RF2C Allied Rdio 67F6t9 2 91

4! fl.cflflJ.Cttiu tt'r.r,r,z' fl'.r2 4.ra%fl,rfltn I!S-,St r,.,ntts.rc,r- e., S 4*Th.. rwcfla--,it', n's. jr.:-: .je,,jn--.g4: st,aKaW. StS,t'sAtflt.S,lflVIJft'fw .,-tYWttfl,fl tA4,,.Vt,,,Cttc?.)'t" ¶t.5 flSr,C

nme ter, IC, paflel int. 3OO-3O aip
model F2C Allied dio 67F659 L81

r,S:CcWjflStt.J.trslflT ' t.,sr,'w.,.rflr's",?,r'Itfl2,r_'.TC flrcs7fl 'cj. .t?tnS nt..,-'?Js.,c,twrfl:S,.'--flnsx.r's .tt.,- 2.;: ,j'.rflflt 'srflfl c,S ;fl-t..t%r-t.fl,%t2.p.-,taIr;c,raVzt.;tfltflrtJ,

1 Aiu1. Cage round rrn, 3 mesh, ).8 gang

1oth gnid after waving, 8 th.a

6 9 h1. iith an i dsm Wa) r I7O 3 1O
uraz'sxr.:.? .':t'tv, 's. S. 's-'s's.r Ia..-trar zt n4jtrnr1S.l.s.. .tct. ,5trS._tflfl5?.t7j4vZflrIntnzc,n..ntzc':

Ax,ii1 Cage Ar 4edial 3choo1 .4od&L

cloth 3 rh 18 gmge gIv 1ed 9 LdE

x 9 hitth ).5" 2ong Wiker L26O S 6O
, SSZflcw.c&'stS',S..,,w,ec,nt rttw':t..,,*fl.,fltrt,'. ICS.'sJ?.SSSX1&S.SSIt

or
Cencto lj.O&2 1.3 .MO

,ticzcL.u' ntn.n kfS.2flt.nS.flrJ,n
tW*tt,''s2_.t,r,eJ%S.t ..'sD)flS.,t Xrr,C,r.22MS.MSvW.4e.,. .flfl'flS'.tSflflflWtDflfl etCfltlflr WYt.'stSs.5

Aprox iibora'ory, poiyrinyi light ight

I 29 3, Ccn 10096
$2VYAS1 .rr' t, sr twnnt,rn,.t4S..craa. '.'fl cw,.n,nnr.r,a'srzt'at,n. La.. 23's'sI C 'flS.flcc's%tn.t.tCr,c, XnZt .v's,CW,r.4.

4P
Aquarium stS frue 18 z 10' x 6 g1.

8c1 of Ec , E uational Sutplie, Code 22 8 OO

Aquariu Jir ?tp, "0ar frar

I Mississippi Biologia1 3mp1y #35L,, 62O
fl'vatC tsCJt2rfl.*Sa Cs CmN atl,:..CPfl.ZslflrtO.rTSSt,SVCan1-fl,,tS4,.,eU.u_Sfl,Tttflw'fleflflflflL.n=,C?2tra-.

t1anetr.Dttrzr.j.Lct4',flt,nnn'tfl.nW.tS*,. ,,at..-a,SaCflenzn,rn. J.nrn.jtlt*'sarrrs's

as va:L 3 wy (1 tk 2 ot2
T:&b Si351Pp Bio)oica1 Supt,ty

a-ne .nnS.'jT'fl . - ..,,c.rn..wnCsrS.nSr-}i,cfl.t&.q.nC'sv.jcz It; VSCS.CISC,sntflC

W&h P.3IoE
urr.Sn"at :,aCsDLSLt.Stfl:.It2Cb at,jg&,a'anS-sr.a.zz.c*aa,:1.n,,.In.ynaa'n .flfl V '&WWtZ'Tntr.MVVS.

CLtrr.'s,lflt ra. .,n,r,frfl&Pnr.4n5r.S.n5UJfln .I-,,.'snStUSc*,te .jt.c,rt,1ss tIntS?at St*SSntVflS.St,SS

Auriui Heaters thenc tat. !.0 'tt, 8 long

3. thexiotat Ceiico 7Lit2 .1 6
'-sfl ,ta., 'sw,'raz -nca.yan-naaanarva.as,nnt,nc'sA's .. sta

Aquariurii Ne b frame 3 wi&, b.g 3j; dsep

I Cenco 57220 35
.'aflnr.na:snnrran,n.nvn'satn. . t.ct rn,nn,rre.ara',-n S. *C,a.ss.jIga.S,.,',.rs,fl.n..r,a-..nr,.,as C's-S.xrT.,,.qwz,rtn.atk..tj's.,r#..r,rr,n S.1.c A-S.

I Aquarim
1. 2L-IT

n7.tCflY 552 C50fl14C4.t flSfltMS'sC.,SfltVjfl'afl%r1!jV _ ,r.,rn.n,rrn tZSti'*t. 'sztn .tCatflJtUflZ'sfl,r,Tr's,n t'tZ.t fl"s S.7 v,ssr?'sa'nns-rnnrs,pr, %2SCtW'srtflW..flnt.Gt.5,iS.fl'sfl.y.fl

6 Plug Bd.. of Ed O3

II dial cpring . 50o gram ir. g iiion
I 2.dU 1 cunce o. divisioq Welch L0?8 2

's.Ut 's,Lnn air 'sa.tta-F's tn&snans.tsn,
.n

artnrr.. tOaVKt.Jtrt,,5 Ltfln Sit's S.n,n.qn-,,nrxnnnsnnaai,nra'aa,ns - - rt, ar-'r-m's'sVrS.rnx-n; tn' rtrn'stn'sv?srcrnt-rrt: Cfl,W.Ar 5fl54S.C.,nSCSSXtfl a-fl. Cnsa-.'ttttftrai?n SS.S.tt

/ Biazce; 1l 2000 :r 10 g. viio:
'1 at'd ic or i zii jf

double ber etr 210 grr aac:Lty

rttrtjtnja-r .X4Cs.W4. r -) 5,S.'flt.ait*-n ,.,.nx.a.r .,c.Y.fl,.r ,r,tSt n.n:r_-rnr,a, 's.Ifltsr,tSCtdt .. ,fl:tnS JflSjSS. _S_#A ,SI. #

Iunt Uost a or Jarny 96LI



nt anr. Sujp1ie for Snth Eighth and }ith Grac Sienc
nr'.2nrfl..ri .. ):'r2nslcvaa.n. SW? -.rp.. ?n.-aau,eers,jnv

- Attj.r..0 aN rfl'*45 %?UlS?S P'.

Supplies (perianert)
;tt tV

Jtt .csar S .n?Acn ?a tJS1t.t

U wd atrg Apparitt ba with vrthroad
I handles Cnco 77Ornt-r ,srjfltr-.dfarr rEi-.tnr,ny.*,?lfnurrC-anS.rOa

ai'ometer aneroi thai typ Bd of Ed
3. Educatioral Supr1ies

5,-. s. Z2, rt i_,strz.t.,Jfltt-w.flSs:httr.flW;;s,-rtarL1.nsW %,trsnacrc.4.rcn7sta--aw,,,:tr,axwL.-znnar-ntaann,:li,,ararntr

Raty JYS " 2 pint capacity,
carn-rnn-ran,aL.rca

Battery Jar (3-f z 8, 8 pinf capac1i
2 Cenco i2OO-r-wct ,n. r-.tr %..aS tE sw ,-t-ctrt,S,Ssrt-trSWnat:trcfl5 tC%S.Uvflflr.fl,tfl1tsrn. SSfleasS&nrScz.cflas,v:

I

if
1?

24

.di4CC ?CCT5Z!SWfl ....%an.

Beehive $iupport, heavy inc 13 dia.,
hi hole Cerco 15S80

,ct.-.n,r,, ;..nj, - )tfl.zrt-?t,?_3 tmq-flWsJ.-S Sm., .wsztcyrmS_;m4wrc.n.n...,.,s,..t,, .,-ra..,-vn.,,,s%.,*.stant

Bell, 1ectri AC or DC, 13 volts reqi4rd
Ceno 8W)iOl

Bell Jar, ooen top, ?/8 hole IOR

Cnco 113O2
-a.-

Binding Post, 5prig Fahetok patnt ingl,
Ceico 8352,2

Binding Pot Eprizig heziitok pteit, dothl-,
Cenc 3823

bras4 8 Cwo 2C6O

-'5-'

tSWtfl&Lt¼C? fl # tfl?MLt&,*t1I5Wsn_S3? ..:;

'-i.'"'
Unit On Hr
Cost inventory Ordd

y.t_ .S,

'p

353 1' kfl*flSttLt 5-UliV,,tW..4W4US.at*i,,flS'JW fl.?I.IY.525?,fl? ?!fl...,-S* S-ft

a. 'fl '4.fl'

I I

1

2l

,.._=-t.. Cr- t.-*tb,-a.

#149 Btt1e, Acid Hydroioric Coicntrated I

I Ceno i()790 . 60
_t_.?(t?_fl.. ,P-,flat,a-TCffl: ta;*4'wp.

t*1??aPP#1P$'M flSISW.*..-*.1..ft*,.. Pqpfl? a rJ-..tn.-..fln.n.

#1422 ?ttIe Acid Nit Connt.. ted,
: i CfnCO 10790 ;
rC5---n4--w,t _.-,_ , - S , *t....1,M.?a...s p.. '5I*N ,5'SP*.,p,,

t;-O
k 5- C*

2O ott10 "Acid u1i'ri, onc1atd
- ;1.._
.-.. -j.L. /

-

5 5-'5.5 S'S'-"?"? ?' - ' - - '- "5'?''' S'". 5'. - - -- .".

h-
- - - - * ' '?l

I ,- mwr iyctr a- o 1O ')
-

5!ut...t.--._- -_q .5 ,., ,,. 2 __. ,. .t . ..a.. ,. I I
''''' - -

#26 Bctt,le. t:'w ttat& (her) .6O
S - - - '' 5-''" - -. ' - '5

rra Jie3 ck.t9 3L.. cf Ed
S l62 S -;

'_5 _.r-, "S*'J'r ..s. 5' " '' 'S ' '5'S' '.'' .5.55 22.' ' '--"1' r5-SS' .I ._. - -
-

- 5 .'. -- ' -- -

I,

-'-S. fl_-fl '""'"-''''''''" -'' ''-"
-5- .----. _-_ -.., ,jJfl

t-3 '-f January



for Ei.ght ird Nirtth C'ad Sircc

i'

,;. --.---
--:- ;_.-__'__

tiiniu Suppl!es (peet) Urit On FLaid io Ba

Ln;1ty Cost mvertory Ordc'red

;)O! tom
-'-. {$4 _a. 1. S'' %* fl 0, _....._-__l.'_-.-.__ . . __ , _. - ,,, ,_

i3rush bench, 9, Bd. f Educt;iota.
c

(. u'p.L4.s . (3407 4 .;.c;a&,.-c4, fl.;t.flt.#4 4.. w*S t,.fl. 1.*4..fl?e.nr.1 .**.* 44.a*9fl..4..4.* 4**44-.**s.* S4*.-**S4.* k4*.*w**4a$s

1rush test tub iaturai bx t1g

3 C&ic iO96$2 j3
4.4.1-fl? P.\' 1* .4 4* JA, 1,. *4._a (*4* 91.4 1,.4..,4.4.KC*a 1.91*4*4* ,.S..fl.4!*p95&*-44*4T. .44*4 4*,; 4S*4.*! -S 4 '9. .444 44 .(.,C.944' I 4.44*4. ,...4s1.c%.'rrr'.,.a.,'q.4..1..4fl449.**7'.,.n..**..0 1*4.. *4S 4.4,441*. efi., -l...acbs, ,.SS.4* fl**'*.,? .9* .***.' .r4.,.,. .1441 '*14,

Brush , test tuo xturai br13tIe 3/'i
:3 Ccn.co iO96813 i.? j

4*491*4 ,. 4, 4* *4,*4fl.,r4.2.flr.fl-. ,1*.-.vfl444s.*..,'*t4Ira' c,4._.1*nI1*49*.?Ifl,*AS*.rnI'.,1**9* S.'41S144*,.,',k..l., 44.; *09144*4. ht1*fln41V4A(4*s;.S's,l.*44.,*?l 4.4*41.!.T#St4*S4. .W4**49'Iü .' M*41*4*.'**444.**S4*. .ly4. _._1*_.*. ,..*4441.S4sr..*41*riJ

I Rurrer, Bu:on, !'{'b for riaturi gas,
I

32 Cnco .CLOC)i3
4t*t444*?fl,,.* l*T,rt,,J.1MrV0l11* .1*0' 't;*fl'44;t.*1eS 44444*pc1z'44.aOc4 19 74,441 .'fltFllfl,*ll,tt**' .fl,,r'*,40-au(*1rn-.,l '*,t44.4t*.w4'.?m*.44*str:J,*41aflJ,4.c4'.1l1Xj74(*l4. .09r.*4ta-4I, * t441*13,I4.? ypfl4."t44.4.1*p4.l.

r1*l(**a.*l*4r.#fl

57.5 14*u.41*1.7**fl E4.41,*4,.,4*..4#.

Thier high tenip. for natura]. g

I 'Ceco i1Oi73
341.1St 04.11 01 (fl 441l*91;4fl444444;.fllfl. ..neUorau.,1fl,4444,1m*'a4*erE

*

74 4flt74*-c?.aI7aSC.tl*'.t4.t*4.7*S'U.0.4,r$7

iurner, ing tops to fit j dia buir tub
3 Cenco li2O2 36

.7 .7SM 9(*414*Th"A C".*4 4,4*.. 4' *9 '35*4 114,"l*'lthCfl; :4'u'a0914'". ,?57;79';*.J*';',,4..'.',flSXl*4.fl.401444*L..fl'fl44417 *1*44,4.41.951 I051l44...#.,*l444e*1*l4 .*;*.7,M.*,.fl.*.*71.9..

I Buzer eiectrLc AC ct DC Crc.o 8b020 I 7$
*,F4'fl. ..9%414..4r%l1t-4.444,nslJ4.11. 14 .5445*55 04*. .4.l,.4'1...&.C'41?7**4 1fl'4*fl***4.t44.S51.3'fl'. t*.0*4*.,*45 1"t.(**4'51'0."C14'tfl.*'rn'l5fl"$ 41 fnWS'*4.1*IIfl7,7t.51'14 4544**'7277*;*4*1C.,.*.7l%1,7* '4..'41.C.14..t.74fl1174. 4l*SS1*1**fl.74fl4.774Sfl4'kJ4,.*iJ *S*451Stl*(**094119*AJ44 '14

1 CaviU.ary, Thbset of 7 in mpport Steisi LOO 1e95
tflltIPI*.% 444.4.4047441.91 .444*S771 ,41u177474.P4444a454.2A . 0Pfl'M?11498%44.491'** *rJfl4rp.74rt%T4flr4Y91W,**S74S1,0nra9rutccflftTh.4zP1fl09.. ,01W1.9244fl.1.'l1.4'041*t'4.tzt4.1C'1*00*'T 0944'.l,9*SflCl2flfl,** 414*4 at.as?4444094,n.,ra..n.n.735.. 41fll**.4.4l1.1*.4.*09.44..*.44 *0:,,.flntW.*lflfl*4*t

Capillary Ti3ibs, set. of 7 withQut support,
I

I Stani lO2
4. 4.444*04. C*44414?*&,'94'*l *5I'.549a911*.*.**4c.?.0.' 44lItW.44**44514.414**Vl?'t*"4.fl4 su44.?'44..aOJans.wwJ.na 40tO1**W4l*fl**51%JC'fl

Cartesian Diver Set, with B x jr and.
I rubhr ara' 7f.7 I 2IS

Ca'3e for use with Ceico 76890 rrcu.ai
baroneter Cnco 7&92

I Cat Skin (half sin) 20 x 20 c Cnco 78

Cell, Dmontratio cop1ete with
glass jar poceIain cup poro cup. nd

1 10 eiemnt Cenco 79280
*411 ;S4,rlfl 1144174.4 '14lrltr*7'37014 sy.1t.o7rn4wr?v94441t-'4e$*..'s.r"rn'44'to4-114rr*#9no*14s4Ms44yssx4.7 .'C4*4..444114?14*1**r.1700flr,.4n4lt4.*?4*tt*#45!fl'i'*lrr*"'0C,4 .4.74*1140*4.0 4'

Chart of th Atoni, tht.Lon. i)rm3d

rietaI chart mold:ing .op 1d tT11R4

E1h..

Cart, tric, 27 x Lth, 2rt1 edg:thg,

.t11'..4*,*U, .7144.1JC.44444*80011.4444145:1*914.t4fl'.*?lfl'**40941444414.S%7 $40.7,.,. 0.7

Ciüak L eiopeiit Stages 'bip1asttc iount

($5! .J,flS?t.gllTh.**.tC4.l1.J*4,0*fl4.5?(*40l0yI4.flr4.*44'C44t4,14t'4*fl4W4t44lO1t4!r
* * 95 .4494, . .0

147441144.540474'4'4,?C..4,404t'414*44'l'?.4*44..11'*44011t!' fl?*4409,44*4*J9 1.44.'.14'**flt.4W,*,1' U .fl44.C.*'..

t as of JLzu.ry



til

12

£

k
2

tw.nos,fl..4at flq.yq5'k

2

:t

Sinth Gde

*1
:3uppli (pEarn1t) Unit

D6riubion COESt

C1ap? 6 ,: ij' + tcw
e] tJT)I CO 12102 L6S

C]m L)ay pihe Sr 'ubig p
O(1 121OmL8'

ci Tt Thb toar1 Onco 121 ,,

.sI_I AJr.wstss4e ..fl.ayrarr..n.,n,a.lt.s.waasnsz.flan,ap,.awasn.a..aanM..tamsaW
I4IIMStSflWTU

Ciotrn 4otb i4ft itcy Rflr rotttt
c-(ara Lo1g1cai Spy Hoo ('u1) 9fl6h8' 67$

cUi tb
]of.c t b: ?Ufl .0 2 o 3 dry coi1

Wih 2t.8Ei
22 50

fpi&ow Rocki Wr1?:'ht CC1
I)ik.t.s

th 95
asfl,aIw.*n..nza

Coo :phic Rocks Wahtj XCC3 iL95. tt

aSS md .it.m.m'fltMaw,

Wht XCC2

bra dth
idvo zid1 2 cri iog1, Cnco 7Th L30

Qir Lihig topp tiby lir
W)O ckct, 62 1og C,co 52 2J.0

£1,%SUInmcSflhIQ%4

T1 UiDtI1 (12 to pk( )

Cneo 83900 J

C(Tt&.,LQA Appt itt tac

11 d 2 1g Cnco 779O 7 0
SS%4mmmmZ1 mImM IaaSm....SS

4
a

iok net ox' 6 t3/i ) h.
Ceo i262 2

Covk 3or Sbrp hpz4 from 3/16" to

Cnco i21.
,20,,

C'ks XX qi1it:jr I to fl
(100 to pk ) Cno 22h22 2.25

uMt7SEj*IaSon*,I.d'I?s*,

,mfltfl.at,..,MQ#r..,t7*

Co'k LX qtrlity rtd & o 16

(1O t1jçL
£1 d44tIfl. fl. ?flflRmVfllMIrt.twfl,fl,,flt *IIflOSJSdtflaG*Wfl.Sr

pt,* tJwflflmm4C*.a

XXXi q 1ity aorad 12 t 26

(100 to pk), 124O6 6J0

I :recopi. by
17u'6
Unttm Cost tu oLf Jrnir 19i

6

OuHam4 .ThBe
Ix&toy 0rdood



r
ipm-)nt and Supplies fo Serentb 2igh4:h ai 3tL Crde ciic - 7

*N7.b.at L O- S'.,. 7fl.'ttt'a.Ct.:fraflfl'4Strta? r.,-,t . st ,*'.-- ,)*

Supplis (prien) iJit On Hand To

F iLity De ht rn rv

I Dar?ing eedie (10 to pkg) 75 ci iog

I
''': -.--'.-.-,-"-'

1--'

Deflagmting Spocn, 3thinIss te1, 3/hp di
:t I5" log Cenco 12662

Derwnstration &üarce, meter stick type, Knife
: and. heavy iron uppozt Cenco 6d 2I60

, ', 4,4r..*.,rj,.S "'.' ''"iti si ie.fo:w. I I

dth scaipeI frcp cisior 2 ee'1Ie
I and 6 ruler, Cenco 3ooL 2 8o

Eietoiyi3 App atu Brn1ee. orr p1at1nu 4'

e1ectrde, dth 2 tt withouL ai r- I4' 4 ,*', 4 ,_ '''
Eletgi'3t hore-3hoe type, tth br& irJ1L
Electragnt Attachment (to ie on Ceno 79%5 I

I 5t. oui otor); Genco 7997 I 6J5
S**JrMMn , ,,, 4*fl**b O9tflW* WU''*'- "*'*''" '.' '''

'LL.
A2

Filter Pump ard .iks biip pie , bra& and xiei

Fire BlankE3t X (i "t 1rC)g
2 _!L

re Extigishe Qarbon di:e lb
(rouest through pri: ip1). EL of E&

Ad Cr r1't),
Ed. ot F.

cic rk:Lg 1s tic w:L';hCJht 'L CL?
1j,.ch I10

Fox eps. str'ight int 110 Jngth
I itckI pLi,'ted 53112 30'/'\ j

- ..-.'.. .- ".-". ,

I
t

.,,.4,,_ ,,... ...4'' ,.. ..'

' Unit Cot a- o



a'. 4 .......'.,, n...tr4t: ala a s.-a.t.a,. ',fl-.4 t,.la.aS,at....a, C '%LtC.tt9 '..}I'.%& _tl45.la,,t&-'t_..&1 ,..,,..la_a.a,.*,..S.4yl;St,la.la._fl. .

5uppLL, rent) Or.. Iair.
Dsriptio invent.oCfl.FvaaX*.Ip.lIl3lanflaS

OC
Utr ..wtn.e4t.z.rla2t724rr.s ,,t,,4tJ7RJ n,ra.s.c',a.aula,.a,.nrn-..,aynavxtslrsaa., rCaaflrc,.nc.-aaaa.wufl; ,yXL'flt4tCWYL. ZItLfl 4. fl..C?flW2 t4

Friction i?xd hard rubher, on end tpexd, 2 cn
L

Friction solid one end blunt .nc!

grotind to irdpoi2't, 30 cm long by 13 . dLa
I Cn.co 786O

£44 fC.fl 1144 4., *'tlC..&.l+4 I 144 IlIJ?'(l. I.fl, t.4rflltW "141414'I,- ,'n,l S,.,-11r4 1rt_,4nn.nnrmaalaacan.-wer.la... ,c,C11..l.;.Ca...,s.,.tc- Th.

Fg Metanorp.hot biopLtic uxwt ward Pz62OL
Ths44w fl4a...an.g.a.ty . ., ,7'la t,a tI.aa,,,la.st 1v...I,.t., r t lt114Y14 2z.ntrlc vr44apr.cnwn4c11,.t., itu..lvxn.44ln-raatnttt'.

Qyroope ipie foiz, 5% in di the1
I cr support ro on iro base Cnc 7b73O

.fl?'r,,Mfl- ,I',...r. W2tLi4t4flLtU. t't.',P,rn rC r.t fltr'wCa:'3flh1*,I,..r,. I.,, 4t nt.ra:r'aa,o443raa,,n.'t Ct..fl4..0 44?

e (Api3 1eiiifica), Life firto .iker
mount, Genrai RLologiiaI 3upp1y Howe
(turto.i) 9Th4fl
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quipment and Smplies for Seventh Eifilith and Ninth
M.M..
Grade Science

MIAMM.MMOMMMIMMOM.M.M.M.M.M.M.

)command 7d

uantity 7
choointoom

.m.M.MWM..4.MMMIWM.KWMMMMMMMmmMmMIWMMNWMMmm.AmMM

Supplii.es (Temporary)

D9serkELLan
4.0.11111NNII.HOWLINIVOI/OMIL

1 Barometer TUbe. plain, 86 cm long Cenco 76820
alamoMMUMMuomemomMIUMPMIMPAMe.M.41 MM.M.....4m,.........M.......4.4.......c..

Beaker, Pyrax 250 ml, low form with lip,

ay.aws.
0 Cenco 14265

Beaker, Pyrex, 400 ml, low fool with lip,

4 Cenco 14265
.........................................................................

-17.

MMICISOMION1411

Bottle.1.11Int.Dss.2ELmouth 8 Co 1032
AMIONSSASSOM.....eryinftia

Bottle, flint glpse, wide mouth, 16 oz,,, Cenco 103

Crucible, Coors, log form, 12 ml capacity,
porcelain, 37 tirtt dia., 21 m: high,

Cenco 18540.2

Culture Dish, Petri, P(Frex, 100 mm dia. upper

12: dish, 15 DIM height of low or dish, Cenco h4370-4

Cylinder, double graduated, 100 ml, 1 ml divisions,

1 Cener- 16
11Y14...

105

MMIMmeMtaaMMIN.

Dish, Evaporatira, porcelain, Coors, 75 mm dia.,

2 Cenco 18575.00A
mow.

Flask, Boiling or Florence, Pyrex, flat bottom,

4 250 ml, Cenco 14805
iiiimmormwkwro,,

Flask, Boiling or Florenoo, Pyrex, flat bottom,

2 500 ml, Cenco 114805
te' 1.1 s are roan."

wam....../NOMINS111.11.1...* p.r.s...s.V.ON1000.... 1041.4141,411.10

INN/ 4111MWISINICC.

Flask, Erlenmeyer, Wraz 250 ml, for ribber

5 t stormr Nol 6, Cenco 14905 ..51
mtM.m....M.M.imMM,k..,MMIKsmmMMMVMLM.-4MMMMs vvralnertnW431~RINIMMOVIsLIN

L.

ilasks Fzelenmeyer Pyrex, 500 ml for rubber

-t1 avromratoas mpwros atc.S.
stopper No. 722nap 14905

Funnel, Chemical, Kimble, 75 mm short stem,

2 Cenco 15052
4...111M

Funnel, Chemical, Kimble, 100 mm short stem,

2 Cenco 15052
lilrOvIrratemagAft

x 75 mm. (12 to pkg.),Glass Plates, clear, 75
kg. Cenco 17730.2
2

lb, Glass Rod 6 mr5 ammo 14.050

/b. Glass Tdbirm, 6 mm Cenco 14076

Copied by Jew
5.20.63
* Unit Cost as of January. 1961

....M.....MMOMMIMMMEIMESSOMMOCIMIMMIlm

1:M"). Tr
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Equipment and Su 'lies for Seventh Eiphth and Ninth Grade Science

...............Reconmanded , .L

,Iniinuta Supplies (Consumable) 011.1.t
Ouanti ,.... g Das mi.von CostSe6iool too

On and To Be
Inventory Were

1 Silicone Lens Paper (200 sheets per pkg,,L
_pkg. 3" x .§2.2 Welch 8351C

1 .39

i
I

faa
0 t4:: 0 Silk Ping

11.11bol.erI*3.6.1*~Camr4.0~1~M...Weirenotaframmiomayr......mlasavert~

Soldor wire, #10, 50.503 Bd. of _Ed.,
Educational Sualies

IL oz.
!
,
.

1 lb
I

2
^pis

2
sple,

Pi

073

i

..........i
1

1

,

7SoldEiring Mire, 2-oz. can, Bd. of iiki,1
Educationo....gaimum

1

1 48

.29
IL 29

Thre4t122 10 black (250 yds.), Slez.vs Roebuck

hrea22,10 white Itosbutc2 i

.

.

A

boxes.....^.~m

25
lbss.,

f yam..WI
Tartle Food, ra2.1issics ,cal Sup._,1
Verriricalite in 5 lb. bags), Bd. of Ed.,

'Education S, lies, Code 221

.15

.2 7
/5 lb

.

t

.0
.1 lb,

i

. arie.", copper, annunclator trireTrtril,
Cenco 8994048 2,410 ia-Fe7MarriaoMir copper, RIM:cold?
No.. 1.8 14 of 1212 iaillteraS2FaieS.§

0M
f'.

1
i:JyasLS ints (50.A...........2.t.....1.2670 I

............... !

irloseVillatnimlim.onamweamastKnommol+80.4.0~3.01....a

4.11~1~.4.4.01147111.101.00~.00.10111MOR.....imisrmars...~swenollomeiensposautf.

Notal.Sa......01.11,i.m..4.11Mu.~111migx.",071.0MPIIPVIPNI I

t

1

MOSIILINang W...

....................,

1rift1Vamble.~4,11.0,11.0.14smoomPoomore-rtimssomrsoo....ftwaimma.r.v.WearmarninwNwa.s131.1a.

,

1 1,...

-

1.P.Metwkix .ft`ACAMPZIPKOM.M.r.Thalti.loandinin

.

... MIr s .s..ewd.au...l.f.sr.t...w..w...

,

WWIMPIMPftwOe.

JaftniuMMOMMAOMMOMMOOPOWNUmidoMMIO.WWOW.I.....gmayw411.,int

-,,

.

.

holwiliit mirmobir

100.0.....,..WOMO6We ONNOWIPPOMMINIMMOMMMIlit~0,0

.0.~.....11.M.A.S.W IMINOWOMISIti

recopied by jew
5.47.63
* Unit Cost as of January 1961
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To:

From:

Subject:

MONWLAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Science Department

MEMORANDUM

All General Science Teachers

Albin Olszewski, Sheridan

Evaluation of the following three sets of rocks: the Teacher's

Demonstration Set (3"), the Student's Collection Set (2") and

the Dag of 36 unknown minerals (1) for student laboratory practice.

The committee on improving laboratory demonstrations in the Geology Unit,

recommended that a standardized set of minerals for the teacher's demonstration

be 3 inches in size. The student collection set be 2 Inches in size and the

bag of 36 unknown minerals for Student laboratory practice be 1 inch or 1* inch.

Minerals in the teacher's set (3") consist of the following: Hematite,

Kaolinite, Limonite, Magnetite, Quartz, Siderite, Taconite, Apatite, Asbestos,

Azurite, Bauxite, Calcite, Carnotite, Chalcopyrite, Onyx, Corrundum, Diamond,

Flourite, Garnet in Schist, Graphite, Gypsum, Halite (rock salt), Manganese,

Marble, Mica (Biotite), Native copper, Obsidian. Opalite, Orthoclase, Pyrite,

Pyrrhotite, Schoelite, Shale (Sylvit3),Sphalerite, Sulfur, Talc, Topaz,

Tourmaline, Willemite, Basalt, Conglomerate, Dolomite, Gneiss, Granite,

Limestone, Peat, Sandstone, Schist, Shale, Slate, Marble, Quartzite, Soapstone. (53)

The student's collection (2") are as follows: Hematite, kaolinite, Limonite,

Magnetite, Quartz, Asbestos, Bauxite, Carnotite, Caicopyrite, Fluorite, Galena,

Graphite, Halite, Mica (Biotite, Native copper, Pyrite, Quartz (Jasper) (17)

The bag of 36 unknown minerals for student laboratory practice are to be

identified.

Evallaision of the 3..inch teacher demonstration setz.la.00

1. A standardized set of minerals is necessary to fallow the

laboratory exercises and demonstrations.

2. The teacher's demonstration set be 3 inches in size to facilitate

better identification and viewing for the student.

3. A 3 inch size sample will discourage pilferage.

4. Better quality of ore samples are found in large pieces.

5. Demonstrations are more dramatized and meaningful.
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The committee on improving labor; tory demonstrations in the Geology Unit,

recommended that a standardized set of minerals for the teacher's demonstration

be 3 inches in size. The student collection set be 2 inches in size and the

bag of 36 unknown minerals for Student laboratory practice be 1 inch or it inch.

Minerals in the teacher's set (3") consist of the following: Hematite,

Kaolinite, Limonite, Magnetite, quartz, Siderite, Taconite, Apatite, Asbestos,

Azurite, Bauxite, Calcite, Carnotite, Chalcopyrite, Onyx, Corrundum, Diamond,

Flourite, Garnet in Schist, Graphite, Gypsum, Halite (rock salt), Manganese,

Marble, Mica (Biotite), Native copper, Obsidian. Ovalite, Orthoclase, Pyrite,

Pyrrhotite, Schoelite, Shale (Sylvite), Sehalerite, Sulfur, Talc, Topaz,

Tourmaline, Wiliemite, Basalt, Conglomerate, Dolomite, Gneiss, Granite,

Limestone, Peat, Sandstone, Schist, Shale, Slate, Marble, quartzite, Soapstone. (53)

The student's collection (2") are as follows: Hematite, Kaolinite, Limonite,

Magnetite, Qmartz, Asbestos, Bauxite, Carnotite, Caleopyrite, Fluorite, Galena,

Graphite, Halite, Mica (Biotite, Hative copper, Pyrite, Quartz (Jasper) (17)

The bag of 36 unknown minerals for student laboratory practice arc to be

identified.

Evaltion. of the 3inch teacher demonstration set...LAMA

I. A standardized set of minerals is necessary to follow the

laboratory exercises and demonstrations.

2. The teacher's demonstration set be 3 inches in size to facilitate

better identification and viewing for the student.

3. A 3 inch size sample will discourage pilferage.

4. Better quality of ore seerles are found in large pieces.

5. Demonstrations are more dramatized and meaningful.
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Remerandum: All General Science Teachers - evaluation of 3 sets of rocks

AO:sm
2.7.63

1:valuation u$1 the 2 inch size for student collection set - 411.00

1. The 2 inch size is large enough to make a close comparison.

2. Cheaper to replace if lost.

Will have more usage than the larpr Size.

AyalueMoti on the baLof X unknown minerals for student laboreto

4:5'0

1. These are the cheaper in price.

2. Enpendable eventually because of the usage In various tests.

3, Will help develop an interest in rock identification.

4. Will make geology more Interesting by using the laboratory and its

samples.



MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Science Department

SUPPLIERS OF SCIENCE EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS AND THEIR REPRESENTATIVES

Aloe, Division of Brunswick Corp.
3501 Raleigh Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55416
927-7351
Rm. A.C. Rink

American Optical Company
2616 Nicollet Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408
823-8261
Reg. Bob Anderson

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
27 North 4th Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401

335-5195
Rep,. George Winikates

335-8788

Becton, Dickinson & Co.
Rutherford, New Jersey
Beg. Herbert S. O'Connor

Lakeview Terrace
Waconia, Minnesota 55387

Bower and Haack Microscope Service
Benjamin Haack, Manager
1826 Como S. 6
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414
331-5791

Braun Mfg. Co.
Midget Incubators
Box 274
Chatham, New Jersey 07928

Carolina Biological Supply Co.
Burlington, North Carolina 27216
No local representative'

Central Scientific Company (Cenco)
Bob Bieser, V. Pres.
1700 Irving Park Road
Chicago, Illinois 60613
In, Ed Lang

Chicago Scientific Corp.
Laboratory Apparatus and Chemicals
7319 Vincennes Avenue
Chicago Illinois 60607'
Attn.: E.C. Lieber

Corning Glass Works
Laboratory Products Inc.
Corning, New York 14830

Timothy V. Hartnett
514 Grand Avenue
St; Paul, Minnesota 55102
227-2369

Creative Educational Society
Box 589
Mankato, Minnesota 56001
Reg. Fred E. Wheeler

3609 Aldrich Avenue So.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55409
822-5664

Denoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Ravenswood Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60640
Rez T. H. Kjorlaug

201 Milbert Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55426

545-5990

Doerr Glass Company
Vineland, New Jersey 08360
Benz Richard Wheeler

2086 Iglehart Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota 5510
645-8746

Eckert Mineral Research, Inc.

110 East Main Street
Florence, Colorado 81226
No local representative

Edison Scott Squire Co Inc.
New Richmond, Wisconsin 54017
No local representative



(Suppliers of Science Equipment and Materials and Their Representatives - 2)

Elgeet Optical Company, Inc.
303 Child Street
Rochester, New York 14611
No local representative

Farmer Seed and Nursery Co.
4631 Excelsior Blvd.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55416
920-1733

Faust Scientific Supply Company
5108 Gordon Avenue
(Biology material only)
Madison, Wisconsin 53716

Foam Plastics, Inc.
17 Southwest Third Street
Osseo, Minnesota 55369
425-4224

General Biological Supply (Turtox)
8200 South Moyne Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60620
No local representative

General Science Service Company
1222, Chester Newby

3450 Yosemite Avenue
P.O. Box 8423
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55426
929-2385

The industrial & Scientific
Instrument Co.

5225 Germantown Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19144
No local representative

Arthur S. LaPine & Co.
6001 South Knox Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60629

Macalester Scientific Corp.
Joseph Hart
253 Norfolk Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
No local representative
thew Sales & Services Facilities)
Rao Thomas F. Shea

215 Burlington Street
Western Springs, Illinois 60558

(312) 246-6070

A.J. Nystrom Company
3333 Elston Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60618
Rep. Ed Hurley"

5209 Mirror Lake Drive
929-4958

Physicians & Hospitals Supply Co.
1400 Harmon Place
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55403

333-5251
B221, Merlin F. Peterson

Pioneer Plastics, Inc.
8321 Atlantic Blvd.
Jacksonville, Florida 32211

E.H. Sargent & Company
4647 West Foster Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60630
(312) 777-2700
Rep. Merle T. Nelson

5746 Harriet Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55419
(612) 823-3301

Schaak Electronics Inc.
3867 Minnehaha Avenue So.

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55406

729-8382

Science Associates
P.O. Box 216
194 Nassau Street
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

No local representative



(Suppliers of Science Equipment and Materials and Their Representatives - 3)

Science Electronics, Inc. (Linco)
195 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
(Formerly Lincoln Apparatus, LINCO)
(for PSSC physics)

Bea. Terrence McGann (SIGNAL SYSTEMS)
340 East Franklin Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404

339-9195

Scientific Products
3846 Washington Avenue North
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55412

529-7735
(Division of American Hospital Supply
Corp.)

Lt. Roy Sternard
788-3371

City Desk - Richard Marty

Stansi Scientific Company
1231 North Honore Street
Chicago, Illinois 60622
No local representative

E. G. Steinhilber & Co., Inc.
102 Josslyn Street
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901
No local representative

Trans-Mississippi Biological Supply
892 West County Road B
St. Paul, Minnesota 55113
489-5259
312. B. L. Hawkins

(afternoons
646-4843, Station 254)

Viking Safety 6 Supply Division
2474 Territorial Road (Safety glasses)
St. Paul, Minnesota 55114
646-3744

George T. Walker 6. Co.
2218 University Avenue S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415
333-343 - City Desk (Ed Sears or
Gordon Danielson)
122, Charles L. Howe

6104 11th Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55417
£69-234C

r .1.1

Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Inc..
P.O. Box 1712
Rochester, New York 14603
No local representative

W. M. Welch Scientific Company
7300 N. Linder Avenue
Skokie, Illinois 60076
Rep. Chester L. Nighfcengale

Box 473
Alexandria, Minnesota 56308

Wilkens-Anderson Company
4525 W. Division Street
Chicago, Illinois 60651
Beg, James Ramseth

4525 W. Division Street
Chicago, Illinois 60651

Wright's Mineral Service Inc.
3207 Cedar Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota
722-9677 (Anderson's)

Erdis Wright
9612 Chicago Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420
881-0032


